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Introdution
This thesis investigates the use of innovative interferene detetion and mit-
igation tehniques for GNSS based appliations. The main purpose of this
thesis is the development of advaned signal proessing tehniques outper-
forming urrent interferene mitigation algorithms already implemented in
o-the-shelf GNSS reeivers.
State-of-the-art interferene ountermeasures already investigated in litera-
ture, whih proess the signal at the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC)
output, provide interferene omponents suppression in the time domain or
in the frequeny domain, thus leading to a signiant signal degradation in
harmful interferene senarios where the GNSS signals spetra at the reeiver
antenna is ompletely jammed by external intentional or unintentional Radio
Frequeny Interferene (RFI) soures.
The proposed advaned interferene ountermeasures overome suh a limit,
sine they are based on partiular signal proessing tehniques whih manip-
ulate the reeived samples at the ADC output, providing a representation
in new domains where interferene omponent an be better deteted and
separated from the rest of the signal, minimizing the useful signal distortion
even in presene of multiple interferene soures. At the ost of an inreased
omputational omplexity, suh tehniques an be optimized for inreasing
the sensitivity and the robustness of GNSS reeiver merged in harmful envi-
ronments.
The work of this thesis addresses the design of suh tehniques by means of
theoretial analyses, their performane assessment by means of simulation
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and their validation by means of syntheti and real GNSS data. Furthermore
performane omparison with more traditional interferene ountermeasures
is also presented onsidering a variety of harmful interferene senarios.
In addition to the investigation of suh new interferene ountermeasures, part
of the thesis deals with the limit of urrent interferene suppression tehnique,
suh as the pulse blanking, and its impat on the data demodulation perfor-
mane. A very general investigation of the pulse blanking impat on the data
demodulation performane for un-oded Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)
Diret Sequene Spread Spetrum (DS/SS) is provided. Then, the analysis
fouses on the assessment of the navigation data demodulation performane
for the urrent Spae Based Augmentation System (SBAS), then providing
a proposal for system improvements, in terms of robustness and data rate
inrease, in future SBAS generation.
Among the dierent interferene senarios onsidered, the thesis fouses on
the potential interferene environment expeted in aviation ontext, sine the
Galileo E5 and GPS L5 bands, where the future GNSS based aviation ser-
vies will be broadast, are shared with other Aeronautial Radio Navigation
Systems (ARNSs) broadasting strong pulsed interfering signals, whih may
seriously threat the on-board GNSS reeiver operations . For suh senarios,
simulation and analyti models are disussed and used as benhmark ases for
assessing the mitigation tehniques, in terms of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
gain and data demodulation apability.
The presene of interferene (mitigated or not) auses a loss in the arrier
to noise density ratio C/N0 value for the reeived signal. For this reason,
in order to reliably deal with suh signals, the GNSS reeiver must be able
to feature high-sensitivity algorithms at the aquisition and traking stages.
For this reason the last part of the thesis investigates High Sensitivity (HS)
aquisition shemes for very weak GNSS signal detetion. In partiular, the
purpose of this part of the work is to present a theoretial methodology for
the design of an aquisition sheme apable of deteting signal down to 5
2
dB-Hz. The analysis arried out assuming the presene of assistane infor-
mation whih allows the reeiver employing long oherent integration time
(order of seonds). The partiular senario of the GNSS spae environment
is taken into onsideration and the analysis is also foused on the denition
of the requirements on the auray for potential Doppler aiding soures at
the reeiver level.
The theoretial analysis is also supported by fully software simulation.
Thesis Outline
The thesis is divided in three parts as follows:
1. Fundamentals and State of the Art. Bakground on GNSS systems,
GNSS signals, and GNSS reeivers arhiteture is provided in Chapter
1. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the main unintentional interferene
soures while in Chapter 3 the main detetion and mitigation algorithms
presented in literature are reported.
2. Interferene Impat on GNSS Aviation Reeiver and Advaned Counter-
mesures. After providing a detailed desription of the main interferene
soures for the GNSS servies in the ARNSs frequeny bands, a detailed
assessment of the impat of suh pulsed interferene soures on GNSS re-
eiver is provided in Chapter 4. Suh analysis has been performed in the
navigation laboratory of the European Spae Researh and Tehnology
Centre (ESTEC/ESA), in the Netherlands and results have been pub-
lished in [1℄. Furthermore, the most ommon pulsed interferene suh
as the pulse blanking will be deeply investigating in Chapter 4. Chapter
5 will fous on the investigation on new advane signal proessing based
interferene detetion and mitigation algorithms. In partiular two ad-
vaned interferene ountermeasure based Wavelet Paket Deomposi-
tion (WPD) and on Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT) will presented
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and their performane in suppressing interferene will be assessed. The
results ahieved from this researh ativity have been published in [2℄
[3℄ [4℄ and [5℄.
Chapter 6 provides an assessment of the impat of the pulse blanking
and its non linearities eet on the data demodulation performane of
oded and un-oded DS/SS system.
3. Design of a High Sensitivity Reeiver for GNSS signal aquisition in
harsh environment. Chapter 7 will address the design of a HS aquisi-
tion sheme for weak GNSS signals in spae environments. Results of
this ativity an be found in [6℄.
4
Part I
Fundamentals
and
State of the Art
Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Motivation of the Work
In a short time new demanding appliations, as for instane nanial and life
ritial timing and positioning servies, will be inluded in the plethora of uses
of new GNSS appliations. They will require the ability to restrit aess to
some lass of proteted information by the user position meaning, provided by
some GNSS tehnology. Aess ontrol tokens using trusted GNSS reeivers
will provide the information seurity ore for this kind of appliations, inlud-
ing banking, enterprise and seure timestamps. The loation-based ontrol
onept is based on the denition of a seure arhiteture able to onstrain
the position user to the aess of partiular data or servies, suh as private
douments or business transations. In this ontext, the position informa-
tion provided by GNSS should be improved, mainly in terms of availability
(e.g. using GPS and the Galileo systems), reliability (e.g. Wide Area Aug-
mentation System (WAAS) or European Geostationary Navigation Overlay
Servie (EGNOS)) and seurity. This last aspet an inlude enryption teh-
niques using ryptography or involve denition of proper methods for signal
authentiation and navigation solution quality. These are key issues to on-
sider due to the ritial environment ondition where the reeiver is fored to
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operate in.
It is well known that the reeption of GNSS signals an be aeted by RFI
that an partially or totally ompromise the orret reeiver behavior. Un-
intentional interfering signals suh as harmonis generated by Digital Video
Broadasting (DVB) transmitters or intentional one, as intentional high power
signals generated by jammers, an dramatially ompromise the navigation
data aess ontrol mehanism. Intentional disturbs an also be used to
inhibit the traking stage in order to fore the reeiver status in the re-
aquisition mode for spoong purposes. The development of anti-jamming
algorithms is then beoming entral not only for Safety of Life appliations
and professional reeiver but also to guarantee loation-based servies. To
assure trusted reeiver outputs, valuable tools should be designed in order to
protet the reliability of the position estimation.
1.2 Basis on Satellite Navigation
GNSS refers to all the systems either operational or under development whih
provide loation information based on transmission of signals by Medium
Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites. The signals transmitted by every GPS and
Galileo satellites allow the users to estimate instantaneously and in real time
its PVT in a Earth entered referene system. Both GPS and Galileo satellite
are based on the Time Of Arrival (TOA) onept, and users determine their
position evaluating the time interval between the signal transmission and
the signal reeption. This is possible thanks to very aurate atomi loks
on-board the satellites; all of them synhronized with respet to a ommon
time sale. Reeiver loks are not synhronized to the system time, and
full synhronization an be ahieved only when the signal is aquired and
traked and the navigation message demodulated. It is assumed that the
position of satellites is preisely known [7℄. The time instant at whih the
signal is transmitted is embedded in the ranging signal, so the reeiver an
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alulate the propagation time of the signal; multiplying this and the speed
of light (i.e. the signal veloity) the reeiver determines the user-to-satellite
range. Assuming that the reeiver lok is perfetly synhronized with the
satellite transmitter, the distane v between the satellite and the user an be
alulated measuring the transit time of the signal. In the three-dimensional
spae, every vn vetor denes a spherial surfae having enter the satellite n,
whose oordinates are represented by the vsn vetor. From the intersetion of
at least three of these spheres, it is possible to ompute a very preise point
that represents the true user position.
Figure 1.1: Basi priniple of the loalization tehnique
Giving the following denition of distane:
vn = ||vsn − vR|| (1.1)
and setting a system of three equations, the solution of vR an be obtained;
this vetor represents the user oordinates in a artesian system.
However, in a real situation, the reeiver lok is not synhronized with the
transmitter. While all the satellite payloads host synhronous loks, it is
not possible to have user loks aligned with the satellite time sale at low
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ost and omplexity. Furthermore, GNSS are oneived to be one diretional
systems (i.e. not requiring the user to interat with the satellite onstellation),
thus not allowing two-way methods for keeping the satellites and the reeivers
aligned to the same time-sale. The measure of the distane suers of a bias
as shown in Figure 1.2 by the ε term, that is ommon to eah satellite.
Figure 1.2: Eet of Reeiver Clok Oset on TOA Measurements
This bias represents the shift of the reeiver time sale with respet to the
GNSS time sale. The measurement performed by the reeiver is then alled
pseudorange ρ and it is dened as the sum of the true distane Rj and a
term due to the time sale misalignment. Analytially the pseudorange an
be written as
ρj = Rj + ε = Rj + c · δtu (1.2)
where  is the speed of the light and δtu is the user lok bias. This term
annot be reovered using the data ontained in the satellite signal, therefore,
the intersetion of another sphere generated on a further satellite is neessary.
The generi j-th pseudorange an be written as
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ρj =
√
(xj − xn)2 + (yj − yn)2 + (zj − zn)2 + but (1.3)
where xu,yu,zu are the user oordinates, xsj,ysj,zsj are the oordinates of
four satellites and but = c · δtu is the lok bias term. As δtu an not be
reovered using the data ontained in the satellite signal the intersetion of
another sphere generated on a further satellite is therefore neessary. The
intersetion of four spheres is then given by [8℄:

|ρ1| =
√
(x1 − xn)2 + (y1 − yn)2 + (z1 − zn)2 + but
|ρ2| =
√
(x2 − xn)2 + (y2 − yn)2 + (z2 − zn)2 + but
|ρ3| =
√
(x3 − xn)2 + (y3 − yn)2 + (z3 − zn)2 + but
|ρ4| =
√
(x4 − xn)2 + (y4 − yn)2 + (z4 − zn)2 + but
(1.4)
The solution of (1.4) gives the user loation and the value of δtu, allowing
the user to synhronize its own reeiver to the GNSS time sale [7℄. It has
to be noted that in order for a reeiver to estimate its position, the reeiver
must have at least four satellites in view. These satellites must be in LoS,
or the relationship between the propagation time and the geometri distane
is lost. If a larger number of satellites is in view, a better estimation is
possible. In the past, due to omputational onstraints, the ombination of
four satellites giving the best performane was hosen. Modern reeivers use
up to 12 hannels (and even more in the future) in order to perform the
position and time estimation. The estimation of a pseudorange is performed
by the user reeiver, proessing an eletromagneti signal transmitted by the
satellites
Notie that other errors are present in the range measurement, in addition
to the time oset, but in the following they have been negleted to keep the
analysis terse. As previously stated, the distane r between the satellite and
the user is alulated measuring the TOA of the ranging ode
R = c(Tu − Ts) = c∆t (1.5)
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where Tu is the system time at whih the signal is reeived by the user, Ts is
the system time at whih the signal was broadast by the satellite and c is
the speed of light. This expression is generally alled geometri range, but it
is not what the reeiver really measures. The reeiver and the satellite loks,
in fat, generally have a bias error from the referene time (tu for the reeiver
and δt for the satellite lok). So the pseudorange ρ is omputed as
ρ = c [(Tu + tu)− (Ts + δt)] = c(Tu − Ts) + c(tu − δt) = r + c(tu − δt) (1.6)
The satellite ground network uploads to the satellites the orretion for the
oset δt, whih is then broadast to the user by the navigation message; in
this way, δt is no longer onsidered as unknown. Hene,
ρ = R + ctu (1.7)
The unknowns to be determined are the user position in three dimension and
the oset of the reeiver lok from system time tu, so at least four pseu-
dorange measurements are required. The equations involved in pseudorange
determination are nonlinear, so they should be linearized using, for example,
an approximate user position around whih linearize.
1.3 Signal Struture
As it will be learer in the following hapters, the eet and the impat
of a spei type of interferer strongly depend on the harateristis of the
GNSS signal itself. Before desribing the possible interferene soures, an
overview on the the main harateristis of the satellite navigation signals
available today and foreseen for the future is neessary. In priniple GNSS
signal are DS/SS modulated signals, where a sequene of binary symbols d(t)
(+1,−1) transmitted at a low bit rate Rb is modulated with a so alled Pseudo
Random Noise (PRN) sequene c(t), omposed by binary hips (+1, − 1)
transmitted at higher data rate Rc. As an example, the basi BPSK signal is
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made by navigation data transmitted at 50 bps multiplied by PRN sequene
transmitted at 1.023 Mps. The eet of suh operation is a bandwidth
expansion of the useful GNSS signal broadasting in the hannel. For suh a
reason the PRN sequene is also know as spreading sequene. Eah satellite
of the onstellation transmit its own PRN sequene. All the PRNs sequene
broadast by satellites have extremely good un-orrelation properties. Thus
at reeiver level, the user reeiver is able to reognized the signal broadast
by a determined satellite through a orrelation proess between the reeived
signal and a loally generated PRN replia. Suh a system is also known
as Code Division Multiple Aess (CDMA), sine all the satellites transmit
simultaneously on the same arrier frequeny, but they features a dierent
ode unorrelated with the odes broadast by the other satellites. Conept of
DS/SS modulation and CDMA will be resumed with more detail sin Chapter
6. The following Setions will fous in partiular on the Amerian GPS and
the new European ivil satellite based positioning system Galileo. For both
system three frequeny band are alloated: L1, L2, and L5 are for GPS, while,
E1, E6, and E5 (E5a and E5b) are for Galileo. Portions of bands are shared
between the two systems. Table 1.1 provides a summary of the urrent GPS
and Galileo bands
Table 1.1: GPS and Galileo bands
System Band Bandwidth (MHz) Center Frequeny (MHz)
L5 24 [1164-1188℄ 1176.45
GPS L2 20 [1217-1230℄ 1227.60
L1 24 [1563-1587℄ 1575.42
E5a 27 [1164-1191.795℄ 1176.45
Galileo E5b 25 [1191.795-1217℄ 1207.14
E6 40 [1260-1300℄ 1278.75
E1 32 [15559-1591℄ 1575.42
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1.3.1 Global Position System
Current status of the Amerian GPS system an be found in [9℄. Born in
1973, the urrent GPS onstellation onsists of 31 satellites, 24 of whih are
maintained available 95% of the time by the United States. GPS satellites
y in medium earth orbit at an altitude of approximately 20.200 km. Eah
satellite irles the Earth twie a day.
Within the dierent phases of the GPS system, dierent satellite bloks have
been developed [7℄:
• the initial onept validation satellites were alled Blok I. Ten proto-
type satellites have been launhed between 1978 and 1985;
• 24 satellites of Blok II/IIA have been launhed between 1989 and 1995,
when the system was delared operational. Blok II satellites are the ini-
tial prodution satellites, while Blok IIA refers to upgraded prodution
satellites;
• blok IIR satellites (R stands for replenishment) entered in servie in
1997;
• modied Blok IIR versions, denoted as Blok IIR-M, started in 2005;
• 4 new blok IIF (F stands for follow-on) satellites started being lunhed
sine 2010 arrying the new 3rd ivil signal on L5 frequeny (L5);
• blok III satellites are in the prodution stage and rst lunhes are
foreseen in 2015. Their payload will feature all the signals transmitted
by the blok IIF satellites plus the new 4th ivil signal on L1 frequeny
band (L1C)
The urrent 31 operational satellite are distributed aording the table in
Figure 1.3
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Figure 1.3: Current GPS satellites onstellation
As far as GPS is onerned, the C/A and P odes are onsidered as urrent
signals, while all the signals belonging to the modernization phase (L2C, L5,
M ode) an be lassied as part of the evolution phase. In fat, though
there are some satellites that are already broadasting L5, L2C and M ode
signals, the modernization phase is still under development and its ompletion
is foreseen for the next years.
A qualitative representation of the urrent and foreseen GPS signals spetra
is given by Fig. 1.4. For eah signal it is also indiated the satellites blok it
belongs to, or will belong to.
 
Figure 1.4: Spetra of the urrent and planned GPS signals
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1.3.1.1 GPS Signals baseline
Currently eah GPS satellite transmits ontinuously using two radio frequen-
ies: L1 and L2. Two signals are transmitted on L1, one for ivil users, and
the other for DoD-authorized users [10℄. As far as GPS is onerned, its
modernization started in the late 1990s soon after the system beame oper-
ational and it is still on going, also driven by the potential ompetition of
the growing Galileo. The plans for GPS modernization over both ivil and
military elds. Two new ivil signals are dened: a signal on L2, alled L2C
[11℄, and a signal on L5, alled L5 [12℄. The M ode is the military ode,
properly designed to have suient isolation to prevent mutual interferene.
In addition the United States is planning to add a modernized ivil signal
upon the L1 frequeny within the Blok III time frame, the L1C. L1C is the
fourth ivilian GPS signal, designed to enable interoperability between GPS
and international satellite navigation systems. L1C features a Multiplexed Bi-
nary Oset Carrier (MBOC) modulation sheme that enables international
ooperation while proteting U.S. national seurity interests. The design will
improve mobile GPS reeption in ities and other hallenging environments.
More detail on tehnial speiation of this new ivil signal an be found in
[13℄ As far as the two ivil signals L2C and L5, whih belong to the Blok
IIR-M and IIF respetively, they are already operation as shown in Figure
1.3
For the sake of learness, all the time and spetral harateristis of urrent
and future GPS signals are summarized in Table 1.2.
1.3.2 The Galileo projet
The Galileo programme, is an European initiative for the development of a
fully autonomous satellite-based positioning, navigation and timing apability
, for global high performane servies [16℄. The Galileo Spae Segment will
15
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Table 1.2: Current and Future GPS Signals (from [11℄ [13℄[14℄ [15℄ [10℄ [12℄)
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L1 BPSK C/A 1.023 50 1575.42 2.046 -158.5
BPSK P 10.23 50 1575.42 10.23 -161.5
L2 BPSK C/A 0.5115 50 1227.60 1.023 -158.5
BPSK P 5.115 50 1227.60 10.23 -161.5
L5 BPSK 10.23 25 1176.45 24 -157.9
L2/L2C BPSK CM 511.5E3 50
(∗∗)
1227.60 2.046 -160
CL 511.5E3 no data
L5 QPSK I5 10.23E6 50 1176.45 20.46 -154.5
Q5 10.23E6 no data
L1-L2/ BOC(10,5) .g.
(∗∗∗)
N/A 1575.42 30.69 -158
M ode 1227.60
L1/L1C BOC(1,1) or CP 1.023E6 no data 1575.42 4.092 -157
TMBOC CD 1.023E6 50 or 75
CO 100 no data
(∗)
referring to the main lobe/lobes
(∗∗)
the data rate inludes the FEC
(∗∗∗)
ryptographially generated
inlude a onstellation of a total of 30 MEO satellites. The development of
suh system has been strutured aording to the following three phases:
1. Experimental phase (two satellites) Two experimental satellites, GIOVE-
A and GIOVE-B, launhed respetively Deember 2005 and April 2008
have haraterised and veried the ritial tehnologies needed by Galileo
within the medium-Earth orbit (MEO) environment. They have also
reserved radio frequenies set aside for Galileo by the International
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Teleommuniations Union. Both suessfully ompleted their missions
and are no longer operational.
2. In-Orbit-Validation (IOV) phase (four satellites) The aim of the Galileo
IOV phase is to validate the system design using a redued onstellation
of four satellites, the minimum required to provide exat positioning
and timing at the test loations along with a limited number of ground
stations. The rst two IOV satellites were arried into orbit by a Soyuz
launher from Europe's Spaeport in Frenh Guiana on 21 Otober
2011. The seond pair was launhed on 12 Otober 2012. All four IOV
satellites now are ontinuously broadasting their payloads aross the
three alloated frequeny band (see Table 1.1. Some example of IOV
satellite signal assessment an be found in [17℄ and [18℄.
3. Full Operational Capability (FOC) phase (four IOV satellites plus 26
FOC satellites) Launhed in parallel to the In Orbit Validation (IOV)
phase, the FOC phase will lead to the deployment of the remaining
ground and spae infrastruture. It inludes an intermediate Initial
Operational Capability (IOC) milestone with 18 satellites in operation
(four IOV satellites plus 14 FOC satellites). Early servies with redued
performane or for demonstration purpose will be provided from mid-
2014.
The presene of new Signals in-spae stemming from the Galileo satellites,
will oer new lasses of worldwide servies to over the widest range of user
needs, inluding professional users, sientists, mass-market users and publi
regulated domains [16℄:
• the Open Servie (OS) is free of harge to the user and provides position-
ing and synhronisation information intended mainly for high-volume
satellite navigation appliations; a ontribution, by means of Galileo
17
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OS signals and/or in ooperation with other satellite navigation sys-
tems, to integrity monitoring servies aimed at users of Safety-of-Life
appliations in ompliane with international standards.
• the Commerial Servie (CS) for the development of appliations for
professional or ommerial use by means of improved performane and
data with greater added value than those obtained through the Open
Servie. Implementation of the CS is not foreseen in the IOV phase.
• the Publi Regulated Servie (PRS) restrited to government autho-
rised users, for sensitive appliations that require a high level of servie
ontinuity, free of harge for European Union (EU) Member States, the
Counil, the Commission, the European External Ation Servie and
EU agenies. The PRS uses strong, enrypted signals; a ontribution
to the Searh and Resue Support Servie (SAR) of the Cospas-Sarsat
system by deteting distress signals transmitted by beaons, loating
these beaons and relaying messages to them.
1.3.2.1 Galileo Signals
The Galileo frequeny plan is depited in Fig. 1.5, while the struture of its
signals is desribed by table 1.3.
Figure 1.5: Galileo Frequeny Plan
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Table 1.3: Current and Future Galileo Signals (from [15℄ [19℄ [20℄)
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E1 OS BOC(1,1) 1.023 125 1575.42 2.046 -157
CS
E6 CS BPSK 5.115 500 1278.75 40.92 -155
E5a OS AltBOC(15,10) 10.23 25 1176.45 51.15 -155
E5b OS 10.23 125 1207.14 -155
CS
E1/OS OS CBOC(6,1,1/11) B 1.023E6 125 1575.42 4.092 -160
C 1.023E6 no data
E1 PRS BOC
os
(15,2.5) A 2.5575E6 N/A 1575.42 38.805 N/A
(∗)
referring to the main lobe/lobes
The innovation brought by the Galileo projet is the design of new signals,
based on an innovative modulation, the Binary Oset Carrier (BOC) modu-
lation also knows as split spetrum modulation. Basially it onsist in mod-
ulating the basi spread BPSK signal(e. g. GPS L1 C/A) with a squared
sub-arrier waveform. The eet of suh modulation is to split the power
spetrum of the Diret Spread Spetrum Sequene (DS/SS) in two main lobes
around the onsidered GNSS arrier frequeny, as it shown in Figure 1.5. The
main idea behind BOC modulation is to redue the interferene with BPSK-
modulated signal, whih has a sin funtion shaped spetrum. Therefore,
BPSK-modulated signals suh as C/A GPS odes have most of their spetral
energy onentrated around the arrier frequeny, while BOC-modulated sig-
nals (used in Galileo system) have low energy around the arrier frequeny
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and two main spetral lobes further away from the arrier (thus, the name of
split-spetrum). More details on suh an innovative split spetrum modula-
tion an be found in [19℄ and [21℄. However, the atual OS E1 signal broadast
by the IOV satellites and that will be broadast by the future Galileo satel-
lites feature an evolution of the BOC modulation, the so alled MBOC. Suh
a modulation is derived by the multiplexing of the standard BOC(1,1) mod-
ulation with the BOC(6,1) modulation. Detailed derivation and analysis of
the MBOC modulation an be found in [20℄ and [22℄.
1.4 The Reeiver
This setion aims at summarizing the basi arhiteture and priniple opera-
tion of a GNSS reeiver. The literature in this eld is very wide, several are
the books devoted to this topi. Among them, detailed explanations on the
reeiver operation an be found in [10℄ [7℄ [23℄ [8℄.
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Figure 1.6: Generi GPS reeiver blok diagram
Figure 1.6 shows a high level blok diagram of a generi GPS reeiver. Re-
ferring to 1.6, the bloks operation an be desribed as follows [24℄:
• after the antenna and the pre-amplier, the front-end is in harge
of the analog signal proessing, that involves ltering, ampliation,
and downonversion. Ampliation is straightforward in hard-limiting
arhitetures (1-bit A/D onversion) but multibit reeivers must employ
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some form of Automati Gain Control (AGC). Downonversion is per-
formed either in single or multiple stages. Multi-stage arhitetures al-
low for adequate image suppression and general bandpass ltering with
the nal Intermediate Frequeny (IF) plaed lose to baseband (e.g., 4
MHz). Single-stage down onversion is beoming more prevalent, how-
ever, and image suppression is ahieved by aepting a higher IF (e.g.,
30-100 MHz). The nal onversion to baseband involves onverting the
IF signal to the in-phase (I ) and quadrature (Q) omponents of the
signal envelope. This is aomplished by mixing the IF signal with
two tones generated at the nal nominal IF but with one tone lagging
the other in phase by π/2 radians. The output of the two mixers are
the baseband omponents plus the residual Doppler. This onversion
to the baseband an be aomplished either before or after the A/D
onversion.
• For the A/D onversion, both single-bit and multi-bit arhitetures
are urrently in use. Most low-ost ommerial reeivers employ 1-
bit sampling in narrow (i.e., 2 MHz) bandwidths. High-end reeivers
typially use anywhere from 1.5-bit (i.e., three levels) to 3-bit (eight
levels) sampling in bandwidth range from 2 to 20MHz. The degradation
of the signal due to nite-bit quantization is dependent upon two fators
in addition to the number of quantization levels. First is the IF. Seond
is the ratio of the maximum A/D threshold to the root mean square
noise level.
• Baseband signal proessing of the digitized signal is typially aom-
plished using a ombination of dediated hardware and digital signal
proessors to form the measurements and provide feedbak for aqui-
sition and traking.
In pratie, the signal at the ADC output is split over dierent hannels.
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In eah of them, the reeiver repliates the PRN ode that is transmit-
ted by the SV being aquired by the reeiver; then the reeiver shifts the
phase of the replia ode until it orrelates with the SV PRN ode [7℄
and multiply the inoming signal with a loally generated arrier. The
rst step in GNSS proessing is the signal aquisition: the satellites in
view are deteted and a rst rough estimation of the Doppler shift and
the ode phase is performed. Then the signal traking renes the ode
synhronization and allows for extrating the information related to the
ode hip transition, whih is fundamental in the pseudorange estima-
tion. These measurements, performed on a set of at least four satel-
lites, are used to ompute the user's position through a triangulation
proedure.
• Signal Aquisition refers to the initial synhronization proess [7℄
[10℄ performed within eah hannel of the reeiver, in order to obtain a
rough alignment between the odes broadasted by the satellites and the
loally generated odes. The signal aquisition an be time onsuming,
mainly assuming a old start, sine the reeiver does not know any a
priori information. In this ase, the reeiver starts seeking satellites
hosen randomly [10℄. During the aquisition phase the reeiver tests
all the possible alignments, and if the tested PRN is inluded in the
inoming signal, the orrelation peak is deteted. The signal aquisition
is atually a two-dimensional searh in time (ode phase) and frequeny
[7℄ [8℄, in fat the orrelation peak is deteted, only when the Doppler
shift on the inoming arrier is estimated. The Doppler shift is not only
due to the motion of the satellite, but also on the frequeny bias of the
reeiver lok. Ideally, an improved quality of the reeiver would impat
the aquisition algorithm in term of a smaller searh spae. Moreover,
modern aquisition strategies are based on the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT), whih might speed up the aquisition phase for some reeiver
arhitetures. Using the FFT approah when the math between the
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loal and the inoming odes is found, the whole frequeny range of the
searh spae is sanned and the spetrum shows a spike orresponding
to frequeny of the inoming arrier. The use of modern frequeny
domain searh tehniques for rapid aquisition is desribed in [25℄.
• Signal Traking. After the aquisition stage has aomplished a rough
alignment between the inoming and the loal odes, a Delay Loked
Loop (DLL) renes suh an initial estimate of the ode phase and traks
hanges into the future [10℄. The signal traking is at the basis of the
overall reeiver's proessing and allows for estimating the pseudorange
(and thus the user's position) and deoding the navigation message
[7℄ [10℄ [8℄. The traking stage an be onsidered a two-dimensional
(ode and arrier) signal repliation proess, sine also a arrier traking
is required. The signal at the output of the IF setion is generally
proessed by a oupled loop omposed by a Phase Loked Loop (PLL),
or a Frequeny Loked Loop (FLL), and a DLL. The FLL like the PLL is
a arrier traking loop, but it does not provide the estimate of the arrier
phase [10℄ [7℄. This digital ode/arrier traking arhiteture is well
known within the GNSS reeiver design ommunity [7℄ and [10℄. In this
setion only its basi priniples are outlined. Roughly speaking, the PLL
is used to perform the arrier wipeo and allows the DLL to synhronize
the loal and the inoming PRN odes. Assuming the digital loal
arrier is phase loked with respet to the inoming arrier, the signal
at the front-end output is down-onverted to baseband and is ontained
on the in-phase hannel. As mentioned above, the DLL is responsible
for synhronizing the loal and the inoming PRN odes. The baseband
signal is orrelated with a Prompt, Early and Late version of a loally
generated ode [10℄ [8℄, through a multipliation and integration over a
dened period. A feedbak ontrol signal is then alulated through a
disrimination funtion and diretly applied to the NCO. Suh a NCO
slows down or speeds up the rate of the loal ode replia in order to
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keep the synhronization.
• The navigation solution involves the simultaneous solutions of four
unknowns: three dimensional position of the user's reeiver and the
reeiver lok bias. For details on the system solution refer to [10℄.
1.5 GNSS Vulnerabilities
The performane in terms of position estimation auray, reliability and
servie ontinuity depend on the ability of the reeiver to aquire the GNSS
Signal in Spae (SiS) and to keep it traked. Though the system is based
on the DS/SS whih brings an intrinsi robustness, the reeived signal power
(approximately 20 dB below the noise oor) makes the system vulnerable
to dierent disturbs, as interferene or multipath. Many other eets an
ompromise the loalization estimation auray: propagation anomalies that
an our in the ionosphere and in the troposphere, failures at the satellite
(evil waveform) or the transmission of information that are not suitable for
the navigation. In these partiular elds, it is fundamental the knowledge of
both the user position within predened error margins and the level of the
signal auray. In this way it will be possible to warn the user, within a
ertain time interval, in the ase the SIS is orrupted or not reliable. The
interruption of the navigation signal or its degradation an have disastrous
onsequenes in seurity appliations, where the auray in the position
estimation is fundamental for the suess of the resue operation, espeially
if the user is not alerted in a short time. The most signiant GPS interferene
and faults an be grouped as:
• Multipath. It represents the well known signal distortion due to the
reetion of multiple paths.
• Wide Band Interferene. E.g. white Gaussian noise, is a signal with
a onstant energy spetrum over all frequenies.
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• Narrow band Interferene. This type of fault has a limited band-
width, usually less than few MHz.
• Spoong. The reeiver operations are fored to onsider a fake signal
as the orret one providing maliious positioning.
• Evil Waveforms. They are anomalies related to the malfuntioning
of the SiS generator on-board.
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Chapter 2
Interferene lassiation for
GNSS
In this Chapter a detailed lassiation of the main RFI soures for GNSS
appliations is reported.
2.1 Introdution: Interferene Signals in GNSS
It is well known that a GNSS reeiver is in priniple vulnerable to several
types of interferene, whih an lead to a omplete signal disruption. This
intrinsi weakness aets the performane of any type of reeiver, due to the
fat that it has to extrats pseudorange information from the SiS, that is
reeived at a very low signal power (typially −160 dBW for GPS and −155
dBW are expeted for Galileo). All the systems transmitting at arrier fre-
quenies lose to the band of interest are potential soures of interferene for
a GNSS reeiver, and even small leakages out of their alloated bandwidth
an be threatening for the GNSS signals. Even if events of unintentional RFI
are generally unpreditable, their presene has been experiened in the past
[26℄ and the inreasing number of wireless ommuniation infrastrutures is
inreasing the probability that some out of band energy from signal frequeny
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loated near the GNSS bands ould aet the performane of GNSS reeivers
in a ertain region. The presene of interfering power an be due to several
reasons, but the main eets an be reognized to be aused by harmonis or
intermodulation produts. The rst ones are integer multiples of the arrier
frequeny aused by some non-linearity as saturation of an amplier while the
seond our when two or more signals at dierent frequenies are mixed by
passing through some non-linearities. The importane of assuring robust re-
eiver with respet to interferene is ruial for all types of appliations where
the onept of seurity is needed. Hene, it beomes of main interest to eval-
uate the possible impat of potential interferene in bands of interest as, for
example, in the Galileo frequenies bands where frequenies will be reserved
for partiular servies addressing transport appliations. Appliations based
on GNSS that have to be trustable by the users, inlude maritime, aviation
and railway transport senarios but also emergeny appliations oriented to
the traking and traing of sensitive material (as medial or dangerous goods)
or nanial/assurane aspets.
The lassiation of the main disturbanes for GNSS reeiver takes into a-
ount heterogeneous aspets. The emission types an be dened in intentional
(jamming) or unintentional. The rst are ommon for military senarios while
the latest are usual for a large number of systems present in our daily life
emitting RF energy that ould interfere with the GNSS L-band. The Con-
tinuous Wave Interferene (CWI) involves a wide lass of Narrow-band In-
terferene (NBI) aused by out of band emissions of eletroni systems. This
kind of RF interferene might saturate the rst stage of reeiver hain, suh
as the Low Noise Amplier (LNA) or the Automati Gain Control (AGC) for
the ADC or might lead to erroneous position estimations. Due to its spetral
harateristis [7℄ [27℄ this kind of interferene is onsidered one of the most
ritial for the GPS C/A ode. Some of the main out of band signals are
reported in Chapter 2 where a detailed interferene lassiation is provided.
Even if non-intentional RFI is not a-priori preditable, several ases have been
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experiened in the past and reported in literature [26℄:
• In 1994, in Germany, Digital Repeater transmissions at 1200 MHz de-
graded the C/N0 in L2 band denying a orret aquisition of GPS signal
[28℄;
• In 1995, both in Nie (Frane) and Vienza (Italy), disturbs related
to seondary harmonis emitted by TV transmissions and mirowave
interferene have been deteted in GNSS bands [26℄;
• In 1995 at the Edinburgh Airport (Germany), an interferene due to a
DME transmitter aused a C/N0 degradation [28℄;
• In 1993, in the metropolitan Boston area, a disturb generated by TV
emitters (Channel 10 and Channel 66) aeted the quality of GNSS
signal foring low C/N0 with onsequently traking loss [28℄;
• In April 2006, DVB spurious emission of TV transmitters loated in
Torino (Italy) degraded the performane in the aquisition stage of a
GNSS reeiver operating in the area, with onsequently loss of the GPS
signal traking [29℄. The disturb was the same that European Spae
Ageny researhers deteted using the GETR with the GIOVE-A E1
signals at INRIM (Torino) [30℄;
• In July 2006, Ultra-High Frequeny (UHF) harmonis have been de-
teted in Sidney around TV antennas. The undesired signal in the L1
band orrupted the orret performane of the reeiver hain observ-
ing signiant variations in the AGC/ADC blok and in the nal user
positioning [31℄.
The intentional interferene signals, mainly treated in the military ontext,
are assuming more and more attention also in the ivil appliation. In fat,
heap jammer an be easily bought on the web beoming a serious threat for
eah kind of user based appliation. Generally, the jammer output signals
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an be onsidered high power white noise able to obsure the orret signal
reeption of eah GPS hannel.
2.2 Unintentional Interferene Soures Classi-
ation and Signal Model
The reeived interfered GNSS signal at the reeiver antenna an be written
as:
r(t) =
L−1∑
l=0
sRF,l(t) + i(t) + η(t) (2.1)
where L is the total number of GNSS useful signals, sRF,l(t) is the useful
GNSS signal reeived by the lth satellite in line of sight, i(t) is the additive
interfering signal transmitted over a arrier frequeny fint and haraterized
by a two-sided bandwidth Bint, and η(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise.
Before being fed to the aquisition and traking blok, the signal is rst down-
onverted to an intermediate frequeny, sampled and quantized in the reeiver
front-end. Thus the omposite reeived signal at the ADC output beomes
aording to [32℄ an be written as:
rIF [n] = rIF [nTs] = Q
u
k
[
L−1∑
l=0
sIF,l[nTs] + i[nTs] + η[nTs]
]
(2.2)
where the funtion Quk denotes the quantization over k bits, and Ts is the
sampling frequeny. Expanding the term sIF,l, the expression for the single
digitized GNSS signal aeted by noise and interferene omponents beomes
(negleting for the sake of simpliity the subsript l):
rIF [n] = Q
u
k
[√
2Cd (n− n0) c (n− n0)× cos (2πFD,0n + φ0) + i[n] + η[n]
]
(2.3)
where C is the reeived GNSS signal power from one satellite in view, d and
c are respetively the navigation data message ontent and the pseudo ran-
dom noise sequene, FD,0 = (fIF + f0)Ts is the Doppler aeted frequeny,
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n0 = τ0/Ts is the digital ode delay and φ0 is the instantaneous arrier phase.
i[n] and η[n] are the digitized interferene and the digital Gaussian noise om-
ponent respetively. Given BIF the front end bandwidth, it an be shown that
sampling the signal at the Nyquist frequeny fs = 2BIF , the noise variane
beomes:
σ2IF = E
{
η2[n]
}
=
N0fs
2
= N0BIF (2.4)
where
N0
2
is the Power Spetral Density (PSD) of the noise.
A general lassiation of the interfering signals is based on their spetral
harateristis suh as its arrier frequeny fint or its bandwidth Bint:
• Out of band interferene refers to interfering signals whose arrier
frequeny is loated near to the targeted GNSS frequeny band (fint <
fIF − BIF2 or fint > fIF + BIF2 ) ;
• In band interferene refers to interfering signals with arrier frequeny
within the GNSS frequeny band (fIF − BIF2 < fint < fIF + BIF2 );
Moreover, interferene an be further lassied aording to its harateristis
in the frequeny domain as:
• NBI when the spetral oupation is smaller with respet to the GNSS
signal bandwidth (Bint << BIF );
• Wide-band Interferene (WBI) when the spetral oupation is
omparable with respet to the GNSS signal bandwidth (Bint ≈ BIF );
• CWI whih represents the ultimate limit in NBI and appears as a single
tone in the frequeny domain (Bint → 0);
Furthermore, in general interferene might have time-frequeny varying har-
ateristis, as for examples, pulsed interferene or hirp signals. The former
is mainly haraterized by on-o status of short duration (order of µs), whih
alternate in the time domain, whilst the latter is haraterized by a linearly
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variation in time of the instantaneous frequeny thus resulting in a WBI.
More details on interferene lassiation an be found in [33℄.
All ommuniation systems with frequenies near GPS band ould be a po-
tential soure of interferene for a GNSS reeiver. It is inevitable that some
out of band energy from signal frequeny loated near the GNSS bands ould
interfere with GNSS reeivers, even if it does not belong of the same environ-
ment. The potential interferene soures ould have dierent band, inluding
GPS/Galileo frequenies (in band RFI) or far from the reeiver bands (out of
band RFI). For the existing GPS/Galileo frequenies, the interferene threat
is well known and extensively studied.
2.2.1 Out-of-Band Signals
The CWI involve a wide lass of NBI aused by out of band emissions of
eletroni systems. Even if the GNSS frequeny bands are proteted by in-
ternational and Federal Communiations Commission (FCC) some out of
band harmonis ould interfere with the Galileo and GPS signals. In parti-
ular the CWI ould strongly impat on a GNSS reeiver on the aquisition
and DLL bloks beause the interferene power is dispersed on the whole
searh spae by the ode despreading, ompromising the aquisition auray
and impating to the other onsequent funtional bloks. The narrowband
interferene represent the weightier negative eet on the GPS reeiver per-
formane. This is due to C/A ode harateristis. In fat, the spetrum of a
C/A ode presents line omponents spaed at 1 kHz with dierent height due
to utuations in the autoorrelation funtion ode. These omponents are
more sensitive to interferene and ould generate false lok in the orrelator
in ase of mathing between the C/A referene signal line omponents and
the CWI interferer [34℄ [7℄ [23℄.
A typial representation of a presene of a interferene is illustrated in the
Fig. 2.1 below where an emission from an interferene soure falls in the
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Figure 2.1: Power Spetrum of a C/A Code.
GPS L1 band. The maximum interferene power level proles admitted at
the antenna of a GPS reeiver are illustrated in [34℄. These are speied by
some institutions as ARINC 743A, RTCA and EUROCAE. In the following
setions, some of the main out of band interferene soures will be further
analyzed.
2.2.1.1 TV Channels
The TV emissions are veritable soures of interferene for a GNSS reeiver.
They an be as both NBI or WBI: the video arriers are onsidered as
medium/wide band signals whereas the sound arriers are onsidered as CWI.
In the broadast TV signal, Very-High Frequeny (VHF) and UHF bands are
used. So both bands, in their sub hannel, ould represent interferene soures
for a GNSS reeiver. In [26℄ a ase of interferene from TV signal is reported.
In this ase, the interferene signal aets the ative antenna LNA ausing
harmoni distortion in the same LNA that result in average 5 dB dereases
in C/N0. In general, the harmonis of TV ground station an generate po-
tentially dangerous interferene for GNSS reeivers. In [34℄ 6 TV hannels,
Frenh and Amerian equivalents, with their harmonis are analyzed in fre-
queny and power terms. The Fig. 2.2, reports the out of band TV potential
interferene.
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Figure 2.2: Potential TV Channel Harmoni Interferene.
2.2.1.2 DVB-T Signals
The Standard DVB has been onstituted in 1993 by the European projet
DVB. The main goal of this projet, that today omprehends more than
300 European and extra-European members, is to harmonize the strategies
to introdue the digital television and new multimedia interative servies
on transmission networks and to dene the relative tehnique speiations.
Some results are obtained dening the system speiations for the standard
DVB-S, developed for the diret diusion of TV multi-program from satellite
and for standard DVB-C for the distribution of television signals through ore
networks. The DVB family omprehends also the DVB-T, standard providing
the digital terrestrial television. Its denition was ahieved in the November
2005 with standard approved in February 1997 by ETSI. The speiation is
based on the standard MPEG-2 for the audio/video signal soure odiation
while a multi-arriers modulation COFDM has been adopted. The main
harateristis of this tehnique is to distribute the total data stream among
a large number of arriers frequeny equally spaed while the OFDM proess
is ahieved by a Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). The system COFDM
is robust to frequeny seleting fading. The eho ountermeasure adopted is
a time delay guard that divides near OFDM symbols. The main modulations
used are QPSK or m-QAM, with m typially equal to 16 or 64. In [35℄ a more
omplete desription of the system is reported and the main transmission
frequenies are indiated in VHF III (174-223 MHz), UHF IV and UHF V
(470-854 MHz). It is lear that these frequeny values do not represent a
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diretly threat for the GNSS reeiver bands but they an ause some problems
if the potential harmonis are onsidered. In [29℄ a set of on-eld experiments
aiming at assessing the eet terrestrial DVB and VHF/UHF signals on GNSS
reeiver are desribed. Figure 2.3 shows the possible the potential seondary
harmonis originated by the DVB-T system and whih an fall within the
GPS L1.
Figure 2.3: Possible in-band and out-of-band interferenes (a). Seondary
harmonis interferene within the GPS L1 and Galileo E1 bands
(b)
2.2.1.3 VHFCOM
With VHF TV, other interferene soures in VHF band ould be onsidered
dangerous for a GNSS reeiver. These are the VHF Communiation interfer-
ene [34℄ [36℄. This band (118-137 MHz) ontaining 760 hannel spaed by
25 kHz, is ommonly used by the Air Tra Control (ATC) ommuniations.
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The harmonis are onsidered as CWI with bandwidth of about 25 kHz. The
VHF hannels entered at 121.150, 121.175 and 121.200 MHz, have the 13th
harmoni within the GPS bandwidth while the hannel entered at 131.200,
131.250 and 131.300 MHz have the 12th. In Fig. 2.4 the VHFCOM potential
harmonis are reported.
 
Figure 2.4: Potential VHFCOM Channel Harmoni Interferene.
2.2.1.4 FM Harmonis
Also small frequeny bands inside the Frequeny Modulation (FM) band
(87.5-108 MHz) are harmonis soures that fall in the GNSS bands. The
hannels 104.9 and 105.1 MHz have their 15
th
harmonis near the Narrow
Correlator GPS band. The hannels are spaed at 150 kHz while the maxi-
mum transmitted power is 50 dBW. The harmonis generated by FM soures
are onsidered as width band interferer in the sense of the C/A GPS signal
[34℄.
 
Figure 2.5: Potential FM Harmoni Interferene.
2.2.1.5 Personal Eletronis Devies
The Personal Eletroni Devies (PEDs) in proximity of a GNSS reeiver an
ause the disruption of GNSS signal reeption. They are divided into inten-
tional and non-intentional transmitters (or radiators). The rst ones transmit
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a signal in order to aomplish their funtion. They an be summarized in
the following non-exhaustive list:
• ell phones
• pagers
• two-way radios
• remote ontrol toys
Probably, next PEDs generations will inlude Ultra Wide Band (UWB) sig-
nal for allowing the development of high bit rate personal devies. These an
represent new interferene soures for Galileo reeivers and should be moni-
tored. The non-intentional transmitters do not need to transmit any signal
in order to aomplish their funtion, but notwithstanding they emit some
level of radiation. They an be summarized in the following non-exhaustive
list:
• ompat-dis players
• tape reorder
• portable onsoles
• laptop omputers and palm pilots
• laser pointer
2.2.1.6 SATCOM
The SATCOM ommuniations operate in the frequeny bands 1626-1660.5
MHz with hannel spaed at 0.75 MHZ and bandwidth of 20 KHz. Multiple
arriers transmission in a SATCOM servie produe IMPs whih an fall in
the GPS band. A possible example is reported on [34℄: the hannels MHz
and MHz generate the 5
th
order IMP MHz inside the L1 band.
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2.2.1.7 VOR and ILS Harmonis
The VHF Omni-diretional Range (VOR) is a type of radio navigation sys-
tems for airraft that provides information about radial position referred to
ground station. The Instrument Landing System (Instrument Landing Sys-
tem (ILS)) onsists of two radio transmitters providing lateral and vertial
guidane to airraft for approahing landing. VOR/ILS emitters are usually
positioned at the beginning and at the end and the sides of the airport road.
These approahing landing systems operate in 108-117.95 MHz band inlud-
ing 200 hannels frequeny spaed at 50 KHz. In detail the VOR using 12
hannels in the 112.24-112.816 MHz band while the ILS only two on 4 han-
nels in the 108-111.95 MHz band. Their harmonis, the 14
th
from VOR and
2
nd
from ILS orresponding to 111.9 and 111.95 MHz, enter on the L1 GPS
band. They are onsidered CWI/Amplitude Modulation (AM) interferers
[34℄.
2.2.1.8 Mobile Satellite Servie
The Mobile Satellite Servie (MSS) System an generate two distint inter-
ferene threats to a GNSS reeiver [26℄: the MSS Mobile Earth Stations
use the 1610-1660.5 MHz band, potentially introduing wideband power in
the Galileo band, raising the noise level. Spurious harmoni emission from
geostationary satellites transmitting in the 1525-1559 MHz band (nowadays
unregulated by ITU).
2.2.1.9 Mobile Phone Interferene
In general, no diret onsequenes from mobile phones on a GNSS reeiver
have been founded in literature. Some information are available for airraft
navigation equipment, suh as [37℄, where a GPS reeiver is ommonly used.
In [37℄, an investigation of spurious emission from six wireless phone teh-
nologies is desribed, analyzing the eets on airraft systems, among whih
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a global positioning system. The tests are arried out from semi-anehoi
and reverberation hambers using the wireless phone tehnologies, with dif-
ferent transmission frequenies reported in, and dierent reeiving antennas.
The study is onduted evaluating the total radiated power from eah el-
lular versus the frequenies of the system onsidered. In the analysis, the
reeiver sensitivity for the GPS reeiver is -120 dBm but a more realisti level
is onsidered around -82 dBm. This value is obtained onsidering a minimum
path loss, the amount of signal lost from inside the vehile to the antennas
loated outside, of 38 dB. This gap is evaluated in [14℄, alulating the path
loss after having generated signals inside the plane. The results show that all
the onsidered values exeed the reeiver system sensitivity level but at the
same time are under the more realisti value obtained from the path loss. So,
the onlusions of the paper are that the radio frequeny emission from the
phones tested not interfere with the avionis system examined, among whih
the GPS.
2.2.2 In-band signals
Sine some interferene soures have base band diretly alloated in the ob-
servation bands, they an be onsidered in band interferene signals. They
are intersystem and intrasystem interferene, military and ivil Aeronauti-
al Communiation Systems and UWB. A short desription of eah one is
desribed in the next Setions.
2.2.2.1 Intersystem and Intrasystem Interferene
The intersystem and intrasystem interferene an be onsidered in band dis-
turbs. The Galileo system is developed to assure ompatibility with the GPS
[10℄. The two systems should operate independently of eah other or with a
minimum level of interferene on eah other. The term intersystem is referred
to disturb whih GPS transmitter produes on Galileo signal and vie versa.
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Instead, the term intrasystem refers to impairments aeting the same system
they are produed by. This eet is ommonly aused by inomplete arrier
suppression that ould produe undesired narrowband omponent with power
onentrate around the arrier frequeny.
2.2.2.2 Military/Civil Aeronautial Communiation Systems
The Military Communiations Systems an be onsidered in-band interfer-
ers due to signals band used by systems. The Galileo E5a and E5b bands,
loated within 1164-1214 MHz, oupy frequenies already used for ARNSs
suh as TACAN, DME and Seondary Surveillane Radar (SSR), as well as
by the DoD Joint Tatial Information Distribution System (JTIDS) and
Multifuntional Information Distribution System (MIDS). Other aeronauti-
al systems operate in these frequenies suh as Tra Collision Avoidane
System (TCAS), Identiation friend or foe (IFF) and planned ADS-B.
The DME/TACAN systems onsist of an airborne interrogator and a ground-
based transponder that emits high-power pulsed signals that onstitute a
real threat for the Galileo/GPS reeivers. DME and TACAN provide mea-
surements of airraft range from a ground referene point. The TACAN is
a military system whih provides range and azimuth measurements. The
DME/TACAN system operates in the 960 MHz to 1215 MHz ARNSs fre-
queny band [38℄ in four dierent modes: X, Y, W and Z, even if only X
mode oupies the 1151 MHz to 1215 MHz frequeny band that interferes
with the E5a/L5 and E5b GNSS signal (see Fig. 2.6).
Cases of real DME/TACAN interferene on GNSS reeiver have been pre-
sented in [39℄, Chapter 4 will be entirely foused on the DME/TACAN
interferene impat on GNSS reeiver.
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Figure 2.6: DME/TACAN and JTIDS/MIDS Frequeny Plan.
2.2.2.3 Ultra Wide Band signals
In 2002, the UWB was dened by FCC whih alloated the largest spetrum
for unliensed use. The denition of UWB inlude any signal that oupies
more than 500 MHz between 3.1 and 10.6 GHz and meets the spetrum mask
whih denes the indoor limits for UWB ommuniation systems. The UWB
signals are emerged as potential solution for low-omplexity, low-ost, low-
power onsumption and high-data-rate wireless onnetivity. The tehnolo-
gies based on UWB oer simultaneously high data rate ommuniation, with
the possibility to oer data transmission rates of 100-500 Mbps at distane
of 2-10 meters using average radiated power of a few hundred mirowatts,
and high auray positioning apabilities being utilized in imaging radar
tehnique due to their wall penetration apability. In fat, for this aspet,
they have been studied for indoor loation and navigation purposes beause
of their performane in multipath environment [40℄. The main advantages of
UWB are:
• minimization of reetion from lutter
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• the ability to penetrate strutures with high data rates and high reso-
lution
• minimization of multipath to operate in ities, obstruted areas and
indoors
• support of high-preision ranging and radar
• wide bandwidth
whih enables low probability of intereption by undesired reeivers The data
modulation shemes often utilized in UWB systems are Pulse Position Mod-
ulation (PPM) and Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM). The UWB signal
generated by using sub-nanoseond pulses that spread the signal energy on
wide frequeny band. These systems utilize low transmitted signal power
level but with extremely wide bandwidth. This is the open problem of UWB
signals that ould aet the existing spetral users, suh as Galileo and GPS
users whose signal power is far below the noise oor. Several studies [41℄,
[42℄, [43℄ onlude that UWB signals an degrade GPS reeiver performane.
Hene, they result potentially dangerous for a Galileo reeiver. Other studies
are presented in [44℄ and in [45℄ where it is demonstrated, respetively in a
simulation and in a WPAN studies, that UWB interferene eet an be re-
dued opportunely hoosing modulation parameters. A great number of works
about the oexistene between the GPS and UWB have been made but spe-
i works about the impat on Galileo reeivers have not been found. Thus,
further studies are neessary to determine this kind of interferene impat.
2.2.2.4 Potential Harmonis in Galileo Bands
The new servies foreseen by the Galileo system require high auray and
reliability. For this reason a study of possible interferene soures whih ould
aet Galileo reeivers is here reported to understand whih are the potential
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threats that should be deteted and mitigated. The Galileo frequeny bands
analysed are the following:
• E5a: (1164 -1188) MHz;
• E5b: (1188 - 1214) MHz;
• E6: (1260 - 1300) MHz;
• L1: (1563 -1587) MHz;
In Table 2.1 the main interferene due to interferene soure band as de-
sribed in [34℄ are reported. It has been analyzed if the interferene harmonis
Galileo/GNSS out of band ould be found in the usual/narrow Galileo/GPS
band. The Fig. 2.7 shows graphially the harmonis positions.
Table 2.1: Main in-band interferene system soures
Usage Bandwidth (MHz) Order
L1
Order
E5a
Order
E5b
Order
E6
UHF TV 785.71 - 788.71 2nd
UHF TV 523.807 - 526.473 3rd
Mobile/Station 392.855 - 395.855 4th 3rd
Mobile/Station 314.284 - 315.884 5th 4th
Mobile/Station 261.903 - 263.237 6th
Broadasting 224.488 - 225.631 7th
VHF TV 196.427 - 197.428 8th 6th
VHF TV 174.602 - 175.491 9th 7th
VHF Maritime 157.142 - 157.942 10th 8th
VHF Military 142.856 - 143.584 11th 9th
VHFCOM 130.952 - 131.618 12th 9th
VHFCOM 120.878 - 121.494 13th 10th
VOR/ILS 112.244 - 112.816 14th
FM 104.761 - 105.295 15th 12th
FM 98.214 - 98.714 16th 12th 13th
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Figure 2.7: Interferene Harmonis in E5a, E5b and E6 bands.
2.3 The LightSquared ase
One of the most relevant and reent ases of inter-systems interferene to the
GNSS and whih has aused a long ontroversy in the US ommuniation
ommunity has been represented by the LightSquared ase. LightSquared
Subsidiary LLC is a ompany seeking FCC approval to provide a wholesale,
nationwide, wireless broadband network integrated with satellite overage.
LightSquared intends to ombine its existing satellite ommuniations servies
with a ground-based 4G-Long Term Evolution (LTE) network that transmits
on the same radio band as its satellites. The band is right next to the primary
GPS frequeny L1 [46℄.
The proposed LTE signals would be transmitted at higher power levels with
respet the reeived GNSS signal levels at the Earth's surfae. In January
2011 the FCC issue an order granting a onditional waiver to LightSquared
to deploy their ground network. Following this FCC deision, an intense
period of study and on-eld testing has been performed ulminating in the
publiation of the Tehnial Working Group TWG report [47℄. This report
indiated signiant degradation of reeiver performane aross a wide range
of reeiver types. A seond round of test was onduted and again signiant
interferene eet on GPS reeiver have been deteted. Thus, in response of
this test ampaign whih has revealed that LightSquared signals signiantly
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threats the GPS reeiver operation, FCC revoked LightSquared's authorities
to deploy their proposed network.
In [48℄ a ompatibility analysis between LightSquared signals and L1/E1
GNSS reeption is presented.
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Chapter 3
Classial Interferene
Countermeasures in GNSS
The sope of this Chapter is to provide an overview of the state of the art of
detetion strategies and mitigation tehniques already proposed in the GNSS
eld.
3.1 Introdution
A general lassiation of the various state-of-the-art of detetion and mit-
igation strategies already presented in literature, an be done aording to
the point in whih they are applied along the proessing hain of a GNSS re-
eiver, as mentioned in [49℄. Considering the reeiver blok sheme depited
in Figure 3.1, detetion and mitigation of the interferene an be performed
at:
• antenna level: suh tehniques an be applied typially in stati or slow-
hanging environment and require a partiular hardware onguration,
suh as antenna arrays;
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• AGC/ADC level: AGC gain observation an provide evidene of in-
terferene presene and optimal AGC/ADC parameters tuning an be
employed for partial interferene removal;
• raw observable level: suh tehniques are based on the monitoring of the
signal proessed at the ADC output. In this ontext, the algorithms are
applied on the IF samples at the ADC output, providing interferene
detetion or exision diretly in the time domain as the well known
pulse blanking, or in the frequeny domain observing the spetrum
of the inoming signal, based on the use of FFT ombined with noth
lters, or nally looking at the stohasti harateristi of the signal,
as proposed in the Goodness of Fit test.
• post-orrelation level: suh tehniques are based on the analysis of the
estimated shape of the orrelation funtion exploiting in most of the
ases a multi-orrelator reeiver
All these tehniques will be desribed in the following of this Setions.
3.2 Interferene monitoring and detetion strate-
gies
The presene of a reliable system apable of the deteting the presene of
interfering signals aptured by the GNSS antenna reeiver is fundamental in
the design of GNSS reeiver featuring an interferene ountermeasure sheme.
The possibility to monitor the inoming interfered signal and to adopt a fast
interferene detetion algorithm allows the orret ativation of the interfer-
ene ountermeasure system avoiding as muh as possible any degradation of
the GNSS signal distortion and thus keeping operational the GNSS reeiver
even in harsh interferene environment.
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Figure 3.1: Classial GNSS reeiver arhiteture
3.2.1 AGC monitoring based method for interferene
detetion
A method for deteting the presene of interfering signals aeting the GNSS
reeived signal based on the monitoring of the AGC gain within the reeived
front-end has been rst presented in [50℄. The AGC is a fundamental ompo-
nent present in the GNSS reeiver right before the ADC and it is employed
in order to minimize quantization losses whih an be aused by the presene
of a multi-bit quantization operation. In partiular, the AGC is in harge
of amplifying to math the input dynamis range of the ADC, thus avoiding
as muh as possible quantization losses and the ADC saturation. The most
ommon AGC-ADC blok implementation in the modern GNSS reeiver is
based on the use of the ADC output samples in order to form metris steer-
ing the AGC gain. As mentioned in [50℄, in absene of interferene sine the
GNSS signal is ompletely buried in the noise oor, the AGC is driven by the
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Figure 3.2: Typial AGC gain in presene and in absene of interferene
environmental thermal noise rather than the signal power. For suh a reason,
the observation of the AGC gain trend an be onsidered a valuable method
for assessing the presene of interfering signal. Dening L as the maximum
quantization threshold and σ as the noise standard deviation at the ADC
input, the SNR degradation post orrelator, depends on quantization losses
aording to the ratio k = L
σ
. In [50℄ it is shown that for dierent quanti-
zation law and dierent number of quantization bits an optimal k providing
the minimum post orrelator SNR degradation, an be found. Then the gain
provided by AGC ensures suh optimal ratio k is kept in order to redue the
quantization losses and thus the degradation on the post orrelation SNR.
Therefore, in absene of interferene, the gain produed by the AGC is on-
stant, while in presene of a high power interfering signals, its gain starts
dereasing in order to ompress the signal, adapting it to the ADC input dy-
nami range. An example of AGC behaviour trend in presene and in absene
of interfering signal is provided in Figure 3.2
However, sine the AGC gain varies in a limited range, when strong interfer-
ene is present, ADC saturation may not be avoided. In order to ope with
this issue, use of ADC supporting signal quantization on a high number of bits
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(8 bits in general) is preferred. As reported in [50℄, use of AGC ombined
with a 8 bit ADC usually may be preferred for the design of those GNSS
reeiver whih will ope with the strong pulsed interferene in aviation envi-
ronment originated by the DME systems whih will be introdued later and
deeply disussed in Chapter 4. The most ommon interferene ountermea-
sure in suh a senario is the so alled pulsed blanking, rst proposed in [51℄.
Suh simple digital iruitry, implemented after the ADC, provides blanking
of the digitized samples at the ADC output whenever a level threshold power
is rossed. More details on this ountermeasure will be introdued in the
following of this Chapter and it will be further disussed in Chapter 4. In
this ontext, the reeived GNSS signal is quantized exploiting only the lower
bits of the ADC. In presene of strong pulsed interferene, saturating the
AGC, the majority of the pulsed interferene, whih is not then ompressed,
is mapped on the higher bits of the ADC in order to be easily deteted by
the pulse blanking iruitry and suppressed. However, in presene of a pulse
blanking, areful design of the AGC-ADC blok has to be performed, sine
the blanked samples should not be used for the AGC gain steering. Another
work proving how the AGC an be onsidered a fundamental tool for in-
terferene detetion are provided in [52℄. Here the authors provide a set of
experimental test in the lab foused on assessing the AGC gain behaviour in
presene of strong narrowband interferene, and on the investigation on the
best AGC-ADC parameters tuning for interferene mitigation.
3.2.2 Goodness of Fit test
Dierently from the AGC gain observation, in [53℄ an interferene detetion
method based on the observation of the stohasti harateristis of the signal
at the ADC output by means of a GoF, is proposed. The signal at the
baseband proessing blok of a GNSS reeiver is
y[n] = sIF [n] + w[n] (3.1)
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where sIF [n] is a sequene of samples of the SiS and w[n] is a realization of a
zero-mean white disrete-time Gaussian noise. In the presene of interferene
or in general of signal nuisanes, the digitized signal beomes
x[n] = y[n] + ν · q[n] (3.2)
where q[n] is the interferene signal at IF and ν is a generi amplitude fator.
Interferene detetion onsist in the evaluation of the presene of q[n], based
on the measurement of N samples of x[n]. The signal x[n] is a realization of
the random proess X [n] dened as
X [n] = Y [n] + V ·Q[n] (3.3)
where V is equal to zero in absene of interferene, or a stohasti proess
(random variable with a given Probability Density Funtion (PDF)) when
interferene is present. The Chi-square test on GoF is based on a binary
hypothesis testing problem as

H0 RFI absent : V = 0 : pX(x) = pY (x)
H1 RFI present : V = 1 : pX(x) 6= pY (x)
(3.4)
where pX(x) and pY (x) are rst order PDF of a stationary random proess.
It is noted that the knowledge of the proess distribution when there are no
interfering signals (H0) is the only requirement posed by Chi-square GoF; no
other piees of information on the interferene harateristis are required.
More speially, the deision on H0 is taken omparing the p-value against
the signiane level. The p-value is dened in [54℄ as the probability, om-
puted assuming H0 is true, that the test statisti would take a value as ex-
treme or more extreme than that atually observed. The smaller the p-value
is, the stronger the evidene against H0 provided by the data.
The method works aording to the following steps:
1. The disrete version of the PDF of X [n] is evaluated when the H0 hy-
pothesis is veried and the referene disrete histogram (E = {E1,E2,...,Ek})
representing pX(x) is obtained.
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2. A set of measurements of the signal are taken, and the observed his-
togram (O = {O1,O2,...,Ok}) representing pY (x) is built aordingly.
3. The test statisti is evaluated aording to
TX (xm) =
k∑
i=1
(Oi − Ei)2
Ei
(3.5)
When the two histograms oinide, no nuisanes are present and TX (xm) =
0; the higher is the value of TX (xm), the larger is the dierene between
the two histograms.
4. Sine TX (xm) an be seen as an instane of the Chi-square distributed
random variable TX(x) , a p-value an be evaluated as
pm = Pr {TX(x) > TX(xm)} (3.6)
It is observed that pm ≃ 1 means that the histograms are almost iden-
tial and that no interferene is presene; vie versa with pm ≃ 0 the
two distributions are dierent.
5. The deision is taken by xing a threshold pα, known as level of signif-
iane, as it follows


pm > pα : H0 is aepted
pm < pα : H0 is rejeted
(3.7)
Figure 3.3 shows and example of result of the Chi-square GoF test on real
GNSS signals. In partiular, IF samples are taken at the output of a RF
front-end sampling GPS L1 signals.
It an be proved that strong interferene degrades the signal proessing and
indues errors in the estimated position. Chi-square GoF test is able to
reveal the presene of interferene: while in the rst part of the test when no
interferene is present, the p-value remains onstant and lose to 1, satisfying
H0 (red line), when CWI is injeted the p-value tends to 0.
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Figure 3.3: p-value trend of the Chi-square GoF test in presene and absene
of interferene
3.2.3 Multiorrelators based interferene detetion teh-
niques
Use of interferene detetion tehniques at traking stages exploiting the ob-
servation of the orrelation funtion have been already widely investigated
in literature. First examples of suh studies an be found in [55℄ and [56℄,
where use of multiorrelators for CWI detetion in GNSS reeiver is shown.
The idea behind this tehniques is to monitor the shape of the orrelation
funtion at traking stage possibly exploiting multiorrelators sheme and to
extrat the harmoni omponents in the orrelation itself. CWI an be eas-
ily observed at orrelators output due to the presene of a visible sinusoidal
shape whih is generated by the ross orrelation between the CWI whose
arrier frequeny perfetly mathes with the strongest line of a ertain PRN
ode.
It has to be remarked that post-orrelation tehniques are usually employed
to detet any kind of impairment aeting the signal (multipath, and wave-
form).
However interferene detetion at post-orrelation level an be also performed
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not only by means of visual inspetion on the orrelation shape, but also in
a statistial domain, as mentioned [57℄. Here two statistial methods applied
at post-orrelation level are desribed as methods for revealing the presene
of interferene: the formers is the Chi-Square GoF test already desribed
in Setion 3.2.2 as interferene detetion method working at raw observable
level, the latter is named Sign Test. Both methods rely on the assumption
that at traking level, both the Early and Late orrelations in absene of
interferene are disrete-time Gaussian random proess, whilst in presene of
interferene their distributions have dierent statisti. Conerning the appli-
ation of the Sign Test, the assumption is that in nominal onditions, a pair
of E-L multi-orrelators equally spaed from the Prompt an be modelled as
normally distributed random variables with the same mean
µE = µL = µ (3.8)
Furthermore, if the Early Late spaing is larger than one hip, it is possible
to show that E and L orrelators are independent and D = E − L results
to be a normally distributed random variable with zero mean, µD = 0 . The
sign test is then used to test the null hypothesis
H0 : µD = 0 : the correlation function is not distorted. (3.9)
On the ontrary, if an impairment able to aet the orrelation funtion (due
to interferene, spoong, or multipath) is mixed with the SiS, the ondition
H0 is not veried any more and H0 has to be rejeted.
The proedure of the Sign Test is the following:
1. Let D = [d1,d2, . . . dM ] be the stream of sample data. In order to per-
form the Sign Test, the sample data are dived in two groups whih are
denoted by a positive sign, S+, and by a negative sign S−, respetively.
2. for n > 30, the test statisti is x = S
+−S−+1√
n
;
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3. the p-value is found as p − value = P (X < x), where X is a normal
distribution with zero mean and unitary variane (N (0,1));
4. if p− value < α, where α is the signiane level, then the hypothesis
H0 is rejeted, otherwise H0 is aepted
As an example, a GPS L1 signal has been simulated with a CWI present only
in ertain time intervals. Figure 3.4 shows the result of the sign test applied to
Very Early - Very Late orrelators: the test deision assumes positive values
only in orrespondene of the seond and fourth segments, demonstrating
again the eetiveness of the algorithm.
Figure 3.4: Results of the sign test applied to Very Early - Very Late
orrelators in a CW interfered senario
The fat that not all the p-value points within the ON setions exeed the
threshold is beause the impat of the CWI on the CAF shape also depends
on the relative phase between the CWI and the SiS. In fat, it an be shown
than the same CWI would not aet at all another PRN; this well underlines
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the importane of applying the monitoring test at the post-orrelation stage,
where the atual impat of the impairments an be measured.
3.3 Interferene mitigation lassiation
As mentioned in Setion 3.1, interferene suppression tehniques an be las-
sied also aording to the domain in whih the interferene exision proess
takes part. Thus, suh tehniques an be grouped as:
• Frequeny domain tehniques where interferene suppression is per-
formed in the frequeny domain looking at the interfered reeived GNSS
signal spetrum harateristi;
• Time domain tehniques operated at both AGC and raw observable
level: in the rst ase interferene exision is performed nding the
best AGC-ADC parameters tuning whih an derease the interferene
impat, whilst in the latter ase, signal at the ADC output is proessed;
• Time-Spae domain tehniques whih are based on proessing the
signal at the ADC output but requires extremely omplex hardware
onguration mostly exploiting antenna arrays;
3.3.1 Frequeny domain tehniques
Among all the tehniques whih operate interferene exision in the frequeny
domain, the most important are the Frequeny Domain Adaptive Filter-
ing (FDAF) and the Noth ltering. A basi review of both algorithms is
proposed hereafter.
3.3.1.1 Frequeny Domain Adaptive Filtering
Th FDAF is an interferene detetion and mitigation algorithm based on
spetral estimation of the inoming signal at the ADC output, obtained by
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applying signal proessing tehniques suh as the Disrete Fourier Trans-
form (DFT) on a predened number of samples.
In Figure 3.5 the FDAF funtioning sheme is shown. The amplitude of
Figure 3.5: FDAF funtioning sheme
eah point of the signal's Fourier representation is ompared to a theoretial
threshold usually determined aording to a statistial model representing
the reeived signal in an interferene-free environment. Sine all the inom-
ing signal is below the thermal noise oor, the FFT representation should
be ideally at. If ertain points of the inoming signal's Fourier transform
exeed this threshold, they are onsidered orrupted by an interferene and
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set to zero. Finally the inverse FFT of the manipulated inoming signal is
performed so as to obtain the signal bak in the time domain.
The Fourier analysis requires the inoming signal to be split into piees om-
posed of a determined number of samples. A large number of samples will
inrease the frequeny resolution of the Fourier transform but, it will also
indue an inrease of the omputation load. A trade-o between perfor-
mane and omputation load has then to be found. A detailed desription of
suh a FFT based algorithm and its appliation against pulsed interferene
is presented in [58℄.
3.3.1.2 Adaptive noth ltering
Noth ltering has been proved to be an eient mitigation algorithm for
a family of interfering signals alled CWI, pure sinusoid, whih appears as
a spike in the spetral domain. As it has been disussed in Chapter 2, this
kind of interfering signals, usually generated by UHF and VHF TV transmit-
ters, VOR and ILS stations, are spurious signals aused by power ampliers
working in non-linearity region or by osillators present in many eletron-
is devies. Noth lters are usually haraterized by a frequeny response
whih is null in orrespondene of the CWI arrier frequeny, thus providing
attenuation of the interfering signal and preserving as muh as possible the
useful GNSS signal spetral omponents. The most ommon lass of noth
lters, whih has been already proposed for CWI ountermeasure in the past
[59℄, is represented by Innite Impulse Response (IIR) lters with onstrained
poles and zeroes. For these noth lters the zeros are onstrained on the unit
irle and the poles lie on the same radial line of the zeros. In [60℄, the
design of a two-pole noth lter integrated with an adaptive unit for CWI
arrier frequeny detetion algorithm is presented. The detetion algorithm
for the determination of the CWI frequeny omponent perturbing the re-
eived GNSS signal is based on the removal of the onstraint on the loation
of the lter zeros whose amplitude is adjusted by an adaptive unit. Through
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this algorithm, the noth lter is able to detet the presene of the interfering
signal and to deide whether to use its ltered output or input signal. In
presene of multiple sinusoids, a multi-pole noth lter, based on the use of
several two-pole noth lters in asade, an be used. In this senario the
rst two-pole noth lter in the hain mitigates the most powerful disturbing
signal, whereas the others remove the residual sinusoids with progressively
dereasing power. The transfer funtion of the two-pole noth lter is given
by
H(z) =
1− 2ℜ{z0} z−1 + |z0|2z−2
1− 2kαℜ{z0} z−1 + k2α|z0|2z−2
(3.10)
The numerator of the lter transfer funtion represents the Moving Average
(MA) part of the two-pole noth lter, the struture of whih is depited in
Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Noth lter struture
Here z0 represents the zero plaed in orrespondene of the interfering fre-
queny
z0 = β exp {j2πfi} (3.11)
Sine the interfering signal is unknown, an adaptive blok is used for providing
the zero estimation whih is then fed to the MA and Auto-Regressive (AR)
bloks. In order to ompensate for the eet introdued by the MA part, an
AR is added, the transfer funtion of whih is represented by the denominator
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in (3.10), where the parameter 0 < kα < 1, known as pole ontration fator,
determines the width of the noth lter. The more kα is lose to the unity the
more the noth is narrow, whih in turns means a redution of the distortion
on the useful GNSS signal. However kα annot be hosen arbitrarily lose to
unity for stability reasons and thus a ompromise has to be adopted. The ore
of noth lter struture is represented by the presene of the adaptive blok,
whih is in harge of estimating the interferene frequeny and traking its
variation over the time. The presene of the adaptive blok makes the entire
noth lter suitable also for suppressing the harmful interferene produe by
jammers. Suh devies, available on the web for few dollars, transmit strong
hirp signals sweeping several MHz in few µs, thus appearing in the spetrum
as WBI. More details on the use of suh two-pole noth lter for jamming
suppression an be found in [61℄. The adaptive algorithm, proposed in [60℄ is
based on an iterative normalized Least Mean Square (LMS) whih minimizes
the following ost funtion
fC [n] = E
{|xf [n]|2} (3.12)
where is xf [n] is the output of the lter. The minimization is performed with
respet to the omplex parameter z0, using the iterative rule
z0[n + 1] = z0[n]− µ[n] · g (fC [n]) (3.13)
where g (fC [n]) is the stohasti gradient of the ost funtion fC [n] and µ[n]
is the algorithm step, whih is set to µ[n] = δ
Exi[n]
,
with Exi[n] being an estimate of E {|xi[n]2|}, whih is in turn the power of
the AR blok output xi[n]. δ is the un-normalized LMS algorithm step that
ontrols the onvergene properties of the algorithm. In [62℄, it is shown
how the position of the z0 with respet the unit irle is impating on the
distortion of the signal at the noth lter output. Here a dierent adaptive
algorithm, onsisting in foring the zero of the lter to move on the unit
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irle, is proposed. Furthermore, in order to improve the onvergene speed
of the adaptive algorithm, a run-time hange of the pole ontration fator
and of the LMS step is performed. In the absene of interferenes the noth
width is wide and the LMS step is large. When the interferene appears, the
noth beomes narrower, the onvergene step smaller and the zeros is fored
to move on the unit irle, aording to
zF0 =
z0
|z0| (3.14)
where z0 is the zero produed by the adaptive blok and z
F
0 is the zero em-
ployed in the lter transfer funtion. Although the noth lter represents
an eetive ountermeasure when dealing with CWI, it does not represent
the best solution for oping with multiple interfering signals jamming all
the GNSS reeived signal bandwidth. In this ontext, implementation of
noth lters for suppressing multiple narrow-band interferene spread all over
the GNSS useful signal spetrum would beome extremely ompliated, as
mentioned in [63℄.
3.3.2 Time domain tehniques: Pulse blanking
An example of interferene environment where the use of noth ltering or
FFT based tehniques would not be suient an be found in aviation se-
narios. Here, many ARNSs based on strong pulsed signal transmission from
the ground beaons, suh as the DME or TACAN, whih will be disussed
in the next Chapter, transmit on several arrier frequeny within the same
frequeny range of GPS L5 and Galileo E5 signals. Additional details on suh
interferene environment an be found in [64℄. In suh a senario, the inter-
ferene aeting the on-board GNSS reeiver is represented by the omposite
strong pulsed signals transmitted from all the DME/TACAN ground stations
in LoS. The most ommon pulse interferene ountermeasure, already im-
plemented in modern GNSS reeivers is represented by the pulse blanking
iruitry. Suh a simple tehnique was rst proposed using analog tehnology
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as explained in [51℄, but then fully digital implementation has been proposed
rst in [65℄. A blok sheme of the digital pulse blanking implementation
within the digital GNSS reeiver front-end is shown in 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Typial Pulse blanking implementation
Suh a digital iruitry provides pulsed interferene exision by means of a
thresholding operation on the samples at the ADC output. Basially eah
sample is ompared to a digital threshold level, whih is set aording to
an estimation of the thermal noise power only, and it is blanked whenever
the threshold is exeeded. Figure 3.8 provides an example of pulse blanking
operation performed on a typial DME/TACAN modulated pulse.
Suh a simple tehnique will be fully disussed in then next Chapter whih will
provide a detailed analysis of the pulsed interferene environment in aviation
ontext.
3.3.3 Spae-time domain tehniques
As mentioned in the introdution, interferene suppression algorithm in the
spae-time domain are based on the proessing of the signal at the ADC
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Figure 3.8: DME/TACAN pulse before and after blanking
output but at the same time, they require high omplex hardware ongura-
tion exploiting antenna array apable of rejeting interferene oming from
determined diretion. Two lass of tehniques are presented next:
• Spae Time Adaptive Proessing (STAP) tehniques;
• Spatial ltering through sub-spae deomposition;
3.3.3.1 Spae-time adaptive proessing tehniques
Referene [66℄ desribes two STAP tehniques whih provides simultaneous
pulsed and CWI suppression in the spatial domain exploiting a GNSS an-
tenna array reeiver. Figure 3.9 shows typial onguration of GNSS reeiver
implementing a STAP algorithm.
The antenna array is omposed by M elements followed by a Radio Fre-
queny (RF) front-end whih provides ampliation and down-onversion to
an intermediate frequeny. The digital signal at the output of eah front-end
is fed to an adaptive (Finite Impulse Response (FIR)) with K time taps. The
signal at the output of eah lters are then summed up to produe a digital
STAP output whih an be written as
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Figure 3.9: GNSS reeiver with spae-time array proessing
y[n] =
M∑
m=1
K∑
k=1
wmkxm[n− k + 1] = W TX (3.15)
where wmk is the STAP weight at the k
th
tap of the FIR lter after the m
th
array element, xm[n] is the n
th
sample of the m
th
array element output, and
the STAP input and weight (MK × 1) vetors, X and W orrespondingly,
are dened as
X = [x1[n], . . . ,x1[n−K + 1], . . . ,xM [n], . . . ,xM [n−K + 1]]T (3.16)
W = [w11, . . . ,w1K , . . . ,wM1, . . . ,wMK ]
T
(3.17)
The interferene rejetion is operated by the ontrol algorithm depited in
Figure 3.10 whih is in harge of updating the weights of eah FIR lters in
the STAP sheme.
Two weight ontrol algorithm are proposed in [66℄:
• Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) algorithm whih updates the
STAP weight in order to minimize the mean square dierene between
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Figure 3.10: STAP weight ontrol algorithm
the desired referene signal sref and the STAP output. In this ase the
following optimisation problem has to be solved
Wopt = argmin
W
E
{|sref −W TX|2} = R−1Gs (3.18)
where R = E
{
XXH
}
is the STAP ovariane matrix while Gs =
E {X · sref} is the ross orrelation vetor between the STAP input
and the referene signal.
• Minimum Variane Distortion-less Response (MVDR) tehnique that
minimizes the STAP output power while preserving a predened gain
at the desired diretion. In this ase, the optimization problem is
formulated as follows
Wopt =argmin
W
WHRW
subjet to W Ti A = 1 and W
T
j |j 6=i = 0
(3.19)
Thus, the optimization problem an be rewritten
Wopt = R
−1C
(
CHR−1C
)−1
F (3.20)
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where C and F are respetively a (MK ×K) matrix and (1×K) array
dened as
C =


A 0 . . . 0
0 A . . . 0
0 0
.
.
.
0
0 0 . . . 0


(3.21)
F =
[
f1 f2 . . . fk
]
, fi = 1, fj 6=i = 0 (3.22)
The vetor Wi = [w1,i,w2,i,wm,i,wM,i]
T
is the weight vetor at the i
th
tap
that is the entral tap in the STAP FIR lter; A is a (M × 1) array
steering vetor in the desired diretion and 0 is a (M × 1) vetor with
all nulls. Conerning the estimation of the ovariane matrix R and the
ross-orrelation matrix Gs, an adaptive blok based on a iterative least
squares is proposed in [66℄, and it is dened as follows
Rˆ[l + 1] = γRˆ[l] +X [l]XH [l] (3.23)
Gˆs[l + 1] = γGˆs[l] +X [l]Sref [l] (3.24)
where γ is a memory fator that denes to whih extent the older es-
timations are aounted for obtaining a new one; X [l] is a (MK ×N)
matrix that ollets N STAP inputs over some adaptation time interval;
Sref [l] is a (N × 1) vetor ontaining N samples of the referene signal
in the adaptation interval.
3.3.3.2 Sub-spae method for spatial ltering
In [67℄ the use of antenna array together with a digital embedded spatial l-
tering tehnique whih ats as a digital beam-forming operation, is desribed.
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Given an antenna array with M sensors elements it is possible to dene the
digital signal at the input of the interferene mitigation blok at epoh k in
a matrix form
X [k] = S[k] + Z[k] +N [k] (3.25)
where X [k] , as well as S[k], Z[k], and N [k] are (M ×N) omplex matri-
es ontaining respetively the omposite reeived signal, the useful GNSS
reeived signal omponent, the interferene omponent and the noise ompo-
nent oming from the M dierent front-end onneted to eah of the sensors
present in the antenna array. The spatial ovariane matrix of the reeived
signal onsidering the k
th
period an be given by
RXX [k] = E
[
x [(k − 1)N + n] xH [(k − 1)N + n]] (3.26)
and due to the unorrelation between useful GNSS signal, interferene and
noise omponents, the spatial ovariane matrix beomes
RXX [k] = RSS[k] +Rzz[k] +Rnn[k] (3.27)
Sine the power of the GNSS signal is ompletely buried in the noise oor,
and it is extremely smaller ompared to the interferene power, the spatial
ovariane matrix an be approximated as
RXX [k] ≈ Rzz[k] +Rnn[k] (3.28)
Thus, the eigen-deomposition of the spatial ovariane matrix beomes
RXX [k] ≈
[
UI UN
] ΛI 0
0 0



 UHI
UHN


(3.29)
where the olumns of the unitary matrix UI ∈ CM×I span the interferene
subspae, the olumns of the unitary matrix UN ∈ CM×(M−I) span the noise
subspae, and ΛI denotes a diagonal matrix whih ontains the non-zero
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eigenvalues λ1, . . . λi, . . . λI with respet to the interferene subspae in the
noise free ase. For all the eigenvalues λi >> σ
2
n a pre-whitening matrix to
suppress interferene in X [k] an be derived aording to
R
− 1
2
XX ≈
1√
σ2n
UNU
H
N =
1√
σ2n
P⊥I [k] (3.30)
where P⊥I [k] is the projetor onto the interferene free sub-spae for the k
th
period. Thus, interferene suppression an be ahieved applying the projetor
matrix to the reeived digital signal as follows:
X˜[k] = P⊥I [k]X [k] (3.31)
The projetor matrix P⊥I [k] an be derived from an eigen-deomposition of
an estimate of the pre-orrelation spatial ovariane matrix of the k
th
period.
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Part II
Interferene Impat on GNSS
Aviation Reeiver
and Advaned Countermesures
Chapter 4
Interferene in the ARNS
Frequeny Band
This hapter is devoted to the analysis of the interferene environment for the
GNSS based servies in the aeronautis frequeny band. A desription of the
potential ARNSs aeting the on board GNSS reeiver operations will be pro-
vided. Their atual impat on the GNSS signal quality degradation has been
assessed through an intense test ampaign ativity performed at the European
Spae Researh and Tehnology Centre (ESTEC) in the radio-navigation sig-
nal laboratory. GNSS reeiver performane in presene of pulsed interfering
signal generated by nav-aids, suh as the DME or TACAN, has been assessed
and results of the ampaign have been published in [1℄.
4.1 Introdution
As it has been already antiipated in Chapter 2, the Galileo E5a and GPS L5
frequeny bands, whih will be devoted to the future GNSS based aviation
servies, are shared with other ATC systems and ARNSs providing surveil-
lane and relative positioning information to the ivil and military airraft. In
[64℄ a general desription of the several ARNSs and ATC systems potentially
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aeting the GNSS aeronautis reeivers, is provided and it is summarized in
the following:
• Primary Surveillane Radar (PSR) that measures the range and
bearing of the targeted airraft from a ground station by deteting re-
eted radio signals, operates in the L-band (1250-1350 MHz) and may
represent a pulse in-band and out-of-band interferene for the Galileo
E5 and GPS L5 frequeny bands. The L-band PSR main feature are
listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: L-band Primary Radar main parameters
Signal Modulation Coded Pulses with non linear
frequeny modulation
Pulse Width 32− 150 µs
PRF 300 Hz
Frequeny Band 1250− 1350 MHz
Transmission Power 24 kW
Mean Power (worst ase) 1.08 kW
Coverage 200 NM
Height 10 m
Antenna Gain 36 dB
Aperture in Azimuth 1.2◦
Azimuth Pattern Gaussian
Elevation Pattern Square Coseant
Rotation Speed 6 rpm
Polarization Linear Vertial or Cirular
Additional Losses 1.2 dB
• Seondary Surveillane Radar (SSR) is a ooperative system whih
relies on a piee of equipment aboard the airraft known as a transpon-
der. The seondary radar ground station emits pulses entred up to
1130 MHz whose power may impat the Galileo E5a frequeny band.
The aboard transponder is a radio reeiver and transmitter whih replies
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to signals from an interrogator (usually, but not neessarily, a ground
station o-loated with a primary radar) by transmitting a oded reply
signal ontaining the requested information on the 1090 MHz frequeny.
Unlike the PSR, the SSR also provide additional information from the
airraft itself suh as its identity and altitude. Main feature of the SSR
system (either Monopulse and Mode-S Radar) are summarized in Table
4.2.
Table 4.2: Seondary Radar main parameters
Signal Modulation Monopulse / Mode-S
Pulse Width 27.78 µs / 1375 µs
PRF 360 Hz / 240 Hz
Frequeny Band 1090− 1130 MHz
Transmission Power 2 kW
Mean Power (worst ase) 20 W / 660 W
Coverage 250 NM
Height 10 m
Antenna Gain 27 dB
Aperture in Azimuth 2.35◦
Rotation Speed 12 rpm or 15 rpm
Polarization Linear Vertial
Additional Losses 7 dB
• Distane Measuring Equipment (DME) and Tatial Air Nav-
igation (TACAN) are two ARNSs providing slant range information
between the airraft and a ground referene stations, and they repre-
sent the main pulsed interferene soures for the GNSS based aviation
servies in the Galileo E5a and GPS L5 frequeny bands and for this
reason they are extensively desribed in Setion 4.2.
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4.2 The DME/TACAN Systems
The DME and TACAN systems provide ontinuous and aurate indiation
in the okpit of the slant range distane between an equipped airraft and
an equipped ground referene station. Both systems are based on the om-
muniation between two omponents, one installed on board of the airraft
(interrogator) and another one plaed on the ground (transponder).
Figure 4.1: DME/TACAN system
As it is shown in Figure 4.1, the interrogator sends request to the DME/TACAN
ground stations broadasting towards the ground a pulse pair sequene; the
ground beaons reply to the reeived pulse pair sequene with the same pulse
pair sequene delayed of 50 µs towards the sky, thus allowing the on board
DME/TACAN transponder to ompute the slant range measurement based
on a round trip time measurement. DME/TACAN system may operate in
four dierent modes (X, Y, W and Z) eah of whih identies a dierent
method of oding the pulse pair transmissions by time spaing pulses within
a pulse pair. However, only the X-mode replies that are transmitted in the
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frequeny range 1151-1213 MHz, represent a real threat for the on board
GNSS reeivers. These replies are made of pulse pair sequenes where eah
pulse duration is equal to 3.5 µs and the spaing between eah pulse pair is 12
µs. These trains of pulse pairs are transmitted from the ground station with
a maximum Pulse Repetition Frequeny (PRF) equal to 2700 pulse pair per
seond (ppps) for the DME and 3600 ppps for the TACAN, when a maximum
of 100 airraft have to be served.
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Figure 4.2: DME/TACAN pulse pair shape
A realisti example of DME/TACAN pulse pair shaping is provided in Fig-
ure 4.2 where both modulated version (blue line) and baseband version (red
line) are shown. An analytial expression for the down-onverted and ltered
DME/TACAN double pulses signal is provided in [38℄, as
j(t) =
√
J · |H(fJ)|2
∑
k
[w (t− tk) + w (t− tk −∆t)] cos(2πfjt + θj) (4.1)
where:
• w(t) = e−(α2 )t2 is the single DME/TACAN baseband Gaussian pulse;
• J is the jammer peak power at the antenna port;
• fj is the reeived jammer arrier frequeny
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• {tk} is the ensemble of pulse pairs arrival times
• ∆t is the time spaing between the two pulses
• θj is the jammer arrier phase
As dened in [68℄, the pulse duration is the time interval the 50% amplitude
point on the leading and trailing edges of the pulse envelope. Conerning
the pulse power, the maximum Equivalent Isotropi Radiated Power (EIRP)
transmitted by the DME/TACAN ground beaons is 40 dBW. Thus, the
DME/TACAN pulse power reahing an on board antenna at high altitude
but still within the maximum overage range of a ground station (about 519
Km), is quite higher than the GNSS signal power level. More detailed spei-
ations on both systems an be found in [68℄.
The DME/TACAN interferene environment in the GPS L5 and Galileo E5
frequeny bands has been already widely investigated by reeiver manufa-
tures and researh entres. In [69℄ a set of on-eld test arried out in order to
perform data olletion of realisti DME/TACAN pulsed signal in the viinity
of the Brussels International airport is desribed. The logged baseband sam-
ples revealed that, these pulses sometime saturated the front-end amplier of
the employed GPS L5 reeiver. In [39℄, a measurement of the DME/TACAN
interferene experiened by aboard GNSS reeiver, has been performed by
means of several Flight Trials at dierent altitude. The several data olle-
tions in the Galileo E5 frequeny band performed at dierent Flight Level
revealed that, at approximately 40000 ft, the GNSS aboard reeiver antenna
reeive strong DME/TACAN pulses from about 48 ground stations in LoS.
4.3 DME/TACAN interferene ountermeasures
Several interferene ountermeasures against this type of pulsed interferene
produed by suh ARNSs have been proposed in literature. Several tehniques
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among the one desribed in Chapter 3 an be tuned to ope with the typial
aeronautial interferene:
• Pulse Blanking, already introdued in Chapter 3 may represent an
high performing pulsed interferene suppression mehanism when the
pulsed interferene at the reeiver antenna is not so dense in time. On
the ontrary, when in presene of high dense in time pulsed interferene,
as the DME/TACAN senario that will be analysed in the following of
this Chapter, great signal degradation may be observed, sine large
portions of useful signal omponents are blanked together with the in-
terferene. Furthermore, due to the Gaussian shape (see Figure 4.2),
pulse tails are not orretly suppressed. In the following Setions it will
be shown how the GNSS reeiver traking operation an not survive
in presene of multiple pulsed interferene soures even when a digital
pulse blanking iruitry is employed.
• unlike the pulse blanking, Noth Filtering performs pulsed interfer-
ene suppression in the frequeny domain where DME/TACAN signals
appear as narrow-band frequeny tones. Here, only the frequeny om-
ponents of the reeived omposite signal rossing the noise level spe-
tral density are suppressed. Through this method, even the pulses' tails
are suppressed. However, suh a frequeny based interferene suppres-
sion removes also useful signal frequeny omponents in orrespondene
of the DME/TACAN frequenies. Furthermore, in presene of multi-
ple DME/TACAN soures, whih broadast strong pulses on adjaent
arrier frequenies, a more omplex noth lter design is needed.
• Hybrid Blanking ombines advantages of both pulse blanking and
noth ltering. When a pulsed interferene is deteted in the time-
domain, the noth ltering of a slie of 12 µs of signal entred around
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the estimated pulse position is triggered. In this ase, the lter de-
sign is simple, sine the noth is ativated only in presene of pulsed
interferene.
The FDAF, already introdued in Chapter 3, an be adopted for pulsed inter-
ferene suppression. For the DME/TACAN interferene senario, both sam-
pling frequeny and the number of points N over whih the FFT is omputed,
are ruial for the ahieved interferene mitigation performane. Inreasing
N , the FFT resolution inreases as well as the number of operations for its
omputation. Thus a trade-o design between optimal representation of the
pulse interferene in the frequeny domain and omplexity is needed.
Finally in [66℄ two STAP methods, already desribed in Chapter 3 are adopted
for oping with the DME/TACAN interferene. Here, multiple pulsed inter-
ferene suppression is ahieved in the time-spae domain, sine the omposite
reeived signal, proessed by the RF front-end of eah antenna, is further
proessed by a mitigation unit whih ontrol, through a reursive signal pro-
essing algorithm, the beam of the antenna arrays. However, suh a tehnique
presents a high omplexity regarding its hardware implementation thus re-
sulting in a non-optimal solution for pulsed interferene suppression.
So far, the most traditional interferene ountermeasures in GNSS have been
disussed in terms of their apabilities in suppressing pulsed interferene.
Suh tehniques will be resumed in the following Chapter of this dissertation.
Next Setion will provide a theoretial derivation of the GNSS signal quality
degradation for an airborne reeiver when merged in a harsh DME/TACAN
interferene environment and when a traditional pulse blanking iruitry is
employed.
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4.4 Pulse Blanking Impat on Signal Quality:
Theoretial Derivation
In literature the eet of a pulse blanking iruit on GNSS reeiver perfor-
mane has been widely investigated. A theoretial model for omputing a
predition of the pre orrelator C/N0 in presene of strong and dense in time
DME/TACAN interferene is rst proposed in [70℄ and then presented in [71℄,
(C/N0,eff) =
C
N0
· (1− β)
1 +
I0,WB
N0
+RI
(4.2)
where β, representing the blanker duty yle, is the total mean ativation
time of the blanker and RI is the aggregate post-orrelator ratio between the
residual DME/TACAN power, after the blanker, and the reeiver thermal
noise. The residual DME/TACAN power is generated by all the pulses' sam-
ples below the blanking threshold, that ontribute to inrease the noise oor.
As mentioned in Setion 4.2, due to the Gaussian shape of the DME/TACAN
pulse, both strong pulses, whose peak power rosses the blanking threshold,
as well as weak pulses ontribute to the inrease of the noise oor. Hereafter,
a theoretial derivation of the blanker duty yle β and the omponent RI is
provided.
4.4.1 β omputation
The total mean ativation time β of the blanker is determined by all the
pulses whose peak power is above the blanking threshold. A revision of the
blanker duty yle β derivation, rst proposed in [38℄, is presented in this
Setion. The mean ativation time T for the blanking iruitry in presene of
one single DME pulse and in absene of pulses ollisions is derived assuming
(4.1) as the analytial expression for the DME signal. Considering only the
Gaussian envelope of the pulse, as depited in Figure 4.3,
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Figure 4.3: DME/TACAN single base-band pulse
it an be easily shown that
T = 2 ·
√
2 · ln (Pstrong/Vth)
α
(4.3)
where Vth is the blanking threshold level power and Pstrong is the pulse peak
power. As stated in [38℄, any additional strong pulses superposing to the
initial pulse would derease the mean ativation time of the blanker. Thus
the total ativation time, in presene of pulse ollision has be to omputed
averaging T over all the possible pulse ollisions senarios. Furthermore, due
to the modulation, not all the samples belonging to the pulse are blanked, as
it is shown in Figure 4.4.
Thus assuming the arrival times of all the pulses transmitted by the ground
beaons to the on-board GNSS reeiver distributed aording to a Poisson
proess, the mean ativation time beomes
Tm = γ
(
Pstrong
th
)
·
(
Te−λT +
T
2
(λT )
1!
e−λT +
T
3
(λT )2
2!
e−λT + · · ·
)
(4.4)
where:
• γ is a redution fator dependent on the ratio between the pulse peak
power Pstrong and the blanking threshold Vth, whih takes into aount
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Figure 4.4: DME/TACAN pulse before and after blanking
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Figure 4.5: Ratio between the real blanker ativation time and the theoretial
ativation time T dened in (4.3)
the arrier variation over the pulse duration. Figure 4.5 provides the
trend of suh a parameter with respet the Pstrong/Vth ratio, obtained
by means of simulations.
• λ is the omposite arrival rate of the pulses oming from all the ground
beaons at the reeiver antenna port. Knowing that the maximum
PRF for the DME and TACAN ground stations are respetively 2700
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and 3600 ppps, if there are NDME stations and NTACAN stations, λ an
be omputed as:
λ = 2700 ·NDME + 3600 ·NTACAN (4.5)
Thus, the real mean ativation time of a blanker in presene of strong multiple
DME/TACAN interferene beomes
Tblanker = 2 ·
(
2700 ·
NDME∑
i=1
Tm,DME(i) + 3600 ·
NTACAN∑
i=1
Tm,TACAN(i)
)
(4.6)
This duration an be onsidered as the blanker duty yle β, sine it is om-
puted over 1s. The fator 2 is introdued due to the presene of a pulse
pair.
4.4.2 RI alulation
Referene [71℄ has been taken into aount, for the theoretial derivation of
the omponent RI , whih is dened as
RI =
1
N0 ·Bfe ·
N∑
i=1
Pi · dci (4.7)
where N = NDME +NTACAN is the total number of DME/TACAN soures;
Pi is the reeived peak power of the i
th
RFI pulsed signal soure; Bfe is
the pre orrelator IF bandwidth and dci is the duty yle of the i-th signal
soure without any pulse ollision. RI is dened splitting the ontribution
of strong and weak DME/TACAN signals. Weak pulsed signal (with peak
power below the blanking threshold) will ontribute with their total power to
the interfering power. Equation (4.7) an then be elaborated as
RI =
1
N0 ·Bfe ·
N∑
i=1
Pi · dci
=
1
N0 ·Bfe ·

NDME∑
j=1
Pstrong,j · dcres,j

+
+
1
N0 ·Bfe ·
(
NTACAN∑
k=1
Pweak,k · dcweak,k · kls
)
(4.8)
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where the spetral separation oeient kls is introdued as weighting fa-
tor for those DME/TACAN signal whose peak power is below the blanking
threshold, and it is dened aording to [72℄ and [73℄, as
kls =
∫ Bfe/2
−Bfe/2
Gl(f)Gs(f)df (4.9)
with Gl(f) and Gs(f) are respetively the normalized PSD of the narrow-
band interferene and of the useful reeived GNSS signal. In [38℄ and [70℄,
retangular equivalent pulse width of 2.64 µs is used for modelling the on-
tribution to the noise oor aused by weak DME/TACAN pulses, the peak
power of whih is below the blanking threshold Vth. Thus, the duty yle for
weak DME/TACAN signals an be written as
dcweak,k = 2 · 2.64(µs) · PRFweak,k (4.10)
where PRFweak,k is the pulse repetition frequeny of the k
th
weak DME/TACAN
signal.
Conerning the ontribution due to the strong DME/TACAN pulses(with
peak power over the blanking threshold), in [70℄ and [71℄ the residual portion
of pulse below the blanking threshold is assumed to equate the duration of an
equivalent retangular pulse duration, as shown in Figure 4.3. Thus, taken
into aount (4.3), it follows that
PWres = 2 ·
∫ +∞
T/2
e−
α
2
t2dt =
√
2π
α
· erfc
[√
ln
(
Pstrong
Vth
)]
(4.11)
Then, the duty yle for the residual portion of strong DME/TACAN signals
whih ontributes to the noise oor beomes
dcres,j = PWres,j · PRFstrong,j (4.12)
A more realisti example of pulse blanking operation on a DME/TACAN
pulses train in presene of pulse superposition is shown in Figure 4.6.
The presene of multiple pulses non perfetly overlapped lead to a greater
pulse blanking ativation time.
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Figure 4.6: Pulse blanker ativation time in presene pulse superposition
4.4.3 The ase study of entral Europe
Using the theoretial model so far desribed, a predition of the C/N0 degra-
dation due to the DME/TACAN signals has been performed, by means of
simulations, for a grid of loations at 40000 feet over Europe. A omplete
data base of all DME/TACAN ground beaons spread around the Europe,
ontaining reliable information about loations, arrier frequenies for the
pulsed signals transmission and EIRP, has been taken into aount. In par-
tiular, for the GNSS signal degradation in the ARNS frequeny band, only
those ground stations transmitting within the GPS L5 and Galileo E5a bands,
have been onsidered and for eah of them maximum PRF has been assumed.
Moreover both DME/TACAN beaons pattern antenna dened in [70℄ and
GNSS typial airraft antenna pattern have been simulated in order to per-
form an aurate alulation of the reeived pulsed interferene level power
at the GNSS on board antenna. A referene blanking threshold level power
Vth of about −116 dBW, about 9 dB over the noise oor has been assumed
for the simulation. It is worth to outline that no airraft body attenuation
has been taken into aount.
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Figure 4.7 shows the prole of the predited post-orrelator C/N0 degradation
aused by the omposite pulsed signals oming from all the DME/TACAN
ground stations represented by the blak dots.
Figure 4.7: Predition of the eetive post orrelator C/N0
Figure 4.8 and 4.9 provides respetively the prole of the expeted blanker
duty yle β and the number of DME/TACAN stations in LoS.
Figure 4.8: Predition of the blanker duty yle β
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Figure 4.9: Number of DME/TACAN stations in LoS
The worst loation in terms of C/N0 degradation is identied for a latitude
of 50,4◦ and for a longitude of 8,1◦ at the altitude of 40000 feet. At this
loation, roughly orresponding to the area over the Frankfurt airport, GNSS
reeiver operation might be orrupted by the omposite pulsed signal oming
from up to 40 DME/TACAN stations broadasting within the GPS L5 and
Galileo E5a frequeny bands. Under this simulated interferene environment,
the blanking iruit uts o about 60% of the total GNSS reeived signal,
thus produing a degradation on the C/N0,eff of about 9.5 dB.
Figure 4.10 shows the trend of the C/N0 degradation, of the blanker duty yle
β and of the fator RI with respet to the value of the blanking threshold,
simulated at the DME/TACAN hotspot loation previously identied. As
expeted, Figure 4.10(a) shows that, the blanker duty yle β is dereasing
with the inreasing of the blanking threshold, while the degradation on the
C/N0 has an optimum point. This is due to the fat that a low blanking
threshold would inrease the perentage of the signal been blanked while an
higher blanking threshold would ut o a minor perentage of reeived signal,
allowing the majority of the pulsed interferene to go through the orrelator,
inreasing the noise oor due to an inreased RI ontribution, as an be
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observed in Figure 4.10(b) where the fator RI is plotted versus the blanking
threshold. Thus, a areful design of the blanking iruit has to be performed
in order to ahieve the best trade o between perentage of signal blanked
and C/N0 degradation.
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Figure 4.10: Blanker duty yle β and RI fator versus the blanking threshold
The analysis performed in this ase study, shows that the blanking threshold
should be optimized, in order to avoid unaeptable drops in the C/N0 due
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to the presene of multiple interfering pulses. Moreover, a priori optimization
of the threshold value by simulation requires a large amount of details of
the DME and TACAN ground stations, thus making this task not easy to
aomplish.
4.5 Experimental Assessment of DME/TACAN
Interferene
In order to validate the results based on the theoretial model, a test ampaign
has been performed at the ESTEC navigation laboratory using the powerful
Interferene Test Faility (ITF). The ITF is a hardware software platform
apable of generating a wide range of realisti interferene senarios and it is
mostly devoted to the testing of GNSS hardware reeiver performane under
interferene. More details on the dierent apabilities and ongurations of
this tool an be found in [74℄.
The ITF onguration is shown in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.11: Hardware setup
A Spirent GNSS onstellation simulator and signals generator as well as an
Agilent signals generator have been used. They are onneted to an ethernet
network together with a desktop PC hosting the software managing the ITF.
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Through this network onnetion, both Spirent and Agilent generators have
been driven remotely from the ITF Human Mahine Interfae (HMI). Latest
release of the ITF software provides the possibility to generate a wide range
of realisti DME/TACAN interferene environments by a proper settings of
the following parameters:
• the number of ground beaons to simulate;
• arrier frequeny and pulse repetition frequeny for eah simulated
beaon;
• pulse width, inter pulses spaing and pulse peak power for eah DME/TACAN
ground stations;
• DME/TACAN pulse arrival time to the on board GNSS antenna.
One these parameters have been dened, a le of IQ stream samples with a
user-dened length have been generated and loaded automatially to the Ag-
ilent signals generator whih is in harge of replaying it in a loop. Then, the
omposite DME/TACAN interferene is ombined with the GNSS signal gen-
erated by the Spirent at Radio-Frequeny. Eventually, the omposite GNSS
signal interfered by DME/TACAN signals has been fed to an RF splitter, the
outputs of whih have been onneted with a Tektronix Spetrum Analyzer
and a hardware Test User Reeiver (TUR) respetively. It has to be out-
lined that the GNSS signal is amplied by using a 30 dB Low Noise Amplier
(LNA) before being fed to the RF ombiner, while for the DME/TACAN om-
posite interferene the ampliation is simulated adjusting the power levels
from the ITF HMI. This hoie has been adopted to avoid a further inrease
of the noise that would happen if the signal oming from the Agilent is fed
to the LNA as well. Sine the overall losses introdued by both RF ombiner
and splitter is about 10 dB, a power adjustment of 40 dB from the ITF HMI
has been provided in order to simulate the LNA gain and reover from the
losses in the setup. GPS L5 and Galileo E5a signals have been generated
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Table 4.3: Setup settings
Parameter setup Value
LNA gain 30 dB
GNSS aviation antenna gain 4 dB
Setup losses 10 dB
E5a input power at reeiver −103 dBm
Nominal C/N0 44 dB-Hz
Power adjustment from ITF 40 dB
with a power level suh that the pre-orrelator arrier to noise density ratio
estimated by the TUR reeiver is equal to 44 dB-Hz for both signals in an
interferene-free environment.
Table 4.3 summarizes all the setup parameters.
Eah performed test had a duration of about 10 minutes; after an initial
period of about 2 minutes when the reeiver is traking the GNSS signal in a
steady state, 5 minutes of DME/TACAN omposite signal are injeted in the
setup. Tests have been performed on both GPS L5 and Galileo E5a frequeny
bands.
Figure 4.12 shows the TUR reeiver performane in traking the Galileo E5a
and GPS L5 signals (PRN 21 and 1 respetively), under the DME/TACAN
interferene environment onsidered.
In partiular Figure 4.12(a) provides a omparison between the C/N0 esti-
mated by the TUR reeiver in both Galileo E5a (red line) and GPS L5(blue
line) frequeny band, during all the test duration. As soon as the DME/TACAN
signal is injeted in the setup, a drop on the C/N0 of about 11 dB is observed
in both gures, and the blanker duty yle value during all the interferene
period is around 56%. Suh value of degradation is approximately 1 dB far
from the theoretial value estimated by using the model and that an be
observed in Figure 4.10(a). Furthermore, aording to Figure 4.10(a), in or-
respondene of a blanker duty yle β of 56%, a blanking threshold level
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Figure 4.12: TUR performane under DME/TACAN interferene in Galileo
E5a and GPS L5 frequeny bands
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power of −115.5 dBW an be observed and assumed as a potential equivalent
blanking threshold for the TUR blanker iruitry. Despite a large portion of
signal is ut o by the blanking iruit, the TUR reeiver is still able to keep
the traking of both GNSS signals, omputing pseudorange measurements
aeted by an inreased error, as shown in Figure 4.12(b).
Figure 4.13 shows the C/N0 degradation in the Galileo E5a and GPS L5
frequeny bands (top plot) and the blanker duty yle (bottom plot) for mul-
tiple DME/TACAN interferene senario, simulating the path of an airraft
landing on Frankfurt airport.
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Figure 4.13: TUR performane during airraft approah simulation
These results are obtained omputing for eah loation along the desending
path the number of DME/TACAN stations in LoS and the DME/TACAN
peak power reahing the GNSS on-board antenna. The experimental results
for eah interferene senario are ahieved following the same test proedure
desribed for the previous experimental tests. As expeted, the C/N0 degra-
dation as well as the blanker duty yle derease with the dereasing altitude,
sine the number of DME/TACAN stations in LoS for the GNSS on-board
antenna is dereasing as well. This results onrm that the DME/TACAN
interferene is a real threat for aviation GNSS reeivers operation only at
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high altitude. Although at low altitude, the reeived pulse peak power at
the GNSS antenna port is extremely high, only a small perentage of re-
eived signal is suppressed sine the omposite DME/TACAN signal is the
ombination of a smaller number of replies from the ground beaons. Fi-
nally, a set of experimental tests in the laboratory have been devoted to the
analysis of the DME/TACAN impat on the Geometrial Dilution of Prei-
sion (GDOP) available for a realisti on board reeiver enabling a determined
GNSS antenna pattern from the SimGen option panel ontrolling the Spirent
simulator. Results are shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: DME/TACAN interferene impat on C/N0 and Geometri
Dilution of Preision
The upper plot shows the C/N0 estimated by the TUR reeiver for eah E5a
PRN traked during the all test duration, while the plot on the bottom shows
the trends of the GDOP (blue line) and the number of satellites used by the
TUR in the GDOP omputation (green line). Sine a GNSS aviation pattern
antenna is simulated, GNSS signal oming from satellites at low elevation
are traked with a lower initial C/N0. One the DME/TACAN interferene
is injeted into the setup, the TUR reeiver immediately looses the trak of
weakest GNSS signals, thus impating on the GDOP as shown in the bottom
plot. During the interferene-free period, a good GDOP value was omputed
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on the basis of 6 satellites, while during the interferene period only 4 satel-
lites were used for the x. A great inrease on the GDOP value is observed
when the TUR reeiver is under DME/TACAN interferene, thus impating
on the nal position omputation.
This test ampaign revealed that DME/TACAN interferene in some ases
might represent a disruptive interferene even if the GNSS reeiver is equipped
with a blanker iruitry. Great losses on the C/N0, aused by the suppres-
sion of large portions of useful GNSS signals (high values of β), might lead
the reeiver loosing the traking of feeble GNSS reeived signals, thus im-
pating on the nal user position auray, worsening both the quality of the
pseudorange and the GDOP fator.
4.6 Pulse blanking non-linearities modeling
The experimental results presented so far showed how the traditional pulse
blanking ountermeasure may not be suient in presene of multiple strong
pulsed interferene soures. In suh a senario the pulse blanking iruitry is
triggered by the omposite strong pulsed signals reahing the on board GNSS
reeiver antenna, ausing the suppression of large portions of useful GNSS sig-
nal power together with interferene power, thus inreasing the probability to
fail the aquisition and traking of the signal itself as demonstrated in Fig-
ure 4.14. Moreover, the pulse blanking iruit performane an be negatively
inuened by the impat of pulsed signals on the ative omponents within
the reeiver front-end. Very strong pulses or very strong reeived power due
to the ombination of multiple pulses an ause the saturation of the ative
omponents in the GNSS reeivers (e.q. ampliers), whih may require a re-
overy time to go bak to a normal state when the interferene ends. In [51℄ it
is mentioned that for a partiular ommerial reeiver, an interferene pulse
signal with peak power 15 dB above the thermal noises is suient to saturate
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the last ampliation stage within the reeiver front-end. Under this interfer-
ene environment ondition, pulse blanking may perform signal suppression
even during the o state of the pulse for a time period equal to the reovery
time needed by the ampliers to resume normal operation. For a ommerial
reeiver, typial reover times for ampliation stages is about 40 ns/dB of
input level beyond the saturation point [51℄. In general pulsed interferene
signals impat on reeiver front-end omponent might be dierent depending
espeially on the pulse peak power level and on the pulse duration. Further-
more, the AGC, needed when multibit quantization is implemented in the
digital part of the reeiver front-end, has to be arefully designed. The AGC
is in harge to properly set the amplitude dynami of the ADC input signal.
A slow AGC set the ADC input levels averaging the input signal power over
a large time during whih, if too many pulses osillations are present, the
input dynamis of the ADC is not properly set [51℄. It has also to be taken
under onsideration the fat that the blanked samples should not be used for
the AGC tuning in order to avoid ADC overloading. Due to these several
reasons blanking operation might not be eient, sine high perentage of
the reeived signal may be blanked [65℄. In order to assess the impat of suh
non-linear behaviours, a software simulation of the pulse blanking operations
has been performed onsidering dierent values of reation time and reovery
time. IF samples of a set of data olleted in the GPS L5 and Galileo E5a
frequeny bands were used. Suh data olletions have been performed at the
ESTEC navigation laboratory, using a disrete omponents Front-End, the
blok sheme of whih is reported in Figure 4.15.
The onsidered Front-End has been used in the same hardware setup on-
guration desribed in Setion 4.5, onneting one of the outputs of the RF
splitter at its input. Table 4.4 summarizes the settings of the Front-End
hosen for the spei data olletion. Suh a Front-end is haraterized
by two ampliation stages followed by a down-onversion to an interme-
diate frequeny of 225 MHz. Additional ampliation stages followed by a
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Figure 4.15: Front-End blok sheme
Table 4.4: Front-End settings
Component Value
RF lter f0 = 1175.45 MHz / BW = 40 MHz
IF lter 1 f0 = 225 MHz / BW = 20 MHz
IF lter 2 f0 = 225 MHz / BW = 18 MHz
Ext. Sampling frequeny fs = 36 MHz
ADC 8 bits
nal ltering stage with an 18 MHz IF lter bandwidth produed the output
signal for the ADC where the signal is sampled at 36 MHz and quantized
over 8 bits. An USB interfae integrated in the Front-End is in harge of
transferring the quantized samples from the ADC to a user terminal where
a data grabber software is installed. It has to be remarked that, no AGC
is implemented in the onsidered devie and the ampliation stages within
it have been designed suh that the ADC saturation is avoided in presene
of DME/TACAN interferene. Moreover, all the ampliation stages are re-
alized with ampliers whih allow an input power level up to 10 dBm, thus
avoiding any saturation eets within the reeiver Front-End. More details
on the omponents used for the Front-End design an be found in [75℄ and
[76℄. An example of olleted data in presene of DME/TACAN interferene
at the hotspot loation, is shown in Figure 4.16. Spetral harateristis of
the single DME/TACAN pulsed signal are shown in the plot on top.
DME/TACAN pulses train reahing the GNSS antenna appear as a series
of narrowband interferenes, eah with approximately 300 kHz bandwidth.
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Figure 4.16: DME/TACAN senario
The entire spetrum is jammed due to the fat that several ground bea-
ons have been simulated broadasting pulses on dierent arrier frequeny
within the Galileo E5a and GPS L5 frequeny bands. The impat of dif-
ferent pulse blanking non-linear behaviours on GNSS reeiver performane
have been assessed exploiting a fully software reeiver, N-Gene, apable of
proessing Galileo and GPS signals over all the GNSS frequeny bands [77℄.
The employed software reeiver is realized with a fast FFT based aquisition
sheme parallel in the time domain and traking loops based on 2nd order
loop lters.
Figure 4.17 shows the trend of the blanking duty yle β with respet the
blanking reovery time and for 3 dierent pulse detetion time values whih
an be identied as ideal behaviour, slow pulse blanking (reation time equal
to 0.5µs) and very slow pulse blanking (reation time equal to 1µs).
As expeted, inreasing the pulse blanking reovery time, larger perentage of
inoming signal are suppressed. On the ontrary, the introdution of a pulse
detetion delay would derease the amount of signal to be suppressed.
Figure 4.18(a) and Figure 4.18(b) shows the aquisition metris denoted as
αmean and αmax in presene of pulse blanking non-linear behaviours modelled
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Figure 4.17: Blanker duty yle β variation for dierent reation and reovery
time values
aording dierent values of reovery and reation time. Both aquisition
metris are dened respetively as follows:
• αmean = RpMc is the ratio between the highest orrelation peak and the
orrelation noise oor;
• αmax = RpR2p is the ratio between the highest orrelation peak and the
seond highest orrelation peak;
Suh values of αmean and αmax have been obtained as outputs of the software
reeiver aquisition proess of the Galileo E5a pilot hannel (PRN 20) after
manipulating the data set with a pulse blanking operation.
In both Figure 4.18(a) and Figure 4.18(b) it is possible to notie that the in-
trodution of a non-zero delay in the pulse detetion would seriously threaten
the orret GNSS signal aquisition proess. A pulse blanking reation time
equal to 0.5 or 1 µs would let the majority of the reeived pulsed interfer-
ene going through the orrelators thus inreasing the noise in the aquisition
searh spae, as onrmed from the trend of both aquisition metris (red
line and yan line), thus masking the true orrelation peak. However, when
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Figure 4.18: N-GENE aquisition performane: (a)αmean. (b) αmax
dealing with this type of pulsed interferene, the presene of an inreasing re-
overy time would surprisingly improves the reeiver aquisition performane.
In fat both αmean and αmax inrease with the inreasing reovery time. This
is due to the fat that, a delay in deteting the end of the pulse would allows
the blanker suppressing also those interferene samples in the pulse tail, thus
ahieving higher interferene suppression. This results annot be assumed
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valid when dealing with non-modulated retangular pulse made interferene.
In fat in this ase, the presene of a reovery time would lead the blanker
suppressing more GNSS useful signal samples, whih in turns would lead to
a higher degradation in the orrelation peak of the searh spae.
In Chapter 6 the problem of the pulse blanking will be faed more in details,
investigating the eets of its non-linear behaviour on the navigation data
demodulation performane.
4.7 Conlusions
In this Chapter, the interferene environment for the future GNSS based
aviation servies has been investigated. By means of several test ampaign
performed at the ESTEC navigation laboratory, it has been shown how this
strong pulsed interferene generated by the DME/TACAN ground stations
may seriously threat the on-board GNSS reeiver even if equipped with the
traditional pulse blanking interferene ountermeasure. Pulse blanking an
represent a simple as well as eetive method for oping with not so dense
in time pulse interferene. However, in presene of harsh pulsed interferene
environment, as the DME/TACAN interferene environment at the hotspot
loation, the pulse blanking is fored to suppress great portion of reeived
signal thus leading to an enormous degradation and distortion of the GNSS
useful signal. Furthermore, suh a traditional ountermeasure presents sev-
eral drawbaks when dealing with DME/TACAN pulse interferene; in fat,
due to the interferene Gaussian pulse shape and to the presene of the mod-
ulation, pulse blanking is not able to suppress all the samples belonging to
the pulse, as demonstrated in Figure 4.4. Furthermore, pulse blanking design
has to be arefully performed together with the front-end design. In fat,
its performane may have a strong dependene with the reation of some a-
tive omponents like ampliers, within the reeiver front-end, when merged
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in a strong interferene environment. For suh a reason, new advaned sig-
nal proessing tehniques, whih an be designed at reeiver level, apable
of extrating the interferene omponents within the omposite reeived sig-
nal, without distorting the useful GNSS signal, have to be investigated. In
Chapter 5 two innovative interferene detetion and mitigation algorithms
based respetively on the use of the WPD and of the use of the KLT will be
presented.
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Chapter 5
Transformed Domain Tehniques
for Interferene Countermeasure
in GNSS
This Chapter will introdue two innovative interferene detetion, harater-
ization and suppression algorithms based on two advaned signal proess-
ing tehniques: the WPD and the KLT. For both methods, deomposition
stages, detetion algorithms and interferene removal proesses will be pre-
sented. The algorithms have theoretially designed and tested by simulation.
Eventually, a set of experimental results will be presented in order to provide
a validation of suh innovative algorithms in suppressing interferene ompo-
nents. Results will be foused on GNSS reeiver performane at aquisition
and traking stage, after applying both methods to several interferene se-
narios. For this purpose, a fully software GNSS reeiver will be employed.
Furthermore, a omparison between suh innovative tehniques and the more
traditional interferene ountermeasures in terms of interferene suppression
performane and omputational omplexity will be presented.
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5.1 Introdution
The test ampaign performed at the ESTEC radio-navigation laboratory,
whih has been presented in Chapter 4, has shown that in presene of a harsh
pulsed interferene environment, the pulse blanking iruitry may not be
enough. GNSS reeiver operation an be seriously threatened sine extremely
large portions of GNSS signal are suppressed together with the interferene.
In suh a ontext the reeiver itself looses the traking of the weakest GNSS
signals whih in turns auses a worsening of the available satellites geometry
thus inreasing the error on the nal user position.
For suh a reason, innovative reeiver based interferene ountermeasures, a-
pable of identifying, isolating and suppressing interferene omponents with-
out distorting the GNSS reeived signal properties, need to be investigated.
In the last years, researhers in the GNSS eld have started investigating a
new family of interferene detetion and suppression tehniques based on the
use of advaned signal proessing tehniques whih allow the representation
of the signal at the ADC output in a dierent domain, where information
related to the interferene an be better identied, isolated, proessed or re-
move. Suh a new family of algorithm is dened as Transformed Domain (TD)
tehniques, the blok sheme of whih is reported in Figure 5.1. First step of
suh algorithms is to provide a representation of the digitized signal in an-
other domain; suh a representation is ahieved by proessing the IF samples
at the ADC output by means of a mathematial transformation. One the
signal is projeted on the new domain, an interferene detetion algorithm
is in harge of identifying the interferene oeients. The majority of the
transformed domain tehniques whih have been investigated in literature rely
on a detetion algorithm based on a thresholding operation; basially eah o-
eients in the transformed domain is ompared to a mask whih represents
the expeted GNSS signal representation in absene of interferene. However
a dierent detetion strategy based on the signal energy estimation will be
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Figure 5.1: Typial TD tehnique blok sheme
presented later on this Chapter. Finally, two interferene suppression algo-
rithm are foreseen: the former is based on a syntheti reonstrution of the
interfering signal, by means of an anti-transformation proess operated on
the identied interferene oeients, whih an be then subtrated from the
omposite reeived signal, whilst the latter is based on a diret suppression
proess of the interferene oeients in the transformed domain followed by
an anti-transformation operation for the signal reonstrution.
First researh ativities investigating the apability of the TD based algo-
rithms for interferene suppression, were based on the observation of the
reeived interfered signal in the Time Frequeny (TF) domain. As an exam-
ple, in [78℄ the authors propose two advaned signal proessing tehniques for
ahieving a high resolution TF representation of the reeived signal. The for-
mer is based on a simple disrete-time spetrogram, introdued rst in [79℄,
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obtained by means of a Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) aording to
Sp(n,f) = |STFT (n,f)|2 (5.1)
being the STFT dened as
STFT (n,f) =
n+L−1∑
i=n
sa[i]h[i− n] exp {−j2πif} (5.2)
where sa[n] = sIF [2n] is the down-sampled digitized signal, and h[n] is the
analysis window of length L. As mentioned in [78℄, the spetrogram has poor
TF loalization properties and its harateristis stritly depend on the anal-
ysis window. However, it requires a low omputational load and it is suitable
for real time appliation.
The latter TF representation is based on the use of the Wigner-Ville distri-
bution whih aording to [80℄ is dened as
Wx,x =
∑
i
sa[i]s
∗
a[n− i] exp {−j4πif} (5.3)
and dierently from the spetrogram representation, it does not suer from
the time versus frequeny resolution trade-o problem. However, higher om-
putational load is required for its implementation with respet the spetro-
gram implementation. Conerning the interferene frequeny omponents
detetion in the TF plane, a statistial based method relying on the signal
representation distribution on eah point of the TF plane in absene of inter-
ferene, is employed. Suh a representation ats as a interferene detetion
threshold, and it is dened aording to a required false alarm probability,
dened as
pfa(βd,n,f) = P (|TFR(n,f) > βd|H0) (5.4)
where βd is the interferene detetion threshold, and TFR(n,f) is the hosen
Time-Frequeny representation and H0 is the null hypothesis (interferene
absent). Thus, knowing the TF representation distribution and inverting
(5.4), it is possible to derive the interferene detetion threshold βd. Another
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ativity onerning the interferene detetion and exision based on TF rep-
resentation ahieved by means of Spetrogram is presented in [81℄.
A reent work proposing hirp signal, linearly frequeny modulated signal,
detetion and suppression by means of TF representation is presented in [82℄.
Here the authors propose a TF representation of the signal at the ADC ouput
based on the use of the so alled orthogonal-like Gabor expansion [83℄. The
detetion proess is based on a omparison of the ahieved TF representation
with the ideal TF representation of the GNSS signal in absene of interferene.
One the interferene oeients in the TF plane is ahieved, a syntheti re-
onstrution of the interfering signal is obtained and then subtrated to the
omposite reeived signal. More details of this TF based interferene exision
method an be found in [82℄ and [49℄. In this Chapter, two innovative inter-
ferene detetion and suppression strategies based respetively on the use of
the WPD and on the use of the KLT will be presented.
First attempts of developing an innovative interferene mitigation algorithm
based on the use of the wavelet transformation have been presented in [84℄ and
[85℄, for pulsed interferene mitigation. Here wavelet transform is employed
to obtain the time-sale representation of the inoming interfered signal. In
the GNSS framework, the wavelet transform has been already investigated for
dierent purposed. As an example, in [86℄ a new trend extration tehnique
for multipath mitigation in arrier phase measurements domain using wavelet
multi resolution analysis, is presented. A more detailed desriptions of this
algorithm an be found in [87℄ [88℄ [89℄ and [90℄. Multipath mitigation is not
the only ontext where wavelet transform has been employed. For instane,
in [91℄, a singularity detetion tehnique for GPS yle slips based on the
wavelet deomposition is desribed. In [92℄ an empirial mode deomposition
exploiting the wavelets' properties is desribed as a method to redue the ar-
rier phase measurements error. Finally in [93℄, methodology based on wavelet
transform to evaluate the terrain and extrat features along the vehile path
is presented. Of partiular interest are those features whih an be hazardous
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to a following vehiles path.
Conerning the KLT, its use for spae appliation has been proposed rst in
[94℄. Here, KLT is employed as an instrument to detet very weak signals
hidden in noise, in the framework of the Searh for Extra Terrestrial Intelli-
gene program. However, in [95℄ a rst attempt of CWI detetion based on
the use of KLT is also presented.
In the following Setions of this Chapter interferene mitigation algorithms
based respetively on the WPD and KLT whih are more advaned with
respet those already presented in literature, will be disussed.
5.2 The Wavelet Transform
The set of orthogonal basis funtions whih are employed for the STFT de-
omposition have equal frequeny bandwidths and represent a set of windows
in time with equal duration. The use of the set of funtions in (5.2) leads
to a dierent resolution in the haraterization of the frequeny omponents
of the signal. Many yle of a high frequeny signal an be aptured within
the duration h(n), while this is not the ase for a low frequeny signal. For
suh a reason, the resolution of the STFT is poor at low frequeny while it
improves as the frequeny inreases [96℄.
In fat, the STFT an be seen as a band pass uniform lter bank where eah
lter frequeny response has same bandwidth and dierent entral frequeny.
Suh a frequeny resolution issue is solved by the wavelet transform. The
wavelet transform of a signal provides a representation of the signal ompo-
nents in a dierent domain, similarly to a STFT. In the wavelet transform,
a set of funtions whih adjust their frequeny-time behaviour aording to
the frequeny omponents of the signal to haraterize is employed. From
suh basis funtions, a lters bank where the low-pass lters response have
narrower bandwidths (so wider in the time domain) than the high-pass l-
ters response, an be derived. The basis funtions employed in the wavelet
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transform belong to the set
hk(t) = a
−k/2h(a−kt), (5.5)
whih represent the lter responses. Equivalently in the frequeny domain
the transfer funtions an be written as
Hk(jΩ) = a
k/2H(jakΩ) (5.6)
where a > 1 and k ∈ Z.
As seen in (5.5) and (5.6), all the responses are obtained by frequeny-saling
operation of a prototype response H(jΩ), thus resulting in a non uniform
lters bank. The sale fator a−k/2 is introdued as a normalization fator
in order to ensure onstant energy independent from k, as well as the ratio
between the bandwidth and the enter-frequeny Ωk. Given an arbitrary
input x(t), the output of the lter hk(t) an be omputed as∫ ∞
−∞
x(t)hk(τ − t)dt = a−k/2
∫ ∞
−∞
x(t)h(a−k(τ − t))dt (5.7)
Furthermore, sine the lter bandwidth Hk(jΩ) is smaller for larger k, its
output an be sampled at lower rate. Equivalently in the time domain, the
width of hk(t) is larger, thus it is possible to move the window by a larger
step size [96℄. The ontinuous variable τ an be sampled at nakT , where n is
an integer, to obtain a Disrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). In this way, the
step size for the windows movement is akT , and it inreases as the enter-
frequeny of the lter Ωk dereases. Thus, the set of oeients obtained
aording to
XDWT (k,n) = a
−k/2
∫ ∞
−∞
x(t)h(nT−a−kt)dt =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(t)hk(na
kT−t)dt (5.8)
represents the onvolution between x(t) and hk(t) evaluated at a disrete set
of points nakT , that is the onvolution output is sampled at akT . Figure 5.2
shows the transfer funtions of eah branh of the non-uniform lters bank
obtained by a dyadi saling operation (a = 2) of the Meyer wavelet funtion
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Figure 5.2: Meyer wavelet lters bank responses
[97℄. The family of lters denoted as hk(t) represents the set of the analysis
lter.
Perfet reonstrution of the signal x(t) an be ahieved hoosing a proper
synthesis lters bank. Given a set of wavelet oeients XDWT (k,n), the
inverse DWT an be ahieved aording to
x(t) =
∑
k
∑
n
XDWT (k,n)ψkn(t) (5.9)
where ψkn(t) is a set of basis funtions obtained by dilation (t → a−kt) and
shifting (t→ t− nakT ) of a prototype funtion ψ(t), that is
ψkn(t) = a
−k/2ψ
[
a−k
(
t− nakT )] (5.10)
In [96℄ it is shown that if {ψkn(t)} is a set of orthonormal funtions, that is∫ +∞
−∞
ψ∗kn(t)ψlm(t) = δ(k − l)δ(n−m) (5.11)
from (5.9) follows that
XDWT (k,n) =
∫ +∞
−∞
x(t)ψ∗kn(t)dt (5.12)
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thus leading to the following relationship between the analysis and synthesis
lters
ψkn(t) = h
∗
k(−t) (5.13)
Thus the signal analysis/synthesis an be ahieved by perfet reonstrution
paraunitary Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMF) banks in whih eah lter has
a response of the kind (5.13).
5.2.1 Disrete Time Wavelet Transform
The relation dened in 5.8 is the DWT sine k and n are integer number,
but it is not the disrete-time sine t is ontinuous. In [96℄ it is shown that
an orthonormal basis funtions an be generated by disrete-time QMF bank
under ertain ondition. As an example, let onsider the ase a = 2 known as
dyadi wavelet deomposition, and further assume T = 1. Given a parauni-
tary pair frequeny responses H(z) and G(z), the wavelet funtion ψ(t) will
satisfy the equation
ψ(t) = 21/2
∑
n∈Z
h[n]φ(2t− n) (5.14)
where φ(t) is the so all saling funtion, whih satisfy the saling equation
φ(t) = 21/2
∑
n∈Z
g[n]φ(2t− n) (5.15)
being h[n] and g[n], the wavelet vetor and the saling vetor respetively,
derived as the inverse Zeta-transform of H(z) and G(z). The saling funtion
φ(t) and the wavelet funtion ψ(t), satisfying (5.14) and (5.15), under the
assumption that H(z) and G(z) forms a paraunitary lters pair, are shift-
orthogonal and span orthogonal subspaes Vi and Wi, where Vi is spanned
by {
2i/2φ
(
2it− n) ∀n ∈ Z} (5.16)
while Wi is spanned by
{
2i/2ψ
(
2it− n)∀n ∈ Z} (5.17)
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From the orthogonality properties of the subspaes spanned by the wavelet
and saling funtion, the wavelet and saling vetors must be individually
shift-orthogonal and orthogonal to eah other∑
n∈Z
h[2m+ n]h[2l + n] = δm,l
∑
n∈Z
g[2m+ n]g[2l + n] = δm,l
∑
n∈Z
h[2m+ n]g[2l + n] = 0 ∀m,l
(5.18)
H(z) and G(z) represent the pair QMF whih will be employed for the
disrete-time WPD. The equivalent expression for (5.6) in the digital domain
is
Hk(e
jw) = H(ej2
kω) → Hk(z) = H(z2k) (5.19)
where k is a non negative integer. In [96℄ it is shown thatHk(z) is a multi-band
(rather than pass-band) lter, thus in order to obtain pass-band lters, a low
pass lter G(z) is employed. Thus, aording to a dyadi saling operation,
the non-uniform lters bank responses are obtained as follow
H(z),G(z)H(z2),G(z)G(z2)H(z4) · · · (5.20)
5.3 The Wavelet Based Interferene Suppres-
sion Algorithm
The proposed wavelet based mitigation algorithm is ompletely based on the
WPD, where the disrete-time signal is passed through a uniform wavelet
based lter bank, as shown in Figure 5.3.
In the WPD, the saling and shifting proess is also iterated at higher frequen-
ies, thus resulting in an uniform lter bank, the output of whih is providing
a set of oeients (sales) representing a determined frequeny portion of the
inoming deomposed signal. Eah stage of the uniform lters bank is om-
posed by a ltering proess through H(z) and G(z), respetively the wavelet
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Figure 5.3: Wavelet Paket Deomposition
vetor and the saling vetor individually shift orthogonal and orthogonal to
eah other, whih produe a deomposition of the signal in high frequeny
omponent and low frequeny omponent, followed by a down-sampling op-
eration. The algorithm for interferene detetion and suppression is mainly
based on three steps:
• the Deomposition phase where the inoming GNSS interfered signal
is passed through the uniform lter bank thus ahieving the so all time-
sale representation. The number of wavelet stages to apply for the
signal deomposition is a free parameter. In the following of this work,
the optimal number of wavelet deomposition stages will be assessed
with respet the interferene spetral harateristis and with respet
the GNSS reeiver performane at both aquisition and traking level.
An examples of time-sale representation of the signal at the ADC out-
put is shown in Figure 5.5, where 5 stages of WPD have been employed
on the IF samples of the pulsed interfered data-set shown in Figure 5.4.
Meyer [97℄ wavelets have been onsidered in order to derive all the lter
frequeny responses employed in the uniform lter bank. After 5 stages
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Figure 5.4: DME/TACAN senario
Figure 5.5: Time-sale representation
of WPD, 32 sales are obtained, eah of whih represents a determined
frequenies region of the interfered reeived Galileo E5a signal. As it is
shown in Figure 5.5, the total DME/TACAN signal reahing the user
antenna has omponents spread all over the time-sale domain.
• the Detetion-Mitigation phase is performed in eah sales obtained
at the output of the lters bank. The interferene exision is performed
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applying a blanking operation on the time-series of the oeients. Suh
a proess is based on the suppression of those oeients in eah sale
rossing a determined blanking threshold level. An example of this
operation is reported in Figure 5.6 where the set of oeients obtained
at the output of a generi branh of the WPD lters bank, are shown
before (blue line) and after (red line) the blanking suppression.
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after blanking
blanking threshold Vth
Figure 5.6: Pulse blanking applied on the single sale
For suh a reason, a riteria for the blanking threshold determination is
needed. The adopted riteria is mainly based on a statistial harateri-
zation of the GNSS reeived signal at the ADC output. It is well known
that, GNSS signal is ompletely buried in the noise at the user antenna
level. In Nyquist ondition, the ltered digitized noise an be onsid-
ered still unorrelated thus it is allowed to assume that at the ADC
output, the samples in an interferene-free environment are still Gaus-
sian distributed with zero mean and variane σ2. The digitized signal is
then proessed by the WPD lters bank, made by lters response whih
are orthonormal to eah other. Thus, the samples at the output of eah
branh of the lter banks in absene of interferene an be assumed still
Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variane σ2. This onlusion
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is onrmed by Figure 5.7 where the mean and the standard deviation
of the wavelet pakets obtained at the lters bank output. In this ase,
the 5 stages WPD are applied on a simulated Galileo E5a-Q signal in
absene of interferene and in presene of a at ideal front-end. The
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Figure 5.7: Wavelet Pakets statistial analysis
statistis for the 32 sales are quite similar with a variation among the
sales of less than 10%. The introdution of a realisti front-end lter-
ing operation would hange the statistis only of those wavelet pakets
representing the frequeny regions outside the lter ut-o frequenies.
Thus a front-end bandwidth with a quasi-at frequeny response at the
GNSS frequeny band is preferred in order to assume a single blanking
threshold to be applied to the overall time-sale plane.
Denoting the false alarm probability pfa as the probability of the event
that in absene of interferene, a generi sample at the ADC output
rosses the blanking threshold Vth, it follows that
pfa = 2 ·
∫ ∞
Vth
1
σ
√
2π
e−
x2
2σ2
(5.21)
Thus for a required false alarm probability pfa, inverting (5.21) it follows
Vth = σ
√
2 · erfc−1(pfa) (5.22)
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The blak oor in Figure 5.5 represents the blanking threshold applied
for the interferene omponent detetion within eah wavelet sale, and
omputed aording to a false alarm probability pfa of 10
−3
. Eah
oeients in the time-sale oor exeeding the blanking threshold are
suppressed, as it is shown in Figure 5.8. Suh modied sales will be
Figure 5.8: Time-sale after interferene exision
fed to a wavelet based anti-transformation blok whih is in harge of
the signal reonstrution.
• theReonstrution phase is ahieved through an inverse wavelet trans-
form starting from those sales modied after the interferene oe-
ients suppression. Figure 5.9 provides a omparison between the time-
spetral harateristis of the signal before and after the interferene
suppression through the WPD algorithm. Pratially the signal reon-
strution is ahieved through a uniform lter bank mathed with the
uniform lter bank employed for the signal deomposition depited in
Figure 5.3, as mentioned in [96℄. Benets of this algorithm an be ob-
served looking at the spetrum ahieved after the mitigation (see Figure
5.9). DME/TACAN signals oming from the dierent ground stations
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Figure 5.9: Signal omparison: Before and after mitigation
are highly suppressed. Furthermore, unlike a ommon interferene mit-
igation tehnique performed in the time domain, as the pulse blanking,
where useful signal omponents are suppressed together with interfer-
ene, the majority of the useful GNSS signal power is saved, as on-
rmed by the absene of drops in the spetrum. The main advantages
of this algorithm with respet the Gabor expansion based algorithm
is that, no signal storage for the signal deomposition as well as no
synhronization operation at signal reonstrution are needed.
5.4 The Karhunen-Loève Transform
The KLT provides a deomposition of the signal in a vetorial spae using
orthonormal funtions whih an have in priniple any shape, dierently from
the other transforms, as for instane in the Fourier transform where the basis
funtions are sinusoidal funtions. The KLT deomposition of a general time
dependent funtion is given by
x(t) =
∞∑
n=1
Znφn(t) (5.23)
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where Zn are salar random variables that are statistially independent and
φn(t) are the basis funtions, derived from the ovariane matrix of the
stohasti proess x(t). The KLT oers the better separation between the
deterministi omponents within the reeived signal and the stohasti ones.
What will be shown in the next setions is that in several interfered senarios
the useful GNSS signal is hidden in the noise while the interferene is identi-
ed by the KLT as the only deterministi omponent in the reeived signal.
Dierently from the basis funtions whih represent the behaviour in time
of the signal to be deomposed, the random variables Zn are obtained pro-
jeting the given stohasti proess x(t) over the orresponding eigenvetor
φn(t), that is
Zn =
∫ +∞
−∞
x(t)φn(t)dt (5.24)
In [95℄ it is stated that the KL expansion is the only possible statistial
expansion in whih all the expansion terms are unorrelated from eah other.
The nature of the KLT is independent of the spei kind of interfering signal,
thus making the KLT apable to suessfully detet not only CWI, but also
NBI, WBI and hirp interferene.
5.4.1 KLT interferene detetion and suppression algo-
rithm
The KLT deomposition has been implemented aording to the following
steps:
• omputation of the Toeplitz matrix of the autoorrelation of the inter-
fered signal;
• Eigenvalues and eigenfuntions determination of the Toeplitz Matrix;
• Zn oeients determination aording to (5.24)
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Figure 5.10: KLT deomposition omparison between interferene ase and
interferene free ase
Figure 5.10 shows the apability of the KLT of separating the deterministi
omponents within the signal to deompose, from the stohasti one. Here
the KLT deomposition has been ahieved solving the eigenvalues problem
for the Toeplitz matrix of the autoorrelation funtion of 100 µs of GPS C/A
ode signal in two ases:
• interferene-free environment
• interfered with a NBI signal (10 kHz) entered on the intermediate
frequeny with a power equal to -120 dBW
The GPS C/A ode signal has been simulated by means of a fully software
GNSS signal generator N-Fuels [98℄. Figure 5.10 reports the trend of the
normalized eigenvalues λ and the Zn oeients obtained from the KLT de-
omposition.
It is possible to notie that, the distribution of the eigenvalues suggests a
method for deteting interferene. In fat, when the interferene is present
there is a small number of eigenvalues whih have a great magnitude with
respet the others (bottom plot), dierently from the ase of interferene-free
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environment (top plot). The proposed interferene detetion and exision
based on the eigenvalues magnitude observation and preliminary results have
been disussed in [3℄. Basially, the highest magnitude eigenvalues, whih
represent the interferene omponents, are deteted and an inverse KLT is
applied onsidering only the eigenfuntions representative of the noise in
whih the GNSS omponent is embedded. In order to dene a threshold
value based on analytial justiations the statistial distribution of the Zn
oeients for a signal in a interferene-free environment should be studied.
In [94℄ it is stated that the distribution of the KLT oeients for a unitary
stationary white noise is Gaussian. However, this is not our ase, beause
even if the GNSS signal is ompletely buried in the noise, some deterministi
omponents due to the GNSS ode are ontained in it. Furthermore it would
be desirable to have a method that is independent of the interferene features.
Thus, an energy based detetion algorithm has been developed, analysed and
proposed in [5℄.
In ase of interfered signal, after the KLT deomposition, eigenfuntions are
exluded suh that the energy of the reonstruted signal is omparable with
the energy that the GNSS reeived signal would have in an interferene-free
environment. This thresholding rule an be better understood looking at
Figure 5.11.
The blue dots in the gure represent the energy of the interfered signal with
respet to the index n when the largest magnitude KLT oeients Zi for
0 ≤ i ≤ n are removed in the reonstrution stage. The threshold on the
number of funtions to be exluded is obtained as the intersetion of the blue
urve with the red line whih represents the expeted energy for a signal in
an interferene-free environment.
However, suh a detetion method may suers in presene of an AGC fol-
lowed by a quantization stage over few bits, sine the inoming interfered
signal would be ompressed by the AGC gain thus leading to energy of the
interfered signal being not extremely far from the energy of the signal in an
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Figure 5.11: GNSS signal energy deay vs. KLT oeients removed
interferene-free environment. For suh a reason, this tehnique, as well as
the WPD based tehnique, are more suited for those reeiver arhiteture
featuring quantization over a large number of bits, where the reeived GNSS
signal in absene of interferene is mapped exploiting a limited number of
bits, leaving the highest bits free for interferene detetion.
The KLT based method oers good performane in extrating the interfer-
ene information from the reeived signal, but the omputational burden of its
implementation is quite heavy sine an eigenvalues problem has to be solved.
KLT based deomposition and signal reonstrution have been implemented
on the pulsed interfered data shown in Figure 5.4. Sine the software imple-
mentation of these steps requires great omputational apabilities, the KLT
deomposition has been performed on small slies, the duration of whih is
about 16 µs. Figure 5.12 shows the KLT oeients trend (blue urve) and
the total energy of the reonstruted signal when the highest magnitude KLT
oeients up to N are not onsidered for the reonstrution (green urve).
As it has been mentioned, the riterion used for the determination of the num-
ber of Zn oeients to exlude is based on the signal energy analysis. The
intersetion point between the green urve, whih represents the energy of the
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Figure 5.12: KLT deomposition and signal energy
reonstruted signal when exluding the rst N highest Zn oeients, and
the ideal GNSS signal energy threshold in an interferene-free environment
(red line) provides the number of highest Zn oeients to be suppressed.
Following this riterion, the number of KLT oeients exluded is suh that
the reonstruted signal energy is about the ideal energy of the signal in a
interferene-free environment. Operating aording to this riterion, the rst
20 eigenvalues are exluded from the signal reonstrution. Figure 5.13 shows
a omparison of the PSD of the reeived signal before (blue line) and after
(red line) the KLT based pulsed interferene exision. From this result it an
be observed that also the KLT based method, as the WPD based algorithm,
oers high performing apabilities in deteting, isolating and suppressing the
dominant deterministi omponents, whih are usually related to the interfer-
ing signal, ontained in the reeived signal, without ausing large distortion
of the useful GNSS signal.
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Figure 5.13: Power Spetral density omparison: before and after KLT based
interferene suppression
5.5 Experimental Results
WPD and KLT based algorithm steps for interferene suppression have been
presented. The meaning of the representation of the signal in a new domain
has been disussed, as well as their interferene detetion riteria and interfer-
ene omponents suppression tehniques. In order to assess the interferene
suppression apabilities of both advaned methods and their advantages with
respet the use of a traditional pulse blanking operation, a fully software re-
eiver, N-Gene has been exploited and its performane at both aquisition
and traking level have been observed.
5.5.1 Aquisition performane
Figure 5.14 shows the aquisition searh spaes of the Galileo E5a pilot han-
nel (PRN 20) obtained in dierent senarios. In partiular, Figure 5.14(a) the
aquisition performane of the N-gene software reeiver when no interferene
ountermeasure is adopted, is shown. In this senario, orret aquisition of
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Doppler frequeny and ode delay an be ahieved when using 1 ms of oher-
ent integration time ombined with 80 non-oherent aumulations. Aquisi-
tion performane improves when a simple pulse blanking operation is adopted
as pulsed interferene ountermeasure. In this ase, the best ombination of
reation and reovery time, identied in the sensitivity analysis performed
in Setion 4.6 of Chapter 4, has been onsidered for the pulse blanking soft-
ware implementation, and orret aquisition of the true orrelation peak is
ahieved after 10 non-oherent aumulations, as shown in Figure 5.14(b).
However, when using the WPD or the KLT based algorithm for pulsed inter-
ferene suppression, N-gene aquisition performane improves onsiderably,
as an be observed respetively in Figure 5.14() and 5.14(d). In both ases,
the orrelation peak learly emerges from the noise oor and rosses the a-
quisition threshold after 10 non-oherent aumulations. N-gene aquisition
(a) (b)
() (d)
Figure 5.14: Aquisition searh spae: (a)No ountermeasures. (b) After
pulse blanking. () After WPD based method. (d)After KLT
based method
performane is summarized in Table 5.1 whih is reporting the aquisition
metris αmean, already dened in Setion 4.6, in all the four ases depited in
Figure 5.14 It an be learly observed how suh advaned signal proessing
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Table 5.1: Aquisition performane omparison
Senario Non oherent
aumulations K
αmean [dB℄
Interferene free 10 32
DME/TACAN Interfered 80 24.6
After Pulse blanking mitigation 10 22.4
After WPD based mitigation 10 30.2
After KLT based mitigation 10 31.1
algorithms provides higher pulsed interferene suppression resulting in aqui-
sition spaes where the separation between the orrelation peak and the noise
oor is higher with respet the ase related to the use of a simple blanking
operation.
5.5.2 Traking performane
Conerning the traking stage, estimated C/N0, early-prompt-late orrela-
tions and noise on the data demodulation are analysed for 10 seonds of
Galileo E5a pilot hannel (PRN 20) traking and reported respetively in
Figure 5.15, Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17, for the four senarios onsidered for
the aquisition performane analysis.
Conerning the estimated C/N0, it is possible to observe that, suh advaned
signal proessing tehniques provide almost a omplete interferene ompo-
nents suppression with negligible distortion of the useful GNSS signal om-
ponents. In fat, when adopting the pulse blanking as interferene ounter-
measure, the C/N0 estimated by the software reeiver is around 36.1 dB-Hz
while, when adopting both transformed domain tehniques, about 4 dB of
gain an be observed. Same onlusion an be drawn also looking at Figure
5.16 and Figure 5.17 where Early-Prompt-Late orrelators are respetively in
absene of interferene ountermeasure, after the appliation of a simple pulse
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Figure 5.16: Early-Prompt-Late orrelators
blanking operation, after the WPD interferene mitigation algorithm and af-
ter the KLT based interferene mitigation algorithm. In partiular Prompt
orrelations amplitude distane from the early and late orrelations is higher
in ase of WPD and KLT implementation than the pulse blanking ase imple-
mentation, as it an be seen in Figure 5.16. Furthermore, in Figure 5.17 the
I-Q oor is noisier in the ase of pulse blanking implementation rather than
the ase of WPD and KLT based method for interferene suppression. These
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Figure 5.17: Modulation
Table 5.2: Aquisition performane
Senario C/N0 [dB-Hz℄ σDLL [m℄
DME/TACAN Interfered 26.6 -
After pulse blanking mitigation 36.1 76.5
After WPD based mitigation 40.1 72.6
After KLT based mitigation 40.6 73
results have been obtained setting a predetetion integration time T equal to
1 ms and hoosing loops bandwidth equal to 2 and 15 Hz respetively for the
DLL and PLL.
A summary of the software reeiver traking performane is provided in Ta-
ble 5.2, where average estimated C/N0 and DLL jitter during the traking
operations are shown.
5.6 WPD based method: parameters tuning
This Setion is devoted to the performane analysis of the WPD based al-
gorithm in mitigating NBI. The analysis addresses the problem of nding
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Figure 5.18: Aquisition metri versus WPD depth
the best trade-o between the hoie of the wavelet based mitigation teh-
nique parameters suh as number of wavelet deomposition stages N and its
omputational burden. Suh trade-o analysis will be orrelated with the
NBI spetral harateristis showing how wavelet an be used as interferene
detetion method.
Several NBI senarios have been onsidered, and a parametri study with
respet to the interferene bandwidth Bint, interferene arrier frequeny fint,
and number of wavelet deomposition stages N has been performed.
5.6.1 The wavelet deomposition depth N
This rst analysis has been devoted to the study of the impat of the number
of wavelet deomposition stages with respet to the NBI suppression perfor-
mane. Three dierent interferene senario have been onsidered, ombining
GPS L1 C/A ode signals with NBI 200 kHz far from the intermediate fre-
queny, and results are shown in Figure 5.18. Here the trend of the aquisition
metri αmean ahieved versus the number of wavelet deomposition stages, is
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shown. Aquisition performane are ahieved using 1 ms of oherent integra-
tion time, and 20 non-oherent aumulations. The three lines are referred
to three dierent interferene senarios haraterized by the presene of NBI
with respetively 40, 80 and 120 kHz of bandwidth. Inreasing the number
of WPD stages, inreases the wavelet sale resolution and thus its frequeny
seletivity. In all the three interferene senarios, inreasing N provides bet-
ter performane in apturing and isolating the NBI omponents whih in
turn means better interferene suppression without removing useful signal
omponents, as shown from the inreasing trend of αmean. However, a satu-
ration eet an be observed for higher value of N (greater than 7). In suh
a region, aquisition performane are not any-more improving sine wavelet
sale resolution is already omparable or narrower with respet the interfer-
ene bandwidth. Moreover, as expeted, performane of suh a tehnique are
limited by interferene bandwidth. At higher interferene bandwidth, lower
aquisition metri values are ahieved.
5.6.2 Wavelet families omparison
So far, the time-sale representation of the signal at the ADC output has
been ahieved through an iterative ltering proess exploiting lter response
derived by the Meyer wavelet family. Several other wavelet funtion exist, and
most of them are disussed in [99℄. Further analysis have been foused on
the use of a dierent wavelet funtion in order to generate the lters response
exploited for the WPD. In partiular, a dierent wavelet funtion, derived
from an orthogonalization proess of a Gaussian funtion, has been adopted:
the so alled modied Gaussian funtion, whih is fully desribed in [99℄ [100℄.
Figure 5.19 shows the wavelet lters bank obtained from the Gaussian wavelet
funtion. It an be observed that, suh gaussian wavelet lters are harater-
ized by a more frequeny seletive response and higher orthogonality between
the lters bank shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.19: Modied Gaussian wavelet lter bank response
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Figure 5.20: Aquisition metri: Gaussian vs Meyer wavelet
Figure 5.20 shows the aquisition metris αmean with respet the number of
wavelet deomposition stages when mitigating a NBI on a arrier frequeny
200 kHz far from the intermediate frequeny and with a bandwidth of 120
kHz. The blue lines are related to the time-sale deomposition ahieved
exploiting modied Gaussian wavelet funtion, while the red one refers to the
WPD exploiting Meyer wavelet funtion. It an be learly observed that a
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Figure 5.21: Aquisition metri: Gaussian wavelet based lter length
gain of 1.5 dB is ahieved when using the modied Gaussian wavelet funtion.
5.6.3 Wavelet lter length
Final investigation has been performed in order to analyse the impat of the
lter length on the interferene suppression. Same NBI senario has been
onsidered, the modied Gaussian wavelet funtions have been adopted for
the WPD, and results are shown in Figure 5.21. It an be observed that,
inreasing the number of lter oeients, aquisition performane improves.
This is due to the fat that inreasing the wavelet lter length, wavelet fun-
tion side-lobe are lowered thus resulting in a higher orthogonality between
the lters response in the frequeny domain.
5.6.4 Computational omplexity
Although Wavelet based mitigation algorithm provides high apability in in-
terferene omponents suppression, its implementation is haraterized by a
not negligible omplexity. Computational burden is mainly determined by
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the number of wavelet deomposition stages N whih determines the num-
ber of ltering operation aording to the exponential law 2N . Furthermore,
the same number of ltering operation is employed for signal reonstrution
purposes. All ltering operation are realized with FIR lters with length L.
Eah output sample is obtained with L produts and 1 single sum, thus the
total number of performed operations for deomposition and reonstrution
of n samples of inoming signal is
O(n,N,L) = 2 · 2N × (nL+ n) (5.25)
However the lter bank implementation allows for the proessing sample by
sample of the inoming signal, at the prie of the delay of the deomposition
stage and by the reonstrution lter bank operating on the thresholded sam-
ples. Furthermore this, the wavelet based algorithm an represent an eient
post proessing tehnique for interferene detetion and haraterization.
5.7 Conlusions
Based on dierent priniples, the WPD and the KLT based algorithm showed
to be two extremely high performane algorithm for interferene detetion and
suppression. In both ases, representation of the inoming interfered reeived
GNSS signal in a dierent domain where interferene omponents an be ex-
trated and separated with a negligible distortion on the GNSS useful signal,
as demonstrated looking at the ahieved reeiver performane at both aqui-
sition and traking stage. However, the total omputational burden required
for their implementation is obviously higher than the omplexity foreseen for
a simple pulse blanking implementation or noth ltering design. As it has
been already mentioned, onerning the WPD, omplexity is mainly deter-
mined by the number of wavelet deomposition stages N whih determines
the number of ltering operation aording to the exponential law 2N . Any-
way, the presene of smarter algorithms in literature whih provide WPD
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with a omplexity whih is logarithmi with the number of wavelet deom-
position stages N may represent a solution for the omplexity required for
its real-time implementation in GNSS reeiver. Dierently, real-time KLT
implementation seems to be a quite hazardous operation due to the fat that
suh a deomposition foresees an eigenvalues problem solving.
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Chapter 6
Pulse Blanking Impat on DS/SS
Data Demodulation Performane
Pulse blanking interferene mitigation algorithm has been introdued in Chap-
ter 3 and its performane in mitigating realisti pulsed interfering signals, suh
as those generated by DME and TACAN beaons nearby the airport in the
ARNS frequeny bands, has been disussed in Chapter 4. A spei aspet
to address is the impat of the losses generated by the blanker on the data
demodulation stages of the GNSS reeiver. Few works in the literature deal
with this aspet, taking into aount not only the C/N0 drop but the impat
of the oding strategy and the struture of the navigation message.
In several works the struture of the navigation message is provided as a fat.
In this Chapter it is analysed how some of the parameters (e.g. data rate)
ould be optimized in order to improve the robustness to the interferene in
future evolutions of GNSS systems.
After a brief general review of the DS/SS, this Chapter will provide a desrip-
tion of the impat of the pulse blanking mitigation algorithm on the data
demodulation performane for both unoded and oded DS/BPSK systems.
In partiular, theoretial derivation of the expeted Bit Error Rate (BER)
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will be provide. Theoretial derivation is supported by a set of fully soft-
ware simulations, thanks to the use of a fully and exible DS/BPSK system
simulator developed during the Ph.D researh ativity.
6.1 Introdution
Galileo E5 and GPS L5 frequeny bands will be alloated to the GNSS based
servies for the ivil transportation, where aurate preise and reliable posi-
tioning information are needed, as an example, during the landing operation
of the ivilian airraft. Nevertheless, as presented in Chapter 4, in both fre-
queny bands a very harsh interferene environment is expeted due to the
presene of other ARNS systems as the DME and the military TACAN whih
broadast strong pulsed ranging signal.Furthermore, in suh band, GNSS
based positioning aids are provided by the SBAS, as for example the EGNOS
[14℄. While today SBAS-messages are being transmitted in L1 only, future
transmission may use L1 and L5, where additional quadrature phase hannels
with data rate to be dened may be introdued. The use of higher data-rate
transmission for the future GNSS standard may then be taken under on-
sideration espeially in those senarios where, in priniple, the GNSS signal
quality is expeted to be extremely high (as in aviation) and redued oher-
ent integration time may be employed. In suh a ondition, higher navigation
message data-rates would lead to faster navigation message demodulation and
thus to an higher positioning rate or a redued Time to First Fix (TTFF).
In this ontext, the paper investigates the limit onerning the use of higher
data-rate in presene of multiple pulsed interferene for a GNSS reeiver
equipped with a traditional pulse blanking. In suh an interfered senario,
the presene of a pulse blanking iruitry may represent a limit for the possi-
bility of inreasing the navigation data-rate. This problem will be addressed
in the following Setions, investigating the urrent SBAS standard system
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performane in terms of data demodulation when exploiting higher data-rate
and in presene of non-linear pulse blanking behaviours.
6.2 Diret Sequene Spread Spetrum Modula-
tion
In this Setion a quik review of the basi DS/SS modulation will be presented
based on [101℄.
6.2.1 DS/BPSK system
Figure 6.1 shows a general blok sheme of an unoded DS/BPSK system.
Figure 6.1: Unoded DS/BPSK system
Let denote a sequene of binary data-symbols as
dn ∈ {+1,− 1} (6.1)
We denote their symbol rate by Rb and their symbol time by Tb = 1/Rb. The
base-band data signal to be transmitted is
d(t) =
∑
n
dnpb(t− nTb), (6.2)
where pb(t) is the shaping lter. In the following, we will onsider a retan-
gular shaping lter, i.e., pb(t) is a retangular window of unitary amplitude
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from 0 to Tb.
DS/SS is obtained by using a PRN sequene of binary symbols alled hips
ck ∈ {+1,− 1} (6.3)
whih is G time faster than the data sequene. These hips are haraterized
by a hip rate Rc = GRb and a hip time Tc = 1/Rc = Tb/G. The number
G represents the number of PRN hips orresponding to one data symbol.
It plays a key role for DS/SS systems, and is alled proessing gain. GNSS
signals feature periodi PRN sequene of duration of L hips. As an example,
GPS L1 signals are haraterized by periodi Gold odes of 1 ms duration
modulating a stream of data-bits of 20 ms duration, whilst in the Galileo E1
OS signal, the bit duration is tiered to the length of the primary ode period
4 ms.
By using a retangular shaping lter pc(t) with unitary amplitude between 0
and Tc, the PRN signal an be written as
c(t) =
∑
k
ckpc(t− kTc) (6.4)
The data signal and the PRN signal are diretly multiplied, to obtain the
spread signal
x(t) = c(t)d(t) (6.5)
Sine eah data symbol is multiplied by G hips of the PRN sequene, the
sequene x(t) is haraterized by the same hip rate Rc of c(t) and its ampli-
tude depends on both dn and ck. By using a BPSK modulation, the DS/SS
signal is given by
s(t) =
√
2Sx(t) cos(2πf0t) =
√
2Sc(t)d(t) cos(2πf0t) (6.6)
where S is the transmitted power. The PSD of this signal is entred around
f0 and has a (sinf/f)
2
envelope, with a main lobe width equal to 2Rc and
seondary lobes width equal to Rc. The useful bandwidth of the DS/SS signal
will be denoted by WSS and depends on the useful band of the original BPSK
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signal before the spreading proess W by
Wss = GW (6.7)
Bandwidth expansion of the useful signal provides a better protetion against
band-limited interferene. Furthermore, at reeiver level, the despreading
operation will provide a gain to the eetive SNR, sine the interferene
power outside the the BPSK signal useful bandwidth W will be mitigated.
6.2.2 DS/SS Demodulation
Considering an AWGN hannel with ideal frequeny response and white Gaus-
sian noise with onstant power spetral density of value N0/2, the reeived
signal is
r(t) = s(t) + n(t) (6.8)
The data symbols reovery is a despreading operation where the reeived sig-
nal r(t) is multiplied by a loally generated and synhronized PRN sequene
c(t). The ideal despreading operation leads to
r′(t) =
√
2Sc(t)d(t) cos 2πf0t · c(t) + n(t) · c(t) =
=
√
2Sc2(t)d(t) cos(2πf0t) + n(t) · c(t) =
=
√
2Sd(t) cos(2πf0t) + n(t) · c(t)
(6.9)
sine c2(t) = 1 for all t (if perfet synhronization with the reeived PRN se-
quene is ahieved). Thus the data symbols dn an be reovered by projeting
the despread signal over the funtion
fn(t) = µpb(t− nTb) cos(2πf0t) (6.10)
where µ is a onstant suh that∫ (n+1)Tb
nTb
f 2n(t) = 1; (6.11)
Considering retangular shaping lter, it follows that
fn(t) =
√
2
Tb
pb(t− nTb) cos(2πf0t) (6.12)
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By projeting the despread signal over fn(t), the reovered data an be
expressed as
r =
∫
r′(t) · fn(t) = A+ n (6.13)
where
• A = √STbdn =
√
Ebdn where Eb =
√
STb is the energy per data symbol
• n is a sample of a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and
variane N0/2 obtained from
n =
∫
n(t)c(t) · fn(t)dt (6.14)
Typial BPSK deision rule is
dˆn =

 1, if r > 0−1, if r ≤ 0 (6.15)
For an un-oded DS/BPSK system, the expression of the BER is given by
[101℄
Pb =
1
2
erfc
(√
Eb
N0
)
(6.16)
6.2.3 DS/SS and Coding
Channel oding introdues redundany in the binary data sequene, whih
allows to redue the impat of the impairments at the reeiver side. A on-
volutional ode is a binary ode C(n,k) where the ode-blok have innite
length. The onvolutional enoder has memory, sine the n oding bits de-
pend not only on the orresponding k information bits but also on the previous
information bits. In this way, the bit rate inreases from Rb to
Re = Rb · n
k
=
Rb
R
(6.17)
where R = k
n
< 1 is the oding rate. A pratial example is represented
by the signal in spae broadast by SBAS satellites, where a onvolutional
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Figure 6.2: Coded DS/BPSK system
enoding of R equal to 1/2 is employed. Figure 6.2 shows the blok sheme
of a oded DS/BPSK system transmitter. The oded signal beomes
e(t) =
∑
j
ejpe(t− nTe) (6.18)
where pe(t) is the retangular pulse of unitary amplitude for 0 < t < Te. The
orresponding BPSK signal before the spreading operation is
m(t) =
√
2Pe(t) cos(2πf0t). (6.19)
The PSD of this signal has a (sin f/f)2 behaviour, with a null-to-null band-
width We = 2Re entred around f0 and seondary lobes with bandwidth Re.
Then, the bandwidth We of the oded BPSK is the saled in frequeny of a
n/k fator with respet to the un-oded BPSK PSD.
After the oding, aording to the DS/SS modulation, the oded sequene is
multiplied with the PRN sequene as
x(t) = e(t)c(t) (6.20)
where eah oded symbol is multiplied by G′ = G k
n
hips. As expeted, the
presene of a oding tehniques redues the proessing gain introdued by the
spreading modulation. Finally, the resulting BPSK signal after the spreading
is
s(t) =
√
2Px(t) cos(2πf0t) =
√
2Pe(t)c(t) cos(2πf0t) (6.21)
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For the BPSK DS/SS oded system, the BER related to the bit transmitted
over the AWGN hannel is higher with respet the ase of the un-oded BPSK
DS/SS system, and it is given by
Pe =
1
2
erfc
(√
R · Eb
N0
)
(6.22)
This is due to the bandwidth expansion whih in turns leads to an inrease of
the noise oor at the ode bit demodulator. However, due to the orretive
apability of the ode, the BER on the information bits is expeted being
smaller than the BER for the un-oded system expressed in (6.16). Modern
oding sheme are haraterized by the presene of an interleaver (Figure
6.2). This devie ommutes the oded data bits, before the transmission on
the hannel. Basially eah ode-blok is written in eah row of a M × N
matrix. One all the rows of the matrix are lled, the bits from the matrix
are read olumn by olumns. Suh an interleaving operation inreases the
orretive apability of a oding sheme when in presene of burst errors.
6.3 Pulse blanking impat on un-oded DS/BPSK
system performane
The reeived signal in presene of an AWGN hannel and pulsed interferene
an be written as follows
r(t) = s(t) + n(t) + j(t) (6.23)
where j(t) refers to the additive pulsed interferene omponent whilst s(t) is
the DS/SS signal expressed in (6.6). At reeiver side, data-symbol reovery
is ahieved by projeting the reeived signal r(t)c(t) over the funtion fn(t)
in (6.12). Thus, the demodulated data is given by
R =
∫ (n+1)Tb
nTb
r(t)c(t)fn(t)dt = A+ n+ I (6.24)
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where I is the result of the projetion of the jamming signal j(t)c(t) on the
funtion fn(t)
I =
∫ (n+1)Tb
nTb
j(t)fn(t)dt =
√
2
Tb
∫ (n+1)Tb
nTb
j(t)c(t) cos(2πf0t)dt (6.25)
Sine we are assuming j(t) as Gaussian white noise, I is a Gaussian random
variable with zero mean. Its variane depends on the pulse harateristis.
Pulsed interferene impat on data demodulation depends on the relation
between the pulse duty yle ρ and the data bit duration Tb. In fat three
ases an be identied:
• D ≤ Tb,T ≤ Tb (possible senario: very low symbol rate)
• D ≤ Tb,T ≥ Tb (possible senario: very low symbol rate, rarely ating
short but strong jamming pulses)
• D ≥ Tb,T ≥ Tb (possible senario: medium/high symbol rate)
In this Setion, the analysis of the pulse blanking eet on the DS/SS systems
data demodulation performane will be arried out onsidering two kind of
pulsed interfering signal:
• AWGN based pulsed interferene
• DME/TACAN pulsed interferene
As it has been desribed in Chapter 4, the pulsed interferene senario orig-
inated by all the ground DME/TACAN stations is seen by the on-board
reeiver as an equivalent pulsed interferene soure extremely dense in time
made by short pulsed duration. For suh a reason, the investigation of the im-
pat of pulse blanking on the data demodulation performane will be limited
to the ase 1 in both the onsidered interfered senarios.
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6.3.1 AWGN pulsed interferene
With the name AWGN based pulsed jamming, we refer to a pulsed interfering
signals with the following harateristis:
• White Gaussian noise;
• Bandwidth equal to useful DS-SS signal band Wss;
• Disontinuous, with pulse ative time D and period T : the pulse is
ative for a fration of time (also alled duty yle) 0 < ρ = D
T
≤ 1
• Power JP during the ative time D (and zero for the remaining time
T −D).
During the ative time, the jamming signal has a power spetral density whih
is onstant over the Wss band, with value J0P/2 where J0P =
JP
Wss
.
For proper omparison, it is useful to introdue an equivalent (with the same
energy) Gaussian ontinuous jamming signal. Sine the same energy is trans-
mitted over T instead of D, it has a power J = ρJP . This equivalent jamming
signal has a power spetral density onstant overWSS, with value J0/2, where
J0 = J/WSS = ρJ0P .
When bothD and T are below the data bit duration Tb, the jamming inreases
the noise level for eah transmitted symbol. Let us denote by
α =
Tb
T
(6.26)
the integer number of jamming period (thus the number of pulses) in eah
data symbol. An example with α = 2 is provided in Figure 6.3.
The jamming omponent is given by
I =
∫ (n+1)Tb
nTb
j(t)fn(t)dt =
α∑
i=1
∫ ti+D
ti
j(t)fn(t)dt (6.27)
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Figure 6.3: Case 1: 2 pulses per eah symbol (α = 2)
where ti is the starting time of the i
th
pulse within the symbol. Sine the
jamming signal is Gaussian noise with onstant spetral density J0P/2, I is a
Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variane
σ2(I) =
J0P
2
α∑
i=1
∫ ti+D
ti
f 2n(t)dt (6.28)
Considering retangular shaping lter, the energy ontained into an interval
is proportional to its time amplitude∫ ti+D
ti
f 2n(t)dt =
2
Tb
∫ ti+D
ti
c2(t) cos2(2πf0t)dt =
D
Tb
(6.29)
Then
σ2(I) =
J0P
2
α
D
Tb
=
J0
2
T
D
Tb
T
D
Tb
=
J0
2
(6.30)
The jamming impat is the same for eah symbol and does not depend on the
value of ρ. Thus, the impat is equivalent to that of a ontinuous jamming
signal with the same energy. To summarize, in this ase for eah symbol the
variane of the noise samples inreases from
N0
2
to
NT
2
= N0
2
+ J0
2
, thus leading
to the following BER formulation
Pb =
1
2
erfc
(
Eb
N0 + J0
)
(6.31)
In order to onrm the validity of suh a model, a set of simulations of
2 · 105 bits transmitted at a data-rate Rb of 4 kbps aording to an un-oded
DS/BPSK sheme has been performed. A spreading PRN sequene at rate
Rc = 1.023 Mps has been adopted for obtaining the DS/SS signal. Several
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AWGN based pulsed interferene senarios have been simulated onsidering
dierent
Eb
J0
values ranging from 0 to 20 dB. For eah Eb
J0
value, the generated
pulsed interfering signal is made of pulse train of 3 µs duration with a duty
yle ρ of 50% and results are shown in Figure 6.4. The validity of the model is
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Figure 6.4: Bit Error Rate for un-oded DS/BPSK system in presene of
AWGN pulsed interferene
onrmed by the results shown in Figure 6.4, where the BER values ahieved
by simulations perfetly t the trend of the theoretial expeted BER dened
in (6.31). In order to analyses the eet of the pulse blanking on the BER
for un-oded DS/BPSK transmission, formulation of the degradation on post
orrelator C/N0 (e.g. the Energy per bit to Noise density power ratio (Eb/N0)
at the demodulator) is needed. In presene of an ideal pulse blanking, the
degradation on the Eb/N0 is dened as
(Eb/N0,eff) =
Eb(1− β)
N0 + J0,res
(6.32)
where, β is the well know blanker duty yle, and J0,res is the residual portion
of residual pulsed interferene power spetral density. Realling the model
(4.2), the omponent J0,res is related to the omponent RI by
J0,res = N0 · RI (6.33)
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Hereafter, a theoretial derivation for both β and J0,res omponents will be
presented.
6.3.1.1 β omputation
In order to ompute the blanker duty yle β, blanking detetion perfor-
mane have to be dened. In partiular, it is possible to dened the following
probabilities:
• detetion probability pd: the probability that a generi sample of the
inoming reeived signal during the pulse ativation time D is rossing
the blanking threshold Vth;
• missed-detetion probability pmd: the the probability that a generi
sample of the inoming reeived signal during the pulse ativation time
D is not rossing the blanking threshold Vth;
Derivation of both probabilities an be performed making a statistial as-
sumption of the reeived signals during the pulse ativation time D at the
ADC output. Sine AWGN based pulsed interferene is onsidered, it an
be shown that, the samples at the ADC output during D are Gaussian
distributed with zero mean and variane σ2 equal to
σ2 = (N0 + J0P ) · Bfe (6.34)
where Bfe is the front-end bandwidth. Thus, the pulse blanking detetion
probability beomes
pd = 2
∫ +∞
Vth
1
σ
√
2π
e−
x2
2σ2 dx = erfc
(
Vth
σ
√
2
)
(6.35)
As a onsequene, the pulse blanking missed-detetion probability is
pmd = erf
(
Vth
σ
√
2
)
(6.36)
Then the theoretial blanker duty yle β an be omputed as:
β = pd · ρ (6.37)
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6.3.1.2 J0,res omputation
For the J0,res omponent derivation, an approximated upper-bound model is
employed. If β is the perentage of the blanked samples omputed over the
total reeived signal, it is possible to assume that the signal after the blanker
is still orrupted by an equivalent residual pulsed interferene haraterized
by a duty yle ρres, dened as
ρres =
Dres
T
=
(
1− β
ρ
)
·D
T
= ρ− β (6.38)
During the equivalent residual pulse ativation timeDres, samples at the ADC
output are Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variane σ2res given by
σ2res = (N0 + J0P,res) ·Bfe (6.39)
where N0Bfe ≤ σ2res ≤ V 2th. The approximated model for the Jores omputa-
tion is based on the assumption that the average power of the signal at the
blanker output during the residual pulse ativation time is
σ2res ≈
V 2th +N0Bfe
2
(6.40)
whih leads to the nal J0,res omputation
J0,res ≈ J0P,res · ρres = 1
2
(V 2th −N0Bfe)
Bfe
· ρres (6.41)
The validity of the model has been tested through a set of simulations. Trans-
mission of 2 · 105 bits at Rb = 4 kbps aording to a DS/BPSK system mul-
tiplied by a PRN sequene transmitted at rate Rc equal to 1.023 Mps has
been performed for the spreading operation, and results are shown in Figure
6.5. The spread spetrum signal is then transmitted over a AWGN hannel,
after being BPSK modulated. A strong AWGN pulsed interferene providing
an
Eb
J0
ratio equal to −15 dB has been also simulated over the hannel. At
reeiver level, the ideal pulse blanking simulator suppressing only the sam-
ples rossing the blanking threshold Vth has been enabled. First results are
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shown in Figure 6.5(a) and Figure 6.5(b) where blanker duty yle β and
residual interferene power spetral density J0,res are respetively reported.
Here it an be observed that the presented theoretial derivation for β and
J0,res represents a valid model, as onrmed by the measured data (dashed
red lines).
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Figure 6.5: Theoretial and simulated pulse blanking performane against
AWGN based pulsed interferene
Figure 6.6 shows the eetive pulse blanking impat on the data demodulation
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for the un-oded DS/BPSK system aeted by AWGN pulsed interferene and
onrms the validity of the model presented in (6.32).
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Figure 6.6: Pulse blanking impat on BER for un-oded DS/BPSK system
in presene of AWGN pulsed interferene
6.3.2 DME/TACAN interferene
On the basis of the model in (4.2) dened in Chapter 4, in presene of an
ideal pulse blanking, it is possible to dene
(Eb/N0,eff) =
Eb
N0
· (1− β)
1 +RI
(6.42)
where β and RI have been already dened and derived in Setions 4.4.1
and 4.4.2. In order to validate (6.42), a set of simulations of an un-oded
DS/BPSK system in presene of DME/TACAN interferene has been per-
formed. In partiular, the simulated DME/TACAN interferene is repre-
sented by the omposite pulsed signals generated by 21 ground stations and
ahieving the on-board GNSS reeiver antenna. A PRN sequene of 1023
hips transmitted at 1.023 Mps has been employed for spreading purposes,
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and 4 MHz front-end lter bandwidth has been onsidered for the signal sim-
ulation at the blanker input. Figure 6.7 shows the prole of the pulsed peak
power to the signal power ratio Jammer to Carrier power ratio (J/C) for the
onsidered senario. Performane of the un-oded DS/BPSK system have
been assessed at dierent values of Eb/N0, given a onstant signal power C
and a bit rate Rb equal to 4 kbps.
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Figure 6.7: Pulsed peak power to signal power ratio prole
From Figure 6.7 it is possible to notie that the onsidered interferene en-
vironment is extremely harsh due to the higher values of the J/C ranging
between 30 and 53 dB,thus leading to an Energy per bit to Jammer density
power ratio (Eb/J0) approximately equal to −9 dB before the appliation of
the pulse blanking.
Figure 6.8 shows the DS/BPSK system performane in terms of BER when
the pulse blanking iruitry is adopted.
It an be learly observed that, the model in (6.42) perfetly mathes the
ahieved results. Furthermore, worst data demodulation performane are
ahieved even at higher Eb/N0. This is due to the fat that, the ideal pulse
blanking operation not ompletely removes the DME/TACAN pulses thus
leading to a high post blanking Eb/J0.
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Figure 6.8: Pulse blanking impat on Bit Error Rate for un-oded DS/BPSK
system in presene of AWGN pulsed interferene
6.4 Pulse blanking non linearities impat on real
oded DS/BPSK system: the Galileo E5a
ase
This Setion will investigate the impat of the pulse blanking on real oded
DS/BPSK system. In partiular, the transmission of the F/NAV message on
the Galileo E5a-I hannel will be onsidered, and demodulation performane
at reeiver level will be assessed taking into aount all those non-linear be-
haviours haraterizing realisti pulse blanking iruitry. Furthermore, the
system will be assessed onsidering higher data-rates transmission in the range
2−4 kbps with respet the standard data rate transmission on the E5a-I han-
nel equal to 50 bps. The sope of this analysis is to investigate if the pulse
blanking non linearities, whih are not taken into aount in the several the-
oretial derivations present in literature, have a not negligible impat on the
expeted signal degradation at the demodulator input. Moreover, investiga-
tion of the possibility to inrease the data-rates for future SBAS transmission
on GPS L5 and Galileo E5a frequeny bands is also presented.
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6.4.1 Pulse blanking non linearities
The onept of pulse blanking non-linear behaviour has been already intro-
dued in Chapter 4. Suh behaviours may be aused by the reeption of strong
pulsed interfering signals whih ause the saturation of the ative omponents
in the reeiver front-end thus impating also on the pulse detetion perfor-
mane of the blanking iruitry. Figure 6.9 provides a omparison between
the eet of an ideal pulse blanking and the eet of a non-ideal blanking
performed on the DME/TACAN double pulses. The a non perfet blanking
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Figure 6.9: Ideal versus non-ideal pulse blanking
leads not only to a delay on the detetion of the initial part of the pulses,
but also to a delay of a pulse blanking deativation time, thus leading to a
non-perfet suppression of the interferene and to a greater degradation of
the useful GNSS signal. Thus summarizing, two parameters an be identied
in order to haraterize the pulse blanking non linear behaviours:
• reation time γ whih represents the delay in the deteting the initial
part of pulse.
• reovery time δ whih represents the delay of the blanker in deteting
the end of the pulse.
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A parametri analysis onsidering values of γ and δ in the range 0 − 3 µs
has been performed and results are presented in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11
where the blanker duty yle β and the eetive post orrelation C/N0 are
shown respetively. As expeted the blanker duty yle inreases with the
inreasing reovery time δ, while it dereases with the inreasing reation
time γ. In fat, a slow pulse blanking detetion time allows great portions of
DME/TACAN pulsed interferene going through the orrelators thus leading
to a high degradation in the C/N0. It an be also observed that for a xed
value of γ, an inreasing value of δ within a determined range (e.g. 0.1µs ≤
δ ≤ 1µs for γ = 0µs) lead to a gain in the post orrelator C/N0. This is
due to the fat that, slightly inreasing δ, even those samples belonging to
the DME/TACAN pulse's tails are suppressed. However, for high values of
reovery time, a large portion of the reeived signal is suppressed (β ≥ 70%)
leading to a high degradation in the eetive post orrelation C/N0.
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Figure 6.10: Blanker duty yle β for dierent values of reation γ and
reovery δ time
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Figure 6.11: Eetive C/N0 for dierent values of reation γ and reovery δ
time
6.4.2 The F/NAV message on Galileo E5a-I
The Galileo SiS transmitted in Galileo E5a frequeny band, where the strong
DME/TACAN interferene environment is expeted, is omposed by two
quadrature phase hannels, E5a-I, arrying the navigation data bits, and
E5a-Q representing a pure pilot hannel. The same Quadrature Phase Shift
Keying (QPSK) like signal modulation is also transmitted in the Galileo E5b
band, as shown from Figure 6.12, where the satter plots, obtained proessing
real olleted data oming from the seond Galileo aIOV satellite, the Flight
Model 2, in both E5 side-bands are shown.
From the satter plots it an observed that eah hannels is a BPSK like
signals. In partiular, onerning the E5a-I data hannel, the navigation
data transmitted at 50 bps are modulated with a PRN ode sequene made
of a primary ode and a longer seondary ode, thus resulting in a tiered
ode length of 20 ms. Table 6.1 summarizes the primary and seondary ode
properties featured in both E5a-I and E5a-Q hannels.
Many other details, on primary and seondary ode generation an be found
in [15℄.
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Figure 6.12: E5a and E5b signal modulation
Table 6.1: E5a PRN ode
Signal Tiered
Code
Period
Primary
Code
Length
[hips℄
Primary
Code
Rate
[Mps℄
Seondary
Code
Length
[hips℄
E5a-I 20 10230 10.23 20
E5a-Q 100 10230 10.23 100
Conerning the data message format, the F/NAV message is transmitted
over the Galileo E5a-I hannel. The single F/NAV word of 244 bits length,
is enoded through a onvolutional enoder of 1/2 ode rate, and proessed
by a 61 × 8 interleaving matrix before being modulated by the tiered ode
and transmitted over the hannel. Additional details on the onvolutional
enoder properties and F/NAV message struture an be found in [15℄.
Performane of F/NAV message demodulation has been assessed in presene
of the strong DME/TACAN interferene senario desribed in Setion 4.5
of Chapter 4. Suh an interfered senario is representative of the expeted
environment in the so alled DME/TACAN hotspot loation, desribed in [1℄.
In Figure 6.13, the spetrum of 10 ms of Galileo E5a signal ombined with
DME/TACAN interferene is shown.
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Figure 6.13: Galileo E5a signals interfered with DME/TACAN pulses
The entire spetrum is ompletely jammed by several narrow-band interfer-
ene eah representing the DME/TACAN double pulse pair train reeived
from a determined ground beaon. However, the number of narrow-band in-
terferene in the spetrum are not representing the total number of DME/TACAN
stations in LoS to the reeiver on-board (about 40) sine some of them is
transmitting the pulsed signal on the same arrier frequeny.
The pulse blanking was enabled during the whole test duration, onsisting
in the transmission of 2 · 105 bits. The performane of the system have been
assessed in terms of BER and for dierent values of blanking reovery time δ
and reation time γ in the range 0 − 3 µs. Furthermore, the pulse blanking
threshold has been set aording to a pfa = 10
−3
and the AWGN hannel has
has been simulated aording to a C/N0 = 49.9 dB-Hz.
Sine the aim of the test was to investigate the possibility of exploiting higher
data rate (order of kpbs), the oded DS-BPSK system, representative of the
data bit transmission over the E5a-I hannel, has been tested for dierent
data rate in the range 2 − 4 kbps. Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 shows the
F/NAV navigation data demodulation performane in ase of hard deod-
ing and soft deoding respetively onsidering four dierent behaviour of the
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pulse blanking:
• Ideal blanking : γ = 0µs and δ = 0µs;
• γ = 1µs and δ = 2µs;
• γ = 2µs and δ = 1µs
• γ = 3µs and δ = 3µs
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Figure 6.14: Pulse blanking impat on E5a-I hannel data demodula-
tion performane in presene of DME/TACAN system: hard
deoding
The ahieved results are in line with those reported in Figure 6.11. Best
F/NAV demodulation performane are ahieved when exploiting an ideal
pulse blanking (blue line), sine the eetive C/N0 post orrelation and thus
the Eb/N0 at the demodulator is higher with respet the Eb/N0 ahieved in
presene of non-ideal blanking (see Figure 6.11). Furthermore results on-
rm that soft deoding should be preferred with respet the hard deoding
sheme as expeted. The simulated pulse blanking non linearities have a not
negligible impat on the data demodulation performane of the simulated
system. Worst performane are ahieved simulating a blanking haraterized
by slow detetion and reovery time (green line). In this senario, due to the
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Figure 6.15: Pulse blanking impat on E5a-I hannel data demodula-
tion performane in presene of DME/TACAN system: hard
deoding
omposite and dense in time pulsed interferene at the reeiver input, a slow
detetion time ombined with a slow reovery time auses the suppression of
large portions of useful GNSS signal, omparable to the duration of several
adjaent bits.
Furthermore, Figure 6.15 shows that in suh a senario, higher data rates (up
to 2.5 kbps) with respet those employed in the standard F/NAV navigation
data transmission an be aepted but areful front-end reeiver and pulse
blanking design are required.
6.5 Conlusions
The analysis addressed in this Chapter revealed that, un-oded DS/BPSK
systems operating in strong pulsed interferene may be threatened seriously
even in presene of a pulse blanking ountermeasure. The investigation of un-
oded DS/BPSK systems performane, arried out in presene AWGN pulsed
interferene and the more realisti DME/TACAN interferene, revealed that
the use of higher data bit rate (4 kbps) with respet those exploited in the
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standard GNSS (50 or 250 bps) lead to a non aeptable data demodulation
performane, sine the presene of a blanking mehanism an potentially
suppress long portions of signal omparable to the data bit duration. For
suh a reason, looking also at the future SBAS standard evolution on the
GPS L5 and Galileo E5a, data protetion sheme provided by the use of data
enoding and interleaving should be implemented, as shown from the analysis
addressed in Setion 6.4. Here it has been shown that, using the same oding
and interleaving sheme employed for the F/NAV message transmission on
the Galileo E5a-I data hannel, good data demodulation performane an
be ahieved even at higher data rate (order of kbps)in presene of a strong
DME/TACAN interferene and pulse blanking as a ountermeasure. However
a areful design of a pulse blanking iruitry apable of deteting the pulsed
interferene and suppressing also those DME/TACAN omponents below the
blanking threshold as muh as possible, is needed.
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Part III
Design of a High Sensitivity
Reeiver for GNSS signal
aquisition in harsh environment
Chapter 7
Weak GNSS Signal Navigation
This Chapter is devoted to the study and design of a HS reeiver apable
of deteting and proessing feeble GNSS signals. Investigation on the aiding
requirements needed for orret aquisition and traking of very weak signals
is arrier out rst theoretially and then by means of software simulation.
7.1 Introdution
So far, the thesis has provided a desription of the most ommon interferene
mitigation algorithms for GNSS appliations and, advaned signal proessing
tehniques for interferene suppression, whih inrease onsiderably the GNSS
reeiver robustness in harmful interfered senarios, have also been presented.
However, in many other environments, where the number of GNSS based
appliations is onstantly growing, suh as in indoor, urban anyon, or spae
senarios, reeivers performane are seriously threatened sine they have to
deal with several fators like multipath, low satellites visibility and weak
signal reeption. For suh a reason, in the last years GNSS ommunity has
foused its attention on the investigation and development of high sensitivity
solutions and signal proessing tehniques whih an be integrated in GNSS
reeivers in order to improve their robustness and their sensitivity.
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After providing a general overview of the state of the art for HS reeivers,
methodology and design of a HS aquisition sheme for weak GNSS signal
detetion are provided in the next Setions.
7.2 State of the art of High Sensitivity Reeiver
The onventional aquisition stages are designed to work in open-sky ondi-
tions, where a nominal reeived signal strength is expeted to be aptured
by the reeiver antenna. In harsh environments, HS aquisition strategies are
required to deal with the redued reeived power. In priniple, as a nature of
DS/SS, the longer the oherent integration time Tint between the loal and the
reeived signals is, the better the de-spreading gain (i.e. signal-to-noise ratio
improvement) that an be obtained after the orrelation proess. However,
the presene of unknown data bit transitions limits the value of Tint ≤ Tb,
being Tb the data bit duration (e.g. Tint ≤ 20 ms as for GPS L1 C/A signal)
to avoid the orrelation loss. A major issue for indoor GNSS signals is the
extremely low SNR (e.g. C/N0= 5dB-Hz - 30 dB-Hz), beause the typial
sensitivity of a ommon GNSS reeiver (about 35 dBHz - 40dBHz) is not
suient to guarantee proper indoor detetion performane. In partiular
the aquisition stage may fail in identifying orret orrelation peaks orre-
sponding to the best estimation of the ode delay and Doppler shift. There
are several analogies between the typial indoor environment and the spae
environment in terms of expeted C/N0, thus making feasible the adaptation
of indoor tehniques.
Aquisition sensitivity an be inreased by extending the oherent integra-
tion time, but the maximum ahievable performane is bounded primarily by
the presene of data bits whih introdue sign reversals within the integra-
tion window and may result in a partial or even total anellation of orret
orrelation peak. This limitation is only negleted if there is an external-
aiding soure, whih provides the data transition information. Furthermore
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the sensitivity improvement obtained by inreasing Tint is traded-o with an
inreased omputational omplexity. The Doppler step width (∆f) redues
as Tint beomes larger and this fat inreases the searh-spae size. Further-
more, the instability of the reeiver lok auses diulties for the aquisition
stage, espeially if Tint is large, beause of the arrier and ode Doppler ef-
fets. Therefore, one should onsider the trade-o between the sensitivity
improvement and the omplexity inrease when hanging the value of Tint .
It is well known that in order to overome the issue of data bit transitions,
non-oherent aumulation an be performed [102℄. Non oherent aumula-
tion makes also the aquisition stage robust to Doppler variations that may
not be negligible when dealing with long integration periods. Common GNSS
reeivers typially adopt non-oherent aumulation of subsequent oherent
orrelations. This tehnique is insensitive to bit transitions but suers the
squaring loss issue. This means that the theoretial gain obtained by in-
reasing the number of aumulated bloks is lower than for a pure oherent
integration of equivalent length.
The sensitivity assistane tehnique, also adopted in 3rd Generation Partner-
ship Projet (3GPP) speiations in the framework of mobile appliations,
enables HS aquisition, sine it provides approximate ode-phase/Doppler
frequeny estimates along with fragments of the navigation message. This
allow for wiping o data-bit transitions and for extending the oherent inte-
gration time. Furthermore, the knowledge of a rough estimate of the delay
and Doppler shift allows for a redution of the size of the aquisition searh
spae, thus improving the probability of detetion at searh spae level. Long
signal snapshots are typially required by HS orrelation algorithms. Hene,
sensitivity losses an still be experiened due to:
• the residual Doppler error (inluding the nite searh resolution in
frequeny and the ontribution of the user dynamis);
• the unertainty on the Loal Osillator (LO) frequeny. These eets
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impat the observed arrier frequeny and an be relevant with long
oherent integrations;
Finally, a trade-o between sensitivity and omplexity is neessary. Redued
sampling rates are mandatory to minimize the omputational load of the
baseband proessing as well as the optimization of the assistane information
exhange is fundamental in order to minimize the ommuniation load. Thus,
as remarked in [102℄, the problem of ahieving HS aquisition an be summa-
rized in the design of a proper ombination of oherent integration (ahieving
the best gain in terms of noise averaging) and non oherent aumulations
(insensitive to data transition and residual Doppler eets).
This Chapter will investigate the design of an HS aquisition sheme for weak
GNSS signals detetion beyond the GNSS satellites orbit, as an example in
the harsh lunar senario. The analysis will over the determination of optimal
oherent integration time Tint and non-oherent aumulationsK whih allow
the reeiver to aquire very low GNSS signals (down to 5 dB-Hz) with good
detetion probability. As we will see, extension of Tint in the order of seonds
is needed. Thus the assumption that the on-board GNSS reeiver employs
self assistane tehniques for seondary ode synhronization or data wipe-o
is taken into aount.
7.3 GNSS environment on the Lunar orbit
The design of the GNSS reeiver aquisition sheme for weak signal proess-
ing as well as the investigation on the required Doppler aiding auray is
analysed taking into aount the study of the Lunar GNSS environment pre-
sented in [6℄. The main hallenges for a GNSS reeiver operating in lunar
exploration mission an be identied as:
• Extremely weak GNSS signal power available at the on-board reeiver;
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• Poor satellites availability and satellites geometry (high GDOP values)
i.e. low LoS visibility;
• Large power dierenes between stronger (main satellite antenna lobes)
and weak signals (seondary satellite antenna lobes). Reeption of
strong GNSS signal (27-30 dB-Hz), may threat the orret aquisition
of weaker signals (5-10 dB-Hz) espeially if both strong and weak sig-
nals are haraterized by similar dynamis. This problem is known as
the near far eet;
• High dynami environment (Doppler in the range +20 dB-Hz −20 dB-
Hz;
7.4 Aquisition Sheme and Detetion Algorithm
As it has been desribed in Setion 7.3, the GNSS environment along the
Moon Transfer Orbit (MTO) trajetory is extremely harsh. Low C/N0 up
to 5 dB-Hz, together with expeted high Doppler and not negligible Doppler
rate values, fore the use of aiding information. An Assisted GNSS (A-GNSS)
system is needed for providing information suh as an a-priori knowledge of
the navigation data sequene, allowing a data wipe-o operation in ase of
large oherent integration time and a predition of the expeted Doppler fre-
queny. Moreover, a fast aquisition sheme would be needed for reduing the
Mean Aquisition Time (MAT). In suh senario, an FFT based aquisition
sheme parallel in the time domain has been onsidered.
Figure 7.1 shows the FFT based aquisition sheme, parallel in the time do-
main. The digital signal at the reeiver front-end output reeived by one
single satellite an be written as
yIF =
√
2Cc (nTs − τ) d (nTs − τ) cos (2π (fIF + fD)n+ φ) (7.1)
where
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Figure 7.1: Time parallel aquisition sheme: the CAF is determined by using
a irular onvolution employing eient FFTs
• C is the reeiver GNSS signal power;
• c is the spreading sequene reeived with a delay τ ;
• d is the navigation data bit stream;
• fIF is the intermediate frequeny;
• fD is the Doppler frequeny aeting the GNSS signal;
In suh aquisition sheme, the single digitized GNSS reeived signal yIF [n]
is multiplied by the fator exp
{−j2π (fIF + f¯D)n} obtaining the sequene
ql[n] = yIF [n] exp
{−j2π (fIF + f¯D)n} (7.2)
Then, the orrelation output for eah bin of the searh spae is obtained by
means of a irular orrelation funtion dened as
Y
(
τ¯ ,f¯D
)
=
1
N
IDFT {DFT {ql[n]} ·DFT {c[n]}∗} (7.3)
It is easy to show that the Cross Correlation Funtion (CCF) and the ir-
ular CCF oinide only in presene of periodi sequenes. This is the ase
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when loally generated omplex exponential perfetly mathes the expeted
Doppler frequeny fD, exept for the noise ontribution and a residual term
due to a double frequeny 2fD omponent ontained in the term ql[n]. In
the other frequeny bins, the presene of a sinusoidal omponent ould alter
the periodiity of the sequene [103℄. Finally the evaluated CAF S(τ¯ ,f¯D) an
be evaluated as the squared modulus of the orrelation output Y (τ¯ ,f¯D), and
written as
S(τ¯ ,f¯D) =
[
YI(τ¯ ,f¯D)
]2
+
[
YQ(τ¯ ,f¯D)
]2
(7.4)
highlighting the in-phase and quadrature omponents.
7.4.1 Aquisition threshold determination
The basi metris of the performane evaluation of an aquisition sheme are
the detetion and the false alarm probabilities of a single ell of the searh
spae, hereinafter indiated, respetively as Pd and Pfa; they are also referred
as single trial probabilities. In general, the aquisition threshold determina-
tion is performed aording to a required Pfa and to an assumption of the
statistial distribution of the CAF in eah ell of the searh spae in the null
hypothesis H0, representing the ase when the signal is not present. Whilst,
one the aquisition threshold is set, the single ell detetion probability an
be evaluated under the statistial assumption of the distribution of the CAF
in eah ell in the so alled alternative hypothesis H1 when the signal is
present and orretly aligned. Thus, given a determined aquisition thresh-
old βth, and naming X the generi random variable related to the single ell
of the searh spae, the false alarm and detetion probabilities an be dened
as
Pfa(βth) = P (X > βth|H0) = P
(
X > βth|τ¯ 6= τ ∪ f¯D 6= fD
)
Pd(βth) = P (X > βth|H1) = P
(
X > βth|τ¯ = τ ∩ f¯D = fD
) (7.5)
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In our ase the deision variable X is the value of S(τ,fD) in a bin of the
searh spae. In the following the statistial haraterization of the random
variable X is obtained.
7.4.1.1 Coherent Aquisition
When only oherent integration time is used, eah ell of the searh spae
is obtained as the squared absolute value of a omplex Gaussian random
variable with independent real and imaginary part. Under the H0 hypothesis
YI(τ¯ ,f¯D) and YQ(τ¯ ,f¯D) are both Gaussian distributed with zero mean and
variane σ2n expressed as
σ2n =
σ2IF
Nc
=
N0B
Nc
(7.6)
with N0 and B respetively the power spetral noise density and the pre
orrelation lter bandwidth, whilst Nc is the number of samples in one oher-
ent integration time. Thus, being S(τ¯ ,f¯D)|H0 the sum of the squares of two
independent zero mean Gaussian random variable, the resultant probability
density funtion is a entral χ2 distribution with two degrees of freedom
fS(τ¯ ,f¯D)|H0(x) =
1
2σ2n
exp
{
x
2σ2n
}
, x ≥ 0; (7.7)
Consequently the probability of false alarm is derived as
Pfa =
∫ ∞
βth
fS(τ¯ ,f¯D)|H0(x)dx = exp
{
βth
2σ2n
}
(7.8)
Suh relation an be easily inverted in order to retrieve the single ell aqui-
sition threshold βth aording to a required false alarm probability.
Under the H1 hypothesis YI(τ,fD) and YQ(τ,fD) are no longer zero mean, as
it is shown in [103℄. Thus the sum of the square of two non-zero mean inde-
pendent Gaussian random variables leads to a non-entral χ2 random variable
with two degrees of freedom and non-entrality parameter λ dened as
λ = E2
[
YI(τ¯ ,f¯D)
]
+ E2
[
YQ(τ¯ ,f¯D)
]
=
A2
4
=
C
2
(7.9)
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Then, the resultant probability density funtion is
fS(τ¯ ,f¯D)|H1(x) =
1
2σ2n
exp
{
−x+ λ
2σ2n
}
I0
(√
xλ
σ2n
)
, x ≥ 0; (7.10)
Under this hypothesis the single ell detetion probability an be evaluated
as
Pd(βth)
∫ ∞
βth
fS(τ¯ ,f¯D)|H1(x)dx = Q1
(√
λ
σ2n
,
√
βth
σ2n
)
(7.11)
where Qk(a,b) is the generalized Marum Q-funtion of order k
th
.
7.4.1.2 Non-oherent Aquisition
Aquisition performane an be improved exploiting non-oherent summa-
tions, whih simply onsists in summing a ertain number K instanes of the
output of the aquisition blok, as shown in Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.2: Non-oherent aumulations in aquisition sheme
The squaring bloks remove the phase dependene and the CAFs are non-
oherently summed. The nal deision variable beomes
SK(τ¯ ,f¯D) =
K−1∑
k=0
Sk(τ¯ ,f¯D) (7.12)
Under the H0 hypothesis, the nal CAF is the sum of K entral χ
2
random
variables with two degrees of freedom. Thus the nal distribution is a entral
χ2 with 2K degrees of freedom [104℄ whih an be expressed as
fSK(τ¯ ,f¯D)|H0(x) =
1
2σ2n
1
Γ (K)
(
x
2σ2n
)K−1
exp
{
− x
2σ2n
}
, x ≥ 0; (7.13)
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The probability of false alarm is then given by
Pfa =
∫ ∞
βth
fSK(τ¯ ,f¯D)|H0(x)dx =
ΓK
(
βth
2σ2n
)
Γ (K)
(7.14)
where ΓK(x) is the omplementary inomplete Gamma funtion of order K.
Under the H1 hypothesis, the nal random variable SK(τ,fD)|H1 is the sum
of K non-entral χ2 random variables with non-entrality parameter equal to
λ =
K−1∑
k=0
λk (7.15)
Thus, the probability density funtion is given by
fSK(τ¯ ,f¯D)|H1(x) =
1
2σ2n
(x
λ
)(K−1)/2
exp
{
−x+ λ
2σ2n
}
IK−1
(√
xλ
σ2n
)
, x ≥ 0;
(7.16)
where IK is the modied Bessel funtion of the rst kind of order K. Thus
the probability of detetion an be then derived as
Pd(βth) =
∫ ∞
betath
fSK(τ¯ ,f¯D)|H1(x)dx = QK
(√
λ
σ2n
,
√
βth
σ2n
)
(7.17)
7.4.2 Searhing Strategies
So far the probabilities denitions, are related to the single ell domain. Suh
probabilities denoted as Pfa and Pd play an important role in determining
the overall performane, but the aquisition deision is taken observing the
whole searh spae, i.e. onsidering the statistial event generated by the
ombination of the random variables at the single-bin level. Thus the aqui-
sition performanes are also strongly dependent on the deision statisti and
on the overall detetion and overall false alarm probabilities, denoted as PD
and PFA respetively. Before going to through the desription and derivation
of suh overall probabilities, few assumptions have to be mentioned [105℄
• The alternative hypothesis H1 is veried only in one single ell of the
searh spae. This means that, if ode delay and Doppler shift are
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rightly ompensated on the nth, only the nth ell is distributed as fA(x),
aording the assumption made under the hypothesis H1. The random
ell verifying this ondition is denoted with XA.
• Only one random variable XA is present over the whole searh spae.
• The variable XA an be in any ell with a uniform probability 1/N ,
being N the dimension of the whole searh spae
• All the random ells of the searh spae are supposed to be statistially
independent.
Expressions of the overall false alarm and detetion probabilities are strongly
dependent on the hosen searhing strategies. The main aquisition strategies
employed in order to explore the searh spae are:
• Maximum: The orrelation funtion is evaluated all over the searh
spae, for eah value of Doppler shift and ode delay. Then only the
maximum value of the CAF is ompared with the aquisition threshold
βth.
• Serial: Here the ambiguity funtion is serially evaluated ell by ell.
Eah value is ompared to the aquisition threshold, and the aquisition
proess stops at the rst threshold rossing.
• Hybrid: The ambiguity funtion is evaluated row-by-row, exploiting
for example FFT-based algorithms and the deision is taken on the
maximum of eah row-by-row. The aquisition proess terminates as
soon as the maximum in the urrent row exeeds the threshold.
The aquisition performane study will be arried on taking into aount the
Maximum strategy searh.
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7.4.2.1 MAXIMUM Strategies: detetion probability PD
Using this strategy, a right deision is obtained when XA assumes the maxi-
mum value within the searh spae and it passes the threshold βth. Thus the
overall detetion probabilities an be rewritten as
PD(βth) = P
(
XA = max
n
{Xn} ,XA > βth
)
(7.18)
Denoting with γ the value assumed by the random variableXA, using the the-
orem of the total probability, the overall detetion probability an be rewritten
as
PD(βth) =
∫ ∞
βth
N∏
n=1
P (XA ≥ Xn|XA = γ) fA(x)dx (7.19)
In the last produt all the terms are equal exept to the one orresponding
to the ase XA ≡ Xn. So there are N − 1 terms equal of the type
P (XA ≥ Xn|XA = γ) = P (Xn < γ|H0) = 1− P (Xn > γ|H0) = 1− Pfa(γ)
(7.20)
and only one term equal to
P (XA ≥ Xn|XA = γ) = P (γ ≥ γ|XA = γ) = 1 (7.21)
Thus the overall detetion probability expression beomes
PD =
∫ ∞
βth
[1− Pfa(γ)]N−1 fA(x)dx (7.22)
If Pfa(γ) is small enough, then the overall detetion probability redues to
PD ≈
∫ ∞
βth
fA(x)dx (7.23)
7.4.2.2 MAXIMUM Strategies: false alarm probabilities PFA
Dierently from the false alarm probability Pfa at ell level, whih is by def-
inition in absene of signal, the overall false alarm probability PFA hanges
depending if the signal is present or not. In order to avoid onfusion the false
alarm probabilities in absene or presene of signal will be named respetively
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P aFA and P
p
FA. The ase of signal absene is analysed rst.
In this senario a wrong detetion happen when the maximum of the ambi-
guity funtion rosses the aquisition threshold βth. Then the P
a
FA beomes
P aFA =P
(
max
n
{Xn} > βth
)
=
=1− P
(
max
n
{Xn} < βth
)
=
=1−
N∏
n=1
(1− P (Xn > βth)) =
=1− (1− Pfa(βth))N
(7.24)
Figure 7.3 shows the inreasing trend of the P aFA with respet the inreasing
number of bins in the searh spae, for a given Pfa = 10
−8
at ell level.
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Figure 7.3: False alarm probability at searh spae level versus the number
of bins in the searh spae for a xed false alarm probability at
ell level
Figure 7.4 shows the P aFA trend versus the Pfa at ell level. The four urves
are related to four dierent value of N . In both Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4
it an be observed that the false alarm probability P aFA at searh spae level
improves together with the redution of the number of bins in the searh
spae. However it has to be notied that P aFA assumes higher values with
respet the false alarm probability at ell level Pfa.
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Figure 7.4: False alarm probability at searh spae level versus false alarm
probability at ell level for a xed number of bins in the searh
spae
When the signal is present, the expression of the P pFA an be easily obtained
by dierene, as
P pFA(βth) = 1− PD(βth)− PMD(βth) (7.25)
where PMD(βth) is the overall missed-detetion probability. A missed-detetion
ours when the satellite is present but it is not deteted. This happens
when no ell value exeeds the aquisition threshold. Thus, the overall
missed-detetion probability an be dened as
PMD(βth) =
N∑
n=1
P (Xn < βth) (7.26)
where
P (Xn < βth) =

 1− Pd(βth), when XA ≡ Xn1− Pfa(βth), when XA 6= Xn (7.27)
Therefore the overall missed-detetion probability beomes
PMD(βth) = [1− Pfa(βth)]N−1 ·
∫ βth
0
fA(x)dx (7.28)
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7.5 Theoretial Aquisition Sensitivity Analy-
sis
A method for assessing the aquisition performane is based on the evalua-
tion of the SNR dened along the reeiver proessing hain. Hereafter, the
denitions of oherent SNR and SNR after non oherent aumulation will
be provided.
7.5.1 Coherent SNR
As proved in [102℄, the oherent SNR is dened as the ratio of the post-
orrelation signal power and the noise power
SNR =
(
S
σN
)2
(7.29)
where S is the amplitude of the orrelation peak, while σN , is the standard
deviation of the noise after orrelation. Denoting with Nc, the number of
samples aumulated within a oherent integration time, onsidering an ide-
alized oherent integration (innite bandwidth and unorrelated noise), the
signal magnitude grows by Nc, and the noise standard deviation by
√
Nc.
Thus, the oherent SNR ρc will grow as
ρc = SNRpre ·
(
N2c√
Nc
2
)
= SNRpre ·Nc (7.30)
where Nc represent the ideal oherent gain. Thus, in ideal ondition, use of
higher sampling frequeny would lead to an inreased oherent gain. However,
the inrease of the sampling frequeny may not be a solution for ahieving
higher oherent SNR. As it is shown in [102℄, use of a higher sampling fre-
queny with respet the Nyquist sampling frequeny an lead to a derease
of ρc aused by the orrelated noise samples.
Figure 7.5 shows the oherent SNR for GPS L1 C/A ode (Rc = 1.023
Mhips/s), signal at 5 dB-Hz, aording to the ideal front-end parameter
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showed in Table 7.1. The blue urve represents the oherent SNR ρc plotted
versus the oherent integration time. The three oloured straight lines refer
to three dierent values of the squared ratio between the aquisition threshold
βth and the orrelation noise standard deviation (i.e.in dBs 20 · log10 (βth/σN)
), obtained for three dierent false alarm probabilities Pfa at single ell level.
Suh level represents the SNR threshold orresponding to the hosen threshold
βth.
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Figure 7.5: Coherent SNR
Table 7.1: Ideal Front-end parameter for GPS L1 C/A ode
Front-end parameters Value
BIF 2Rc (GPS L1 C/A ode)
Fs 2BIF
Figure 7.6 shows dierent Reeiver Operating Charateristi (ROC) urves
obtained for dierent values of oherent integration time. It an be noted that,
for a Pfa10
−8
, whih will guarantee a false alarm probability at searh spae
level P aFA of 10
−2
, as it will be shown later during the theoretial investigation,
a Pd more than approximately of 90% an be ahieved if a oherent integration
time larger than 16 seonds is used, in the ideal ase. Results shown in Figure
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Figure 7.6: ROC urve - Coherent integration
7.5 and Figure 7.6 are obtained in an idealized ase, where losses related to
the IF ltering of the GNSS signal, quantization, frequeny mismath, ode
alignment and orrelated noise are negleted. Suh losses are desribed in
details in [102℄.
7.5.2 Non-Coherent signal aumulation
When non-oherent signal aumulation is present, the Sum-of-Squares (SS)
operation hanges the orrelation peak magnitude as well as the standard
deviation of the orrelation noise oor. Suh an eet is limited by the so
alled squaring loss, whih an be dened as
L =
post SS SNR
ρc
(7.31)
A generalized expression for the squaring loss is presented in [104℄ as
L =10 · log10
(
4− π
π
)
+ ρc|dB−
−20 · log10
{
exp
(
−ρc
4
) [(
1 +
ρc
2
)
I0
(ρc
4
)
+
(ρc
2
)
I1
(ρc
4
)]
− 1
} (7.32)
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where In is the modied Bessel funtion of the rst king of order n. Thus
after the non-oherent aumulation of K istanes of S(τ,fD), the nal SNR
ρnc beomes
ρnc|dB = ρc|dB − L+ 10 · log10K (7.33)
Figure 7.7 shows the non-oherent SNR ρnc with respet three dierent values
of the squared ratio between the aquisition threshold βth and the orrelation
noise standard deviation, obtained at three dierent false alarm probabilities
Pfa at single ell level and for dierent values of non-oherent summations
K.
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Figure 7.7: Non oherent aquisition performane
Suh theoretial results have been obtained for GPS signal and for a oherent
integration time of 1s. This example shows how it is then possible to redue
the oherent integration time but a large number of non-oherent aumula-
tions are needed. Figure 7.8 shows the dierent ROC urves in the ase of
dierent values of non-oherent aumulations. Eah ROC urve is obtained
xing a oherent integration time equal to 1 s.
Good detetion performanes at ell level an be ahieved with a number of
non-oherent summations above larger than 35, as onrmed in the results in
Figure 7.7. A great portion of signal needs to be proessed in order to ahieve
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Figure 7.8: ROC urve- Non oherent integration
orret signal aquisition. This is due to the fat that, at 5 dB-Hz a oherent
integration time equal to 1s leads to a low oherent SNR resulting in a not
negligible squaring loss of 1 dB, as seen in Figure 7.9, where (7.32) is plotted
with respet the oherent integration time.
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Figure 7.9: Squaring loss
However, suh an analytial formula expressed in (7.32) has to be onsidered
valid for oherent SNR lower than 10 dB, thus for oherent integration time
lower than 2 seond.
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The results previously presented represent a theoretial bound of the aqui-
sition performane aording to the parameter in 7.1. In a more realisti se-
nario where GNSS reeiver exploits wider bandwidth and greater sampling
frequeny, GNSS signal aquisition at 5 dB-Hz an be ahieved employing
shorter oherent integration time and a smaller number of non-oherent a-
umulations. Use of proper higher sampling frequeny, whih will minimize
the digital noise samples orrelation, will inrease the number of samples o-
herently integrated whih in turns means higher oherent SNR. The atual
performane of the aquisition sheme depends on several others fator that
might inrease the required total proessing time.
However, the bounds obtained demonstrates how the availability of assistane
data is mandatory in order to ahieve the aquisition of the signals. The role
of the assistane data will be to allow for oherent integration times longer
than the bit duration, and redution of the size of the searh spae thanks to
the availability of Doppler estimates. In ase of Galileo signals the availability
of the assistane for the data wipe-o an be avoided thanks to the presene
of the pilot hannel. Nevertheless, assistane for the redution of the searh
spae to investigate is always needed.
7.6 Assisted GNSS: theoretial performane and
requirements denition
Due to the harsh environments addressed in the framework of the lunar GNSS
projet, an A-GNSS system is required. Generally speaking, assistane data
ould be able to inrease the aquisition and traking sensitivity of the reeiver
thus allowing to proess extremely low GNSS signals. It has been shown in
Setion 7.5 that the aquisition of low GPS L1 signal (down to 5 dB-Hz)
an be ahieved exploiting long oherent integration time or a ombination of
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shorter oherent integration time and a large number of non-oherent au-
mulations. Nevertheless, extension of oherent integration time beyond the
data duration would require assistane information (i.e. the delivery of binary
message ontent) in order to perform a data wipe-o operation. Suh an assis-
tane may be avoided when dealing with aquisition of GNSS signal featuring
pilot hannel. However, suh a hoie, raises a further problem onerning the
proessing of a signal with 3dB loss, and proper tehniques for the seondary
ode synhronization have to be implemented. Other signiant assistane
options foresee the delivery of ephemeris of the GNSS satellites, whih would
inrease the reeiver sensitivity , avoiding ephemeris data demodulation, as
well as the delivery of referene time and loation information that integrated
in a orbital lter that would allow estimation of Doppler frequeny thus re-
duing the size of the searh spae domain and the MAT. In the following
setions a methodology for the design of a HS aquisition sheme is presented.
The analysis is arried out assuming the presene of an external or reeiver
embedded Doppler aiding apable of providing aurate Doppler and Doppler
rate information to the reeiver aquisition blok.
7.6.1 Searh spae redution: Doppler domain
As shown in Setion 7.4, the aquisition metris dened at searh spae level
strongly depends on the searh spae dimension. Use of advaned signal
proessing tehnique, suh as a kalman lter based orbital lter apable of
integrating assistane data as referene time and loation of the reeiver to-
gether with satellite position and veloity, and providing Doppler frequeny
and Doppler rate within few Hz, will redue the aquisition searh spae in
the Doppler domain thus improving false alarm probability at ell level, as
expeted from (7.24). Aquisition searh spae dimension is of ourse de-
termined by the hosen ode delay step and Doppler step. Conerning the
parallel aquisition sheme under investigation, the ode delay step is mainly
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determined by the number of points used in the FFT omputation. The em-
ployed MATLABr version of N-Gene software reeiver, performs FFT over
a number of points equal to the number of samples within one ode perdiod
Tcode. Indeed, for a given sampling frequeny fs
NFFT = Tcode · fs (7.34)
Therefore the ode delay domain size will be equal to NFTT .
Conerning the Doppler frequeny domain, the Doppler step is mainly deter-
mined by the oherent integration time Tint through the following empirial
rule [7℄
∆f =
2
3Tint
(7.35)
whih allows to minimize the losses at the boundary of the bin. Thus, know-
ing the maximum and minimum Doppler frequeny (fD,max and fD,min), the
searh spae dimension N an be determined by
N =
(
fD,max − fD,min
∆f
+ 1
)
·NFFT (7.36)
Dening TP as the portion of signal proessed in order to obtain the whole
searh spae, for a fast aquisition sheme parallel in the time domain, it
beomes
TP = K · Tint ·
(
fD,max − fD,min
∆f
+ 1
)
(7.37)
where K is the number of CAF non-oherently aumulated.
7.6.2 Assisted GNSS denition requirements: method-
ology
In order to provide requirements on the assistane system whih in turns
oinides with the denition of the auray required by an internal/external
Doppler aiding soure, the following approah has been adopted:
1. Choie of a false alarm probability at searh spae level in absene of
signal P aFA and evaluation of the related false alarm probability at ell
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level Pfa through (7.24), onsidering dierent aiding senarios. Eah
aiding senario is identied aording to the errors omputed by an
internal Doppler aiding system or unertainty of the external Doppler
assistane data, as well as the drift of the on board lok in generating
the frequeny. Dening ǫfD suh a total unertainty, in ase of Doppler
aiding, the number of bins in the Doppler domain redues to
Nbins,D =
ǫfD
∆f
+ 1 (7.38)
whih will also impat on the proessing time TP .
2. Assessment of the detetion probability at ell level Pd by means of
theoretial ROC urves.
3. Assessment of detetion probability at searh spae level PD.
4. Assessment of missed-detetion probability at searh spae level PMD.
5. Assessment of false alarm probability at searh spae level in presene
of signal P pFA
6. Assessment of proessing time TP needed for whole searh spae om-
putation.
It has to be mentioned that, even if in presene of high aurate Doppler aid-
ing, residual Doppler may be still present due to the nite auray of the loal
osillator frequeny, whih usually diers from the nominal value of an amount
related to the adopted osillator tehnology. Typial gures of (relative)
frequeny auray are 10−6 for Temperature Compensated Crystal Osilla-
tors (TCXOs) and 10−8 for Oven Controlled Crystal Osillators (OCXOs). A
rst onsideration is that the OCXOs tehnology is suggested in order to pre-
serve the auray ahievable with Doppler estimation algorithms and limit
the frequeny searh range for HS aquisition stages, whih an thus aord
for the required omplexity due to the extension of the integration time. For
the sope of the analysis ǫfD is the total unertainty, inluding the lok drift
eet.
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7.6.3 Case study:Aquisition on the lunar orbit
The theoretial investigation on the optimal aquisition system parameters
and the denition of the Doppler aiding requirements for feeble GNSS signals
detetion on the lunar orbit have been arried out onsidering the following
frequeny band:
• Galileo E1;
• GPS L1;
• Galileo E5a;
For the GNSS signals aquisition in the Galileo E1/E5a frequeny bands, only
pilot hannels proessing has been onsidered assuming full seondary ode
synhronization. Furthermore, onerning the Galileo E1 hannel, reeption
of the full Composite Binary Oset Carrier (CBOC) modulation has been
assumed. Analysis on the GPS L1 C/A ode aquisition has been performed
assuming perfet data wipe-o. The results ahieved by the theoretial design
of the overall systems are then validated by means of software simulations
exploiting the N-Gene fully software reeiver [77℄. For this purpose, the fully
software GNSS signal generator at Intermediate Frequeny, N-Fuels [98℄ has
been adopted for the generation of the expeted GNSS environment on the
Low Lunar Orbit (LLO). Suh a signal generator has been modied in order
to exlude the presene of seondary ode for those signals featuring the pilot
hannel (e.g. Galileo E1/E5a in this Setion).
7.6.3.1 Galileo E1 hannel aquisition
When aquiring the pilot hannel only, the aquisition sheme has to deal
with 3dB of loss whih then will require higher oherent integration time.
However, taking into aount the GNSS spae environment presented in [6℄,
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a 5 dB-Hz of aquisition threshold on the Galileo E1 pilot hannel only al-
lows for an aeptable number of satellites in view.
Galileo E1 pilot hannel features a primary ode of a duration equal to 4 ms
and a seondary ode tiered to the primary ode omposed of 25 hips for a
nal length of 100 ms. The analysis is based on the assumption that synhro-
nization with seondary ode is already ahieved, thus only the synhroniza-
tion within one primary ode period duration is required. As a onsequene,
the dimension of the searh spae along the ode delay domain will be
NFFT = Tcode · fs = 0.004 · fs (7.39)
four times larger with respet the ode delay domain in ase of GPS L1 signal
aquisition.
Table 7.2 summarizes the senario parameters onsidered during the theo-
retial investigation. Sine the full CBOC modulation is onsidered for the
Galileo E1 pilot hannel, the theoretial investigation on the Doppler aiding
requirements is arried out assuming a wider front-end bandwidth (e.g. 20.46
MHz), and thus higher sampling frequeny with respet those needed for the
reeption of the BOC modulation only.
Table 7.2: E1 Galileo signal: senario parameters
Signal and RX front-end parameters Values
Signal E1
C/N0 5 dB-Hz
Front-end bandwidth 20.46 MHz
Tint 2
K 10
fs 50 MHz
The oherent integration time Tint and the number of non oherent aumu-
lations K reported in 7.2 leads to optimal detetion probability Pd at single
ell level even for extremely small false alarm probability Pfa, as it an be
observed in Figure 7.10 where the ROC urves are shown.
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Figure 7.10: Galileo E1 non oherent aquisition: Theoretial ROC urves
at ell level
Targeting an overall false alarm probability P aFA of 10
−2
, and exploiting 2s of
oherent integration time Tint ombined with 10 non oherent aumulations,
a Doppler aiding auray of 0.5 Hz is required, as reported in Figure 7.11
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εf
D
 = 0.25Hz − Tp=60 s
Figure 7.11: Galileo E1 non oherent aquisition: Aquisition metris P aFA
vs Pfa for dierent aiding senario
Figure 7.12, Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14 provide respetively the detetion
probability PD, the missed detetion probability PMD and the false alarm
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probability in presene of signal P pFA whih an be ahieved at whole searh
spae level.
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a
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Figure 7.12: Galileo E1 non oherent aquisition: Theoretial ROC urve at
searh spae level (PD)
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Figure 7.13: Galileo E1 non-oherent aquisition: Theoretial ROC urve at
searh spae level (PMD)
A summary of the aquisition system design for weak Galileo E1 signal
detetion is proposed in Tables 7.3 and 7.4. where pure oherent aquisition
strategy and non oherent aquisition strategy are respetively onsidered.
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Figure 7.14: Galileo E1 non oherent aquisition: Theoretial ROC urve at
searh spae level (P pFA)
Table 7.3: Assisted GNSS: Theoretial results for pure oherent Galileo E1
signal aquisition
C/N0 5 dB-Hz 10 dB-Hz
Aquisition parameters Tint = 13s Tint = 5s
P aFA ≈ 10−2 10−2
Pfa 10
−8 10−8
ǫfD 0.25 Hz 0.5 Hz
Pd 86.3% 96.5%
PD 83.2% 96.5%
PMD 16.5% 0.03
P pFA 2 · 10−3 Hz 5 · 10−4
TP 143 s 45.6 s
The results in Tables 7.3 and 7.4 show how the aquisition of the E1 hannel
is a hallenging operation. Coherent integration time needs to be inreased
due to a wider IF lter bandwidth whih inreases the noise power at the
input of the aquisition blok. Suh an inreased oherent integration time
auses also the inreasing of the searh spae dimension aording to (7.35)
and (7.36). However the use of non-oherent aumulations strategy should be
preferred with respet the pure oherent aquisition sheme, sine it allows
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Table 7.4: Assisted GNSS: Theoretial results for non oherent Galileo E1
signal aquisition
C/N0 5 dB-Hz 10 dB-Hz
Aquisition parameters Tint = 2s; K = 10 Tint = 0.7s; K = 9
P aFA ≈ 10−2 10−2
Pfa 10
−8 10−8
ǫfD 0.5 Hz 1.5 Hz
Pd 85.6% 87.7%
PD 85.4% 87.7%
PMD 13.6% 12.26%
P pFA 2.2 · 10−10 Hz 6.8 · 10−10
TP 80 s 31.5 s
for the redution of the oherent integration time leading to less stringent
requirements on the Doppler aiding. Substantial gain is also ahieved in terms
of proessing time Tp needed for the whole searh spae omputation when
omparing the pure oherent aquisition performane with the aquisition
performane ahieved exploiting non oherent aumulations. In order to
ahieve the targeted false alarm probability at searh spae level of 10−2,
pure oherent aquisition shemes require extremely high aurate Doppler
aiding (within 0.25 and 0.5 Hz respetively at 5 and 10 dB-Hz as shown
in Table 7.3). Exploiting a proper number of non-oherent aumulations,
suh a targeted deision probability an be ahieved with a less stringent
requirement on the auray provided by the Doppler aiding.
On the basis of the theoretial analysis presented in Setions 7.6, where the
overall design of the aquisition system together with the denition of the
Doppler aiding auray requirements have been investigated, a simulation
test ampaign for assessing aquisition performane in ase of Galileo E1
pilot hannel reeption in a LLO senario, dened in Table 7.5, has been
performed.
In suh a senario the on-board GNSS reeiver operates in an environment
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Table 7.5: Lunar Low Orbit senario: Galileo E1b CBOC
Number of SVN 5
PRN from 1 to 5
Doppler Frequeny fD [15; 20;−5;−10; 15] kHz
Code delay τ [2; 0.5; 1.6; 0.8; 1] ms
C/N0 [8; 9; 11; 15; 28] dB-Hz
haraterized by GNSS signals with Doppler between +20 kHz and −20 kHz
and Doppler rates reahing 5 Hz/s. Conerning the Galileo onstellation
overage, only 5 satellites have been assumed visible to the on-board GNSS
antenna on the LLO. Conerning the level power, values between 5 and
15 dB-Hz have been assumed for the C/N0. Furthermore, the onsidered
senario foresee the presene of only one Galileo E1 signal oming from the
main lobe of a satellite for small portion of the time, thus leading to a C/N0
of 25 dB-Hz, 20 dB over the weakest Galileo E1 reeived signal.
In order to assess the presene of near far eet impat on the Galileo E1
PRN1 aquisition , Doppler frequeny of the weakest and strongest Galileo
E1, respetively (PRN 1 and PRN 5) has been set to the same value of 15
KHz.
N-Fuels signal generator have been set in order to generate for eah PRN
the full Galileo E1b CBOC modulation aording to the values reported in
Table 7.5.
Figure 7.15 shows the aquisition searh spae of the Galileo E1 hannel
(PRN 1) ahieved by the software reeived exploiting 9 non oherent a-
umulations with a oherent integration time of 2s. Corret aquisition of
Doppler frequeny and ode delay is ahieved, as it an be observed from the
main aquisition peak rossing the threshold (blak oor).
The ahieved orret aquisition is also onrmed looking at the CAF in the
ode delay and Doppler domain respetively in Figure 7.16(a) and Figure
7.16(b), where the highest orrelation peak is deteting in orrespondene of
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Figure 7.15: Galileo E1 non oherent aquisition: Searh Spae
(a) (b)
Figure 7.16: Galileo E1 aquisition at 5 dB-Hz: CAF in the ode delay
7.16(a) and Doppler 7.16(b) domain
τ = 2 ms and fD = 15 kHz.
Furthermore ross orrelations with the reeived strong PRN5 are mitigated
due to the use of a smaller oherent integration time and a suient numbers
of non-oherent aumulations whih leads to an averaging of the noise oor.
7.6.3.2 GPS L1 C/A ode aquisition
Following the same methodology presented in Setion 7.6.2, investigation and
Doppler aiding requirements denition for weak GPS L1 C/A ode aquisition
on the LLO has been performed and results are summarised in Table 7.6 and
Table 7.7.
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Table 7.6: Assisted GNSS: Theoretial results for pure oherent GPS L1 C/A
signal aquisition
C/N0 5 dB-Hz 10 dB-Hz
Aquisition parameters Tint = 7s Tint = 3s
P aFA 10
−2 10−2
Pfa 10
−7 10−7
ǫfD 0.25 Hz 0.5 Hz
Pd 85.5% 95.6%
PD 85.3% 95.4%
PMD 14.4% 0.01
P pFA ≈ 10−3 Hz 2.5 · 10−4
TP 43.75 s 18 s
Table 7.7: Assisted GNSS: Theoretial results for non oherent GPS L1 C/A
signal aquisition
C/N0 5 dB-Hz 10 dB-Hz
Aquisition parameters Tint = 1s; K = 12 Tint = 0.5s; K = 8
P aFA 10
−2 10−2
Pfa 10
−7 10−7
ǫfD 2 Hz 3 Hz
Pd 87.5% 92.6%
PD 87.1% 91.5%
PMD 12.8% 3.4%
P pFA 4.6 · 10−11 Hz 1.8 · 10−9
TP 84 s 24 s
As expeted, lower oherent integration time for GPS L1 C/A aquisition at
5 and 10 dB-Hz are needed with respet the values reported in Table 7.3 and
7.4, due to the smaller front-end bandwidth and onsequent redution of the
noise power leaking through the orrelators. Both Tables onrm that the
use of non-oherent aumulations allows for a redution of the oherent inte-
gration time and thus to a less stringent requirements on the Doppler aiding
auray.
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Near-Far eet on the weakest reeived GPS L1 C/A signal (PRN1) aquisi-
tion has been investigated and the result is presented in Figure 7.17. N-Fuels
signals generator has been tuned in order to generate syntheti data at IF in
the GPS L1 representative of the multiple satellites senario dened in Table
7.8. In this ase, for all the seleted PRNs, generation of the data navigation
message has been exluded.
Table 7.8: Lunar Low Orbit senario: GPS L1 C/A
Number of SVN 8
PRN from 1 to 8
Doppler Frequeny fD [15; 20; 10; 5;−5;−10;−15; 15] kHz
Code delay τ [0.5; 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 0.6; 0.7] ms
C/N0 [5; 6; 6.5; 7; 7.5; 15; 22; 27] dB-Hz
Figure 7.17 shows the aquisition searh spae when aquiring the PRN1
at 5 dB-Hz, exploiting 1 seond of oherent integration time and 12 non-
oherent aumulations. From the searh spae it is possible to notie that, in
orrespondene of the Doppler bin representing the true Doppler aeting the
weakest and the strongest reeived PRNs, several peaks rosses the aquisition
threshold. These peaks, whih are the eet of the ross orrelations between
the loally generated PRN 1 and the reeived PRN 5, threat the aquisition
proess. However, the onsidered GNSS senario is quite pessimisti sine
same dynami has been onsidered for both the weakest and the strongest
reeived PRNs. It is most likely that signals haraterized by a very large
dierene of power are also haraterized by dierent dynamis.
7.6.3.3 Galileo E5a-Q and GPS L5-Q hannel aquisition
Table 7.9 and Table 7.10 provides the optimal aquisition parameters and
Doppler aiding requirements for the detetion of the Galileo E5a-Q pilot
hannel in lunar orbit environment.
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Figure 7.17: GPS L1 C/A non oherent aquisition: Searh Spae
Table 7.9: Assisted GNSS: Theoretial results for pure oherent E5a-Q
hannel aquisition
C/N0 5 dB-Hz 10 dB-Hz
Aquisition parameters Tint = 12s Tint = 4s
P aFA ≈ 10−2 10−2
Pfa 10
−8 10−8
ǫfD 0.5 Hz 3 Hz
Pd 87.5% 90.9%
PD 87% 90.8%
PMD 12.5% 0.09
P pFA 10
−3
Hz 7 · 10−10
TP 228 s 76 s
Although the same front-end lter bandwidth has been onsidered in the
theoretial analysis for the aquisition system design in the Galileo E1/E5a
frequeny bands, less stringent requirements on the Doppler aiding auray
an be observed in Table 7.9 and 7.10. This is mainly due to the fat that,
Galileo E1 primary ode period is four times longer than the primary ode
in the Galileo E5a-Q pilot hannel (1 ms), thus leading to a bigger number
of bins in the ode delay domain of the searh spae. The inrease of the
number of bins in the searh spae leads to a worsening of the P aFA aording
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Table 7.10: Assisted GNSS: Theoretial results for non oherent Galileo E5a-
Q hannel aquisition
C/N0 5 dB-Hz 10 dB-Hz
Aquisition parameters Tint = 2s; K = 9 Tint = 0.8s; K = 7
P aFA ≈ 10−2 10−2
Pfa 10
−8 10−8
ǫfD 3 Hz 7 Hz
Pd 87.1% 90.9%
PD 87% 90.8%
PMD 12.9% 0.09%
P pFA 7 · 10−10 Hz 7.7 · 10−10
TP 342 s 50.4 s
to (7.24).
Table 7.11: Lunar Low Orbit senario: Galileo E5a-Q
Number of SVN 5
PRN from 1 to 5
Doppler Frequeny fD [15; 20;−10; 5; 15] kHz
Code delay τ [0.5; 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4] ms
C/N0 [5; 6; 8; 12; 25] dB-Hz
Finally, aquisition of the Galileo E5a-Q pilot hannel in a multiple satellites
senario has been performed. The GNSS lunar low orbit senario is dened
in Table 7.11. The same pessimisti senario where the strongest and the
weakest reeived PRN are aeted by the same Doppler frequeny has been
onsidered, the aquisition performane ahieved by the employed software
reeiver are shown in Figure 7.18.
The orret aquisition of Doppler and ode delay haraterizing the weakest
PRN1 is ahieved and no impat of the near-far eet is deteted, as in the
ase of Galileo E1 hannel aquisition.
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Figure 7.18: Galileo E5a-Q hannel non oherent aquisition: Searh Spae
7.7 Conlusions
Weakest GNSS signal aquisition on the moon, an be ahieved exploiting
higher oherent integration time and optimal non-oherent aumulations.
However, extension of oherent integration time requires the integration with
assisted GNSS tehniques. In fat, in ase of signal featuring only data han-
nel, as the GPS L1 C/A, delivery of the navigation data bit transition in-
formation is needed. When onsidering GNSS signal featuring also the pilot
hannel, self assistane tehniques allowing the reeiver to ahieve full syn-
hronization with seondary ode, are required. However, when dealing with
pilot hannel 3 dB of loss need to be aounted for. Finally, due to high
dynamis haraterizing the onsidered GNSS environment and due to the
onsidered long oherent integration time adopted for the aquisition pro-
ess, an aurate Doppler aiding to the reeiver is also needed. The presented
signal proessing analysis has been mainly foused on the denition of the
Doppler aiding requirements for GNSS signals aquisition at low signal to
noise ratio.
In this ontext, it has been shown that use of non-oherent aumulations has
to be preferred with respet oherent aquisition sheme only sine require-
ments on the Doppler aiding auray an be relaxed. This is mainly due to
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the fat that, use of non-oherent aumulations allows for a redution of the
oherent integration time, whih in turn means an inrease of the Doppler
step in the Doppler domain. Sine the targeted false alarm probability at
searh spae level P aFA determines the number of ells of the whole searh
spae, the inrease of the Doppler step will lead to a wider Doppler range to
san and thus to a less stringent requirements on the Doppler aiding. The
high Doppler aiding auray, required when aquiring the Galileo E1 han-
nel, is justied by the presene of a longer primary ode (4 ms) whih thus
results in an inreased ode delay dimension in the searh spae. Neverthe-
less, it is worth to mention that, even in presene of an extremely aurate
Doppler aiding, residual Doppler error may be generated by reeiver lok
anomalies.
The aquisition simulations with fully software reeiver have been performed
in order to assess aquisition performane in realisti LLO senarios, where
the reeiver has to deal with very weak signals. In this senario, the fous
was to assess the presene of near far eet, whih may mask the orret a-
quisition peak in the searh spae, as in the ase of GPS L1 C/A aquisition.
Suh a problem has not been deteted in the ase of Galileo E1 and E5a-Q
hannel aquisition. These results an be justied by the fat that, Galileo
E1 and E5a-Q feature longer primary odes with respet the GPS L1 C/A
ode. The presene of long odes inreases the un-orrelation properties of
the PRNs transmitted by the satellites. However, use of non-oherent a-
umulations strongly help in mitigating the near far eet, sine the ross
orrelations peaks are averaged together with noise.
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